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and forged.

8 Microstructure of as-received P/M plus HIP and forged 204
IN-100 (40X).

9 Microstructure of as-received P/M plus HIP and forged 205
IN-l00 (20OX).
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10 Pores in P/M plus HIP and forged IN-1O0 (200X). 205

11 Microstructure of heat treated P.M plus HIP and forged 206
IN-i0 (400X).

12 Microstrutture of heat treated P/M plus K)" and forged 206
IN-100 (1000X). n

13 Compact-tension specimen used for fracture toughness 207
testing.

14 Orientation of fr,:ture toughnes3 and fatigue specimens 208
in forged P/M billet of IN-10,

15 Fracture surface of cast IN-l1&t"(630X). 209

16 Fracture surface of c.st plus HIP IN-100 (600X). 209

17 Single-edge-crack specimen used for fatigue crack 210
propagation testing.

18 Fatigue crack propagation in P/M, cast and cast plus 211

HIP IN-100 at room temperature and 1400°F.

19 Branching of the fatigue crack in cast IN-100 (40X). 212

The Deformation of Hot Isostatically Pressed IN-100 at High
Temperatures and High Strain Rates

la Typical REP IN-IOO powder particle (500X). ?35

lb Dendrite structure in REP IN-100 powder (300X). 235

2a Typical microstructure of IN-1O0 HIP at 2100°F (1170°C) 236
for 2 hours at 15 ksi (103.4 N/m, 2 ). Designation:
(3A68-2) (200X).

2b Typical microstructure of IN-100 HIP at 2250°F (12500 C) 236
for 5 hours at 15 ksl (103.4 N/nm2 ). Designation:
(2L43-1) (200X). Taken after te~tlng.

3 Stress vs. deformation rate plot for INlO0 HIP at 237
20500 F (1140°C) for 2 and 5 hours.

4 Stress vs. deformation rate plot for IN-100 HIP at 237
2100°F (1170 0 C) for 2 and 5 hours.

5 Stress vs. deformation rate plot for IN-1O0 at 2150OF 238
(11950C) for 2 and 5 hours.
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- 6 Stress vs. deformation rate plot for IN-100 HIP at 238
2200OF (1220 0 C) for 2 and 5 hours.

* 7 Stress vs. deformation rate plot for IN-t00 HIP at 239
2250OF (1250 0C) for 2 and 5 hours.

8 Typical post-test photomicrograph of IN-100 HIP at 240
"2250OF (1250 0 C) for 2 hours; designation (&L49-2),
tested at 2000OF (1093C); 106 ksi (73.1 N/10 2 ).

= Deormation rate: 5.7 X l10- sec- (400X).
a

9 Typical post-test photomicrograph of IN-100 HIP at 240
2250°F (1250*C) for 2 hours; designation (2L43-2);
tested at 1900OF (1038 0 C); 335 ksi (231 N/nun).
"Deformation rate: 3.1 X 10-4 sec-1. (200X).

10 Typical post-test photomicrograph of IN-100 HIP at 241
"2250°F (1250°C) for 5 hours; designation (2L46-1);
tested at 1800OF (982(C); 248 kst (170.9 N/ram2 ).
Deformation rate: 4.6 X 10"6 sec . (200X).

11 Typical post-test photomicrograph of IN-100 HIP at 241
2200°F (1220*C) for 5 hours; designation (2L42-2);
tested at 1900OF (1038 0 C); 148 ksi (111.8 N/m 2 ).
Deformation rate: 2.3 X 1 0-5 sec- . (200X).

-12 Typical post-test photomicrograph of IN-DO0 HIP at 242
2lO°F (11950C) for 2 hours; designation (2K12-4);tested at 1900*F (1038 0 C); 189 ksi (130.3 N/m 2 ).

SDeformation rate: 2.7 X 10"4 sec-1. (20OX).

13 Typical post-test photomicrograph of IN-100 HIP at 242
2050°F (1140*C) for 5 hours; designation (3A53-3);
tested at 1900F (1038°C); 232 ksi (160 N/mm2 ).
Deformation rate: 2.0 X 10-3 sec"'. (200X).

'14 Typical SEM fractograph of IN-1O0 HIP at 2200*F(1220°C) 243
?or 5 hours; designation (2L52-4); tested at 2000OF
(1093 0 C); 80 ksi (55 N/mW2). Deformation rate:

i 1.4 X 10"1 sec'1. (130X).

15 Typical SE4 fractograph of IN-100 HIP at 2150OF (1195°C) 243
for 2 hours; designation (2K12-4); tested at 1900OF
(10380C); 189 ksi (130.3 N/mm2 ). Deformation rate:
2.7 X 10-4 sec-1. (119X).

16 Typical post-test photomicrograph of IN-100 HIP at 244
21501F (1195 C) for 2 hours; designation (2K12-4);
tested at 1900"F (1038C); 189 ksi (130.3 N/num2 ).
Deformation rate: 2.7 X 10-4 sec-1. (lO00X).
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17 Typical rupture time vs. deformation rate plot (Monkman- 244
Grant) for material HIP at 2050OF (1140 0C) for 2 and 5
hours. Tested at 1800°F (982 0C).

18 Stress vs. elongation curve for IN-l00 HIP at 2050*F 245
(1140C) tested at 1800*F (982*C).

19 Stress vs. elongation curve for IN-100 HIP at 2250OF 246
(1250 0C) tested at 18000F (982 0C).

20 Stress vs. elongation curve for IN-lO0 HIP at 2050°F 246
(1140 0C) tested at 19000F (1038 0 C).

21 Stress vs. elongation curve for IN-lO0 HIP at 2250°F 246
(1250C) tested at 1900OF (1038 0C).

22 Stress vs. elongation curve for IN-1O0 HIP at 2050OF 247
(1140C) tested at 2000°F (1093 0C).

23 Stress vs. elongation curve for IN-lO0 HIP at 2250OF 247
(1250 0C) tested at 2000°F (10930C).

24 Elongation vs. rupture time curve for IN-l00 HIP at 248
2050OF (1140V) tested at 19000 F (1038 0 C).

25 Elongation vs. rupture time curve for IN-lOO HIP at 248
2100*F (1170 0C) tested at 1900*F (1038*C).

26 Elongation vs. rupture time curve for IN-lO0 HIP at 249
2150OF (1195C) tested at 19000F (1038 0C).

27 Elongation vs. rupture time curve for IN-lO0 HIP at 249
22000 F (1220*C) tested at 19000 F (1038 0 C).

28 Elongation vs. rupture time curve for IN-lO0 HIP at 250
2250WF (1250 0 ) tested at 1900*F (10380 C).

Distribution of Plastic Strain and Triaxial Tensile Stress in
Necked Steel and Copper Bars

1 Changes of neck profile with deformation in a tension 275
specimen.

Changes of shape of a grid inscribed on the surfaces of 276
two specimens with initially machined natural neck
profiles of (a/R)i - 0.5.

3 True stress-true strain plot for two spheroidized 1045 277
steel specimens.
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4 True stress-true strain plot for two fully aged specimens 278
of Cu-0.6% Cr.

5 Nodal points in finite element grids for bars with 279
initially machined natural neck profiles, a) (a/R)i
0.5, b) (a/R)i = 1.0.

6 Distribution of equivalent plastic strain (a), and 280
triaxial tensile stress (b) for 1045 steel bar with
(a/R) 1 = 0. (a/R)f = 0.95, ey = 0.0072, n - 8.

7 Distribution of equivalent plastic strain (a), and 281
tria&ial tensile stress (b) for 1045 steel bar with
(a/R)i = 0.5. (a/R)f - 1.65, Ey = 0.0094, n = 4.

8 Distribution of equivalent plastic strain (a), and 282
triaxial tensile stress (b) for 1045 steel bar with
(a/R)1 - 1.0, (a/R)f = 2.4, ey = 0.0094, n = 4.

9 Distribution of equivalent piastic strain (a), and 283
triaxial tensile stress (b) for Cu-0.6% Cr bar with
(a/R)i = 0. (a/R)f = 0.95, y= 0.00, n = 3.

10 Distribution of equivalent plastic strain (a), and 284
triaxial tensile stress (b) for Cu-0.6% Cr bar with
(a/R)i = 0.5, (a/R)f = 2.75, ey = 0.00416, n = 2.5.

11 Distribution of equivalent plastic strain (a), and 285
triaxial tensile stress (b) for Cu-0.6% Cr bar with
(a/R) 1 = 1.0, (a/R)f = 3.82, ey = 0.00416, n = 2.5.

12 Distribution of triaxial tensile stress, aT, flow stress, 286

Y, and triaxiality, dT/Y, in: (a) Steel with (a/R)i = 0,

at a/ai = 0.75; (b) Steel with (a/R)i = 0.5, at a/ai = 0.60;

(c) Steel with (a/R)i = 1.0, at a/ai = 0.60; (d) Cu-0.6% Cr

with (a/R)i = 0, at a/ai = 0.45; (e) Cu-0.6% Cr with

(a/R)i = 0.5, at a/ai = 0.50; (f) Cu-0.6% Cr with

(aOR), = 1.0, at a/a 1 = 0.50.

Cavity Formation from Inclusions in Ductile Fracture

I Idealization of actual plastic behavior by two limiting 322
forms on non-hardening rigid plastic, and linear behavior.

2 One quadrant of grid for finite element solution of 323
initiation of plastic flow in pure shear around a rigid
cylinder.
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3 Spreading of the plastic region (shaded) with increasing 324
boundary displacements for elastic, non..hardenlng plastic
idealization: (a) u1 - uo where plastic flow is just

initiated, (b) uI = 1.1 uo, (c) u1 -1.2 uo, (d) u=

1.3 u., (e) u1 - 1.4 uo, (f) ul = 1.5 u0 .

4 CW~ge of maximum interfacial tensile stress with inrc- 325
reasing boundary strain in non-hardening material.

5 Distribution of interfacial tensile stress and shear 326
strain around a rigid particle in an incompressible
linear matrix.

6 The distribution of principal total strain c parallel 327
to the tension direction for the elastic, no- hardening
plastic material, the linear incompressible material,
and experimental measurements on a model copper specimen
with a hardened cylindrical Cu-Be "inclusion"

7 Ashby's model of the production of a secondary plastic 328
zone to dissipate the elastic shear stresses arising
from the interfacial displacement incompatibility upon
plastic straining-of the matrix.

8 (a) Idealization of the cylindrical plastic punching by 329
a cylinder elastically or plastically extended in a rigid
cavity against wall friction; (b) Plastic punching
between two interacting particles.

9 Charge of interfacial stress with increasing distant 330
plastic strain for an elastic plug and a plastic, strain
hardening plug.

10 Dependence of interfacial stress on local second phase 331
particle concentration, (a) for copper, n 2.5,
(b) for 1045 steel, n = 4.

11 Probability (l-P(c/`-)) of finding a local second phase 333
particle concentration in excess of c, when the overall -;

average is c.

12 The dependence of the critical strain ratio for particle 334
interactions as a function of local second phase concentra-
tion for two hardening exponents. -j

13 Experimental arrangement for determining local plastic 335
strains in a copper block with a hardened, cylindrical
Cu-Be "inclusion".
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S ation of Inclusions in Spheroidized 1045 Steel, Cu-0.6% Cr
A1Voj, and Mara-ging Steel in Plastic Straining

1 Fe3 C inclusions in spheroidized 1045 steel (bar is 10W). 361

2 Cu-Cr inclusions in a plastically strained sample of 361
Cu-0.6% Cr alloy (bar is l0p).

3 Stress-strain curve of unaged maraging VM300 steel. 362

4 Section of maraging steel showing fracture surface 363
outline and large internal holes from which TiC inclu-
sions have been removed in the course of polishing (bar
is 5op).

5 Cumulative density distribution of diameters of Fe C 364
inclusions: upper curve, prior to straining; middli curve,
separated inclusions underneath fracture surface; lower
curve, separated inclusions, a distance z = 0.32 ao
away from fracture surface.

6 Cumulative distribution of net nearest neighbor 365
distances between Fe3C inclusions.

-7 Frequency distribution of the p/Xc ratio of Fe3 C. 366

8 (a) Fe C inclusions and holes on axial section of frac- 367
tured ipecimen; (b) fracture surface dimples (bar Is 50).

9 Density of separated Fe C inclusions, and fraction of 368
inclusions separated altng axes of spheroidized steel
specimens: (a)(a/R)1 - 0; (b) (a/R)i = 0.5; (c) (a/R)I = 1.0.

10 Cumulative density distribution of diameters of Cu-Cr 371
inclusions in Cu-0.6% Cr alloy: upper curve, prior to
straining; lower curve separated inclusions underneath
fracture surface.

11 Dimples on fracture surface of copper with Cu-Cr inclu- 372
sions (bar is WI).

12 Density of separated Cu-Cr inclusions and fraction of 373
inclusions separated along axes of Cu-0.6% Cr alloy:
(a) (a/R)i = 0; (b) (a/R)i - 0.5; (c) (a/R)i = 1.0.

13 Density of separated TiC inclusions, and fraction of 376
inclusions separated along axes of maraging steel:
(a) (a/R)- 0.1 and (a/R)i = 0.25; (b) (a/R)i =-0.5
and (a/R)1 = 1.0.
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14 Dimples on fracture surface of maraging steel showing 378
large dimples of TIC inclusions, and small dimples of
Ni3Mo inclusions (bar is 1O%).

15 Fe C inclusions and holes in specimen strained at 450*C 379
(Ur is 5p).

16 Fe C inclusions and holes in specimen strained at 630%C 379
(bar is 5p).

17 Cumulative density distribution of effective diameters 380
of Fe 3C Inclusions in material strained at 4500 C: upper
curve, prior to straining; lower curve, separated
inclusions underneath fracture surface.

18 Cumulative density distribution of effective diameters of 381
Fe C inclusions in material strained at 630°C: upper
cuge, prior to straining; lower curve, separated
inclusions underneath fracture surface.

19 Density of separated Fe C inclusions and fraction of 382
inclusions separated aling axes of 1045 steel specimens
strained at 4500 C and 630 0 C.

20 Dimples on fracture surface of Fe3C-bearlng 1045 steel, 383
Fractured at 4500C (bar is l0p).

21 Dimples on fracture surface of Fe3C-bearing 1045 steel. 383
fract.=-d at 630 0C (bar is 1011).

22 Probability of finding a local concentration of second 384
phasein excess of c in specimen with average concentra-
tion c, as a function of c/c. Circles are experimental,
broken curve from theory of Argon, et.al. (10).

23 Construction for determination of the distribution of 385
separated Fe C inclusions along the axis of a fractured
specimen of 3pheroidized 1045 steel containing a large
concentration of interacting inclusions.

24 Fraction of separated inclusions as a function of 386
equivalent plastic strain: Dots determined from specimens
5 and 6 of 1045 steel, curve obtained from construction
given in Figure 23.
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TASK I

PROCESSING OF ALLOYS

P.E. Price
R. Widmer



Hot Isostatic Pressing of Modern Alloy Powders

I. INTRODUCTION

In modern metallurgy continued development of high performance materials,

characterized most generally by extensive use of scarce and expensive components,

has been limited in some areas by basic physical phenomena. An example of such a

limitation is the tendency of highly alloyed compositions to undergo macro and micro

segregation during solidification from the melt. The dimensional scale and "intensity"

of such segregation tends to increase with decreased cooling rate of liquid metal, a

condition which occurs generally with increasing casting size. In production of

wrought products from cast ingots or bars, adverse effects on workability and the

uniformity of structure and properties may result from solidification induced

inhomogeneities in configurations surprisingly small.

Alloy improvements for "state-of-the-art" aircraft gas turbine engine discs

are expected to employ increasing amounts of refractory metals such as tungsten,

tantalum, columbium, molybdenum and hafnium in a nickel alloy base., Some

developmental compositions are even now so heavily alloyed that the "cast and

wrought" process route is "closed out". Further progress requires process routes

employing prealloyed metal powders. The technical aspects of achieving

compositional uniformity and structural refinement by use of prealloyed powder

have been discussed. 1,2,3,4

Prealloyed powder production achieves in effect sufficient reduction in

dimensional scale of segregation of alloying elements in each powder particle

that subsequent process steps produce "fully"homogeneous structures. Phase

relationships are maintained during processing, however, and insoluble phases

such as carbides may persist although "refined" in dimension. Full utilization of

the properties of superalloy powder requires, however, the critical step of

consolidation. In the present paper, the method of hot isostatic pressing of alloy

powders will be discussed.
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II. PROCESS DESCRIPTION

Hot isostatic pressing of prealloyed powders consists of consolidation by

application of fluid pressure at elevated temperature. Configurations may include
"net-shape", forging preforms, extrusioii billets, hot rolling billets, test bar material,

etc. In the case of net-shape production, cazeful dimensional control is required to

achieve maximum economy in powder utilization. For forging billets, the same

condition applies because subsequent forging practice requires consistent billet

dimensions. Basic elements of the pressing include powder characterization,

encapsulation, and process cycle.

A. Powder Characterization

Powder properties which affect subsequent processing include particle shape,

size, size distribution, and chemistry. Workability and property response require

close specification of these variables. Immediate specification of "packing

density" of superalloy powder after being "tapped" or vibrated is required for

design of encapsulation containers. Powder packing density is defined as the ratio

of apparent density of "tapped" powder to density of "1000/ dense" material.

Values of the latter are generally taken as those of cast or wrought material.

Thus,
D-

where

D packing density

= apparent density of tapped powder, grs/cc

= density of 1000/o dense material, grs/cc

Since in hot isostatic pressing the "empty space" between powder particles is
"squeezed out", the volume shrinkage per unit volume during HIP is given by

A v =I - 1-OD(

Linear dimensional shrinkage can be approximated to first order from the relationship

for a unit volume

V =(2)



A V 3A 1 (3)

and
4I _ l V _ 1-D (4)

T -- 3
Thus, for a powder with D 0.7, the linear shrinkage after full compaction is

given by:

41 1-0.7 = 0.1 (5)
--T-- 3

With such a powder, the starting dimension to produce a specific finish dimension

is estimated as: L Lf

T
where

L. initial linear powder dimension

Lf = desired finai compact dimensions

Allowances must be made for stock for forging and/or finish machining as well as

removal of the interaction zone between the can and its compacted contents.

Complications arise in maintaining geometry control if powder packing density is
<.5-.6 due to flake and/or hollow particle morphology. Thin sections distort

readily during compaction of low packing density powder.

B. Canning

In hot isostatic compaction of powder, the loose powder is encapsulated in a

container which functions first as a vacuum container and then as a leak proof high

temperature - high pressure plastic envelope. Factors which are critical in design
and execution of such containers include:

1. Liquid phase formation. Can material must be selected to avoid liquid

phase formation in the powder/can system at process temperature. For nickel base alloys,

low carbon and stainless steel have been used. Iron does not lower the solidus

temperature of IN-100 significantly, for example. Hot isostatic pressing has been
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carried out within 30 F of the nominal incipient melting point of IN-1O0 with limited

can/powder interaction, Figure 1. Some nickel base alloys may be processed slightly

above their solidus temperatures. In these cases, phase relationships of the container/

alloy system must be carefully considered. A more critical case is that of titanium

alloy powuers in low carbon steel cans. The Fe/,Ti system shows a 19800F binary

eutectic. A safety margin of 1500F to allow for process temperature control and
"other impurities" depressing the system solidus fixes maximum HIP process

temperature at 18000 F in spite of the much higher melting points of the separate

components.

2. Container material availability. Low carbon steel seamless tubing

is the first choice because of the large selection of standard diameters and wall

thicknesses available commercially. Seamless stainless tubing is available in

standard but more limited sizes. Refractory metals and nickel base alloy "standard"

tubing sizes are available in limited sizes, usually small.

3. Fabricability. If special circular symmetry shapes and sizes are

required, spinning, hydroforming, rolling andwelding must be able to be easily

carried out. Low carbon steel "spinning" grade sheet in 14 and 16 gauge has

been used to manufacture containers of this type for IN-100 forging preforms,

Figure 2. Both the "can" and the "cover" were spun.

4. Weldability. Vacuum and pressure tightness of powder containers

depend critically on the integrity of their weld joints. Welding techniques are

well established for low carbon and stainless steels, and may be applied

without extensive development. Meticulous attention to joint fit up and

surface preparation is essential.

5. Leak detection. In fabrication of containers for powder compaction,

it must be generally assumed that vacuum and/or pressure leaks, however

small, are present in each and every can. Container design and fabrication

must be planned to facilitate leak detection. The criticality of leakage in

compaction technology is discussed in a separate paper.



C. Equipment

Boyer, Orcutt, and Conaway5 have described the basic features of hot

isostatic pressing equipment. A major aspect of process control which is critical

for nickel base superalloys is measurement of "actual" temperature of the parts

or billets being processed. HIP unit furnace winding control thermocouples for

batch operation in an 8" 0 furnace starting at room temperature lead the load by as

much as several hundred OF and times of the order of 1-2 hours depending on load

conifiguration, Figure 3. Because of transfer and capacity lags 6 , workpiece
temperatures mAt be measurd by "closely thermally coupled" thermocouples.

Where possible, temperatures at the load O.D. at the top and center at the bottom

must be measured to prevent both overheating and underheating. Thermocouples must

be maintained to the highest standards of calibration because convective flow in a

HIP unit serves to effectively transport harmful thermocouple contaminants to the

smallest and most remote locations.

D. Process Cycles

There are many possible hot isostatic process cycles which vary in the

relationship of temperature and pressure application. Cycle variations include

those shown schematically in Figure 4 and described as follows:

I. Pressurize by pumping cold to-1/3 required process pressure.

Isolate vessel and heat to process temperature. Pressure rises due to increased

gas temperature under constant volume constraint. The "-1/3" figure applies

for argon gas at -w2200 0 F process temperature.

il. Heat work to process temperature while maintaining process pressure

low, 100-1000 psi. Pressurize to required level by pumping cold gas into hot

system.

Ill. Pressurize system to required level by pumping cold. Follow by

heating system to process temperature while bleeding process gas back to

storage to maintain required pressure level.



IV. Heat and pressurize simultaneously.

Final pressure in ail cycles may be "trimmed" by pumping or bleeding.

Cycle I is used most often because it permits exact process control and minimizes

equipment wear. Cycle III requires extreme care in operation to prevent over

pressurization of equipment. This cycle also exposes powder containers to

maximum risk of argon leakage since full pressure is applied before the can material

is sufficiently plastic to flow and seal small leaks. Conversely, Cycle II minimizes

leakage risk since full can plasticity is attained before application of substantial

pressure. Cycle Il is also noted as similar to an idealized model of a process whereby

full pre-heating of billets is carried out in a furnace outside the hot isostatic press.

Cycle IV is designed to minimize overall process time.

E. Compaction Mechanics

With the exception of compacts specifically designed for porous structures,

it may generally be assumed that "100916" density is the normal objective for hot

isostatic pressing of powder compacts. There is no general theoretical description

of the complete densification process during hot isostatic pressing, but Coble 7

has discussed the "final stage" of sintering with applied pressure. The driving

force for densification in this stage is given by the author as:

D.F. = + a (7)r D
where2 we surface energy, ergs/cm2

r = pore radius, cm

Pa = applied pressure, dynes/cm2

D = relative density, dimensionless

When pore radius becomes sufficiently small, the applied pressure term car be

neglected. If an order of magnitude (factor 101) difference is selected where the

pressure term is to be discarded, a region of pressure independent sintering in

final stage is defined by



P 4. (10°1) 2 (8)

Since D = I in final stage, Pa r = .2 (9)

defines the lower boundary of "pressure enhanced" sinterinig conditions.

Fundamental assumptions required for Coble's model are location of all pores on

grain boundaries and absence of gas trapped within closed pores. The second

assumption must generally be questioned in hot isostatic pressing and is safely

established only by chemical analysis.

A plot of equaLion 9 is given in Figure 5 forI= 1000 ergs/cm2 . The

locus of Pa/D = 2 defines equal contribution to the driving force for

densification of both the pressure and the surface energy terms. The significance

of Figure 5, as derived from Coble's model, is that final elimination of porosity

proceeds substantially independently of applied pressure. For pores small enough

to be uninfluenced by applied pressure, there is no restriction on number or

distribution of such "species". Thus, arrays of such pores may occur at inter-

particle boundaries or precisely where the greatest bonding integrity is required.

Figure 5 defines the size of pores which may remain at these boundaries to be

eliminated by surface tension "driven" diffusion processes.

Implicit in the application of Coble's model to hot isostatic pressing is

the assumption that the applied pressure is transmitted throughout the powder

compact. This condition may not hold for "large" nickel base powder compacts at

"low" compaction temperatures where creep strength is high enough to partially

support an applied load for times of the order of 1 hour. Conversely, HIP processing

at a temperature where partial melting occurs would insure transmission of applied

pressure via the liquid phase.

Il1. APPLICATIONS

Four types of HIP powder compacts utilized to produce material for processing

and test are shown in Figures 2, 6, 7, and 8 respectively. Test bars, 3/4"0,

were used for plasticity, property, microstructur; ' and heat L, eatment studies

primarily of IN-iO and cobalt base alloys. Extrusion billets were HIP'edL



to provide "full" interparticle bonding prior to extrusion as well as maximizing the

amount of solid core material in the billet. Sheet bars in maraging steel and cobalt

base alloy powders were hot rolled to --3/8" plate for test. Three IN-100 powder

compacts as shown in Figure 2 were press forged at Wyman-Gordon Company to

produce flat,12" 0 discs, Figure 9.

IV METALLURGY

Metallographic study of HIP compacts was carried out in three areas as

follows: 1. direct HIP compaction of IN-100 powder for high temperature

(X15OO°F0 applications, 2. investigation of forging rolling, and extrusion

billets and products, and 3. effect of HIP cycle on microstructure.

A processing goal established for "good" high temperature (L15000 F)

properties of IN-100 powder compacts was as large a grain size as possible.

Two process routes were explored: 1. HIP below the •solvus and heat treatment

above it for grain growth and 2. HIP above the IIsolvus directly with additiona'

heat treatment optional. Full details have been covered in a previous report 8 but

structure results are summarized in Figure 10. Structure produced by HIP, which

is typical, consists of mixed grain size material, the finest grain size of the order

of-.10pi originating in highly deformed and recrystallized powder particles, and

the coarsest of the order of 5 0p originating as the cast grain size of those powder

pw.rticles undeformed during HIP compaction. Heat tre atment above the I solvus

produced a -300p g.s. aa.d a unique "unstable" grain boundary structure (center,

Figure 10) as well as some pores. Further heat treatment nearly eliminated the
"unstable" grain boundary structure and replaced it with scattered "large" pores

near or on grain boundaries (right, Figure 10). Similar grain boundary "instability"

and pore formation was also observed in IN-1O0 LC powder HIP'ed @ 2275*F

(above Wsolvus) and heat treated@ 22750F following HIP.

The origin of thermally induced porosity ("TIP") was sought in analysis of

compacted material for argon. TIP was found to occur in IN-100 LC at argon

levels as low as 0.1 ppm by a vacuum fusion - mass spec analysis method.



This 0.1 ppm level was, however, close to the detectability limit of the analytical

method so that the conclusions drawn from this finding are tentative. Normal carbou

(.150.C) IN-100 HIP'ed and heat treated above the WIsolvus did not show TIP

when argon was less than the detectability limit (d 0. lppm).

Metallographic examination of the forgings shown in Figure 9 was carried

out and two center radial sections are shown in Figure 11. HIP@ 22500F

produced a uniform g.s. of -200p which forged without cracking except at the edges.

The 22000F HIP'ed preform showed cracking throughout, primarily at the boundaries

of undeformed prior powder particles. Analysis for argon of material adjacent to

that in the micros showed 2.6 ppm in the 22500F HIP'ed billet and 62 ppm in

the 2200°F HIP'ed billet. The latter level is considered sufficient to prevent

full densification during HIP and cause crack growth during forging originating in

pores in the compact.

Effect of HIP process cycle on microstructure was investigated wiLh IN-100

LC for two types of relationships between temperature and pressure application.

In the first (type II cycle, Fig. 4), starting with as low a pressure as practical

("500 psi) the sample was heated to 2030°0F, then pressurization to 15 ksi was

carried out by pumping as fast as possible. A plot of time/temperature/pressure is

shown in Figure 12. Note the temperature tag of the load behind the furnace

windings. In the second cycle (type III cycle, Fig. 4), the HIP unit was

pressurized to 15 ksi "cold" ('-'10 0°F) then heated as fast as possible to

20300 F. A plot of cycle parameters is shown in Figure 13. The time scale

is interrupted to permit complete plotting. Note that at high pressure the temperature

lag of the load is reduced. In both cases, a dwell time of 2 hours and "rapid as

possible" cool was used. Samples were canned as test bar compacts 3/4" A

x 6" long (see Figure 6). IN-1O0 LC remelt stock chemistry of the powder

used in these tests is given in Table I.

A difference in structure between type II cycle and type III cycle IN-100 LC

material was observed. Figures 14 and 15 detail these findings. The low pressure

heat up material (left both figures) showed coarser recrystallized grain size for both



I matrix and I phase than for high pressure heat up material (right both figures).

Recrystallization of deformed powder particles is considered "dynamic" in both

cycles, but with full pressure applied before heat up (type Ill) the temperature

at which Rx occurs in this case would t~nd to be the lowest at which small

amounts of deformation occur. This could be 1700-1900°F considering that

this range is traversed reiatively slowly (-'1/2 hour, see Figure 13). With

a low pressure heat up (type '!), however, negligible deformation occurs bkelow

2030 0F, and at 20300 F only as the pressure builds up. Dynamic recrystallization

at the higher temperature produces a generally coarser structure. Similar effects

are observed in extrusion. The practical value of such structural characteristics

requires further study.

CONCLUSIONS

The effects of process details on the structure of hot isostatically pressed

powder compacts have been discussed. Factors which have been shown to be

signif icant. but must be further explored to permit advancement of this unique

process method include heat transfer within the system, accurate workpiece

temperature measurement, kinetics of final pore closure, container leakage,

and time/temperature/pressure relationships of the HIP cycle.
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Table I

IN-100 Low Carbon Chemistry

C Mn Si Cr Ni
.02 .10 .10 9.10 Bal.

Mo Co Fe S V
2.93 14.6 .37 .007 1.04

Ti Al B Ti&AI

4.88 5.64 .016 10.5
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Figure 1 I N-100/Iow carbon steel interdiffusion zone.

I

IIII
Figure 2. IN-100 LC forging billet compact, 8" ' x

44" high.
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Figure 9.

IN-100 LC press forg .d HIP billets.
Top: HIP'ed at 2150 F, 15 ksl, 5
hrs., middle- HIP'ed at 22000F, 150
ksi, 5 hrs.: bottom: HIP'ed at 2250 F,
15 ksi, 5 hrs. Chemistry, see Table 1.

Figure 10.

IN-100 LC, R. E. P. powder.0 -35
mesh. Left: HIP'ed at 2000 F, 29 ksi12 hrs. As Pressed, etched;, Center:

* ~2 hrs. at 22750F, A.S., etched.
~ Right: 5 hrs. at 2275 F, A. C., etched.

Figure 11.

I N-100 LC R. E. P. pqovder, -60 mesh.
Left: HI Ped at 225 f 15 ksi, 5 hrs.

plus Bross forge. Right: HI Ped at
O20F, 15 ksi, 5 hrs. pius press forge.

-OW
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Figure 14. 1IN-100 LC R. E. P. powder, -60 mash. Left: Type 11
cycle, Figure 12. Right: Type III cycle, Figure 13.
Etched. Chemistry, see Table 1.

32N

Figure 15. Same as Figure 14. Note coarse I~' Type 11 cycle,
finer ~r ', Type III cycle.
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Canning Practice and Argon Contamination

in Hot I sostatic Pressing

INTRODUCTION

The usefulness of hot isostatic pressing as a cost effective process method

for producing "close-to-net" shapes or forging preforms in modern P/M superalloy

materials is currently being recognized by interested parties. Experience over

the last three years at I ndustrial Materials Technology with canning and hot

isostatic pressing of powders and composite structures has shown a variety of

manufacturing errors which may occur. The most common is container leakage.

In general, there is a spectrum of defects ranging from grossly leaking cans which

da not compact at all, to cans which contain powder compacted apparently to

"1005'." density but in fact, have porosity detectable metallographically either

before or after high temperature heat treatment. Such compacts may contain

argon at levels from 0.1 to 100 ppm. Porosity associated with argon in P/M

superalloy products may severely decrease hot plasticity of forging preforms and/or

lead to decreased creep and fatigue properties.

Process conditions in hot isostatic pressing are unique in superalloy metallurgy

because leak proof integrity of a can or envelope must be maintained at pressures

up to 30,000 psi and temperatuees up tow2250 0 F. Accordingly, the theory of

leaks in HIP cans has been examined and subjected to experimental test. Findings

have contributed to understandin- of process limitations and defined questions for

further exploration.

THEORY OF LEAKS

A. Flow Characteristics of Capillaries

For purposes of discussion, a single I.-ak in a HIP container is approximated as

a small straight cylindrical capillary perpendicular to the can wall. Schematically,
1

this is shown in Figure 1. Guthrie ana Loevinger have described the flow

characteristic of a cylindrical capillary as
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P11 = iP p+c 2 P+C:3 1n (1+C4iP)
-. L "(1)

where

Q = flow rate, cgs units

P1 = high pressure outside leak, cgs units

P2 = lowest pressure inside capillary, cgs units

L = capillary length, cgs units

C]§= 2561'•

C2 = .34"-.k D3

2 -FM 2
C3 = .06511 - D2

3 -m

C4 = 1.24-- D

viscosity of gas

k = Boltzmanns constant

T = absolute temperature

m = mass of gas molecule

For P2 = 0, the case of an evacuated and sealed can with a "small" leak, and
P1 "large", the case of sich a can in a hot isostatic press under 15,000 psi

pressure or under 15 psi during leak test, Eq. 1 becomes

D4_ (-2 kTD 3 pl kT D2 I n( I + 1.. 2 +EDP12i1
P1q1+o + .34 065 kT+ (2)

Since Eq. 2 is derived from Knudsen's equation 2 ' it strictly applies only in the

viscous and molecular flow regions. Transition from turbulent flow to viscous flow

occurs when Reynolds number
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Re = DVt iss 1,200 (3)

where

V = gas velocity, cgs units

"= gas density, cgs units

"= gas viscosity, cgs units

D = capillary diameter, cm

It is necessary therefore, to establish the applicability of Eq. (2) by determining

Re for various calcuiated leakage flow rates.

B. Leak Rates Through Capillaries at I Atmosphere and 1,000 Atmospheres
For He and Ar.
Flow rates at room temperature have been calculated for idealized capillaries

with diameters covering the range which may occur in practice. A standard capillary

length L = 1 cm has been used as well as the stated values of physical parameters

and constants. Reynolds number has been calculated for various conditions to

verify use of Knudsen's equation. Parameter values used were:

"lRHe @ 20%C, 1 atm = 194 x 10-6 poise (gr/cm sec)

IAr@ 200C - 1300 C, 1000 atm= 700 x 10-6 poise

miHe 6.64 x 10-24 grs/molecule

mAr 66.2 x 10-24 grs/molecule

k = 1.38 x 10"16 dyne-cm/degree (Boltzmann's constant)

T= 293 K

latn = 1.01 x 10l6 dynes/cm2

Tabie I gives values of leakage flow rates for He at 1 atmosphere (^-15 psig)

and for Ar at 1000 atmospheres (,w15,000 psig) for five capillary diameters, D,

and two values of wall thickness L. These calculations clearly indicate the

major problem in leak checking HIP containers, i.e. the leakage flow rate of

argon through a capillary at 1000 atmospheres process pressure may be up to

five orders of magnitude greater than the flow rate during any practical leak checking

procedure applied before HIP. Thus, the sensitivity of leak checking methods becomes

critical for the integrity of HIP compacts.
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Reynolds number values (Table I) for the calculated flow rates show that only

for a 1Op capillary under 1000 atm argon pres.ure is the Knudsen equation invalid.

A hole of this size is detectable by several methods so that consequent container

leakage should not occur in practice.

C. Total Argon Leakage Flow

Total flow through a single leak has been estimated using the assumption that

P2 (Figure 1) remains negligible. Times have been taken as 1000 sec (16.7 min)
and 10,000 sec (167 min, -w3 hrs) the latter comparable to those of process cycles

frequently used. It should be noted that in practice, multiple capillary leaks may

occur. 7able Ii summarizes these calculations.

0. Argon Ccontamination Levels in Compacts.

Contamination levels in powder compacts of various sizes for various total leakage

flows may be estimated using Figure 2. Derivation of Figure 2 is as follows.

Assume a 10 lb. (net) superalloy powder compact with a 1 ppm (by wt.) level of argon

contamination. Total argon contained is 4.54 x 10-3 grams. Since the density of

argon is w,1.78 x 10 grs/cc at standard temperature and pressure (STP), 1 ppm

argon in a 10 lb. compact is equivalent to w2.5 std cc.

Comparison of total argon leakage flow for a 0.1ip diameter capillary x 0. 1 cm

(.040") long and 10,000 seconds flow time from Table 11 (56 cc-atm) shows that
a 1000 lb. compact would be contaminated to a level of--0.26 ppm Ar and a

100 lb. compact to -2.6 ppm Ar. The significance of various argon contamination

levels in superalloy powder compacts remains largely unexplored at this time. In

general, argon would be expected to be found after HIP compaction in micropores,

which in turn may adversely affect forgeability and high temperature properties.

E. Other Causes

To put the overall problem of argon contamination of compacts in perspective,

it is necessary to assess the significance of sources other than leaks. Possibilities

which might produce results similar to actual leaks include:
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I

I. CoiitmnaLted powder

2. Insufficient evacuation of compacts

3. Permeation of argon through solid "defect free" can walls j
These points are discussed below:

1. Powder may pick up argon in manufacturing (argon atomization) and/or

handling. Air is nominally 9000 ppm argon by weight (a'1/o). Powder handling

in inert gas or air may lead to physical adsorption of gas particularly in powder

particle capillaries which are surface connected and originate in solidification
3shrinkage . Details of this behavior require full investigation using appropriate

surface chemistry techniques. Hot extraction and vacuum fusion-mass spec

readout analysis of argon atomized IN-100 LC was carried out to characterize

argon atomized powder. In hot extraction, the powder sample was heated under

vacuum at high temperature for a given period of time and the evolved gas

analyzed. Results are in Table III and indicate that a significant amount of argon

cannot be "pumped off" even at very high temperature and is "released" only by

fusion. It is to be noted that samples for analysis are normally handled in air so

that "adsorbed" argon is negligible ( first and second analyses, Table Ill)

compared to "trapped" or "occluded" argon.

2. Insufficient evacuation of compacts may lead to contamination by residual

gas and its proportional fraction of argon. It is to be noted immediately that since

pumping out of a compact is a dynamic process with pressure being measured at the • .
compact outlet or the pump inlet, there may be one or more orders of magnitude

pressure difference from compact to pump. Furthermore, a real leak could be pumped

"fast enough" through the high impedance powder bed and exit tube to give an

apparently "acceptable" seal-off pressure. Such a leak would continue however,

to admit air after seal-off of the evacuation tube.

In the case of a theoretically leak tight can, an expression may be derived

giving the estimated contamination level as a function of residual gas pressure and .

temperature.

'1
"-I
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p I Mc x 106

Pmcontaminant

where

M --" mass of gas contaminant per unit volume of loose compact

Mm • mass of metal per unit volume of loose compact

and m

tap density of powder, grs/cc

For the gas

M =PfvMc R

where

P - total pressure in compact, p Hg

v - free volume per unit volume

f - fractional gas composition, i.e. air - 0.2 02 f 0.2

M molecular wt. of species, grs/mole

R gas constant, 82.06 cc-atm/°K

I -- absolute temperature, OK

Note that p

- true density of metal, grs/cc
Thus eLp

Thu P1.32 MPf I- P Pin pHg
Ppm " RT

contaminant

The residual pressure for 1 ppm total gas contamination from air may be calculated

using:

Mair = 29 grs/mole

T 6000K (3270 C= 6200F)

8.0 grs/cc

5.2 grs/cc
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Then

P = 5.2 x 10-5P (P, P Il)pm

For P = 1
P = 1.9x10 4PHg

= 19 mm Hg

Since the normal total gas content of "good" superalloy powders is of the order

of 50-100 ppm, it is clear that a tesidual compact preszure of 19 mm Hg does

not app'eciably increase that average contamination level above the initial value.

For argon, which is-v 1% of air, contamination level is given by
O 0-7

P =7.2 x 10 P (P, p Hg)PrmAr

For

P =1IPnAr

P = 1.4x10 6gpHg

1.8 atm

Since this pressure is greater than 1 atm, it is clear that insufficient evacuation
leading to 1 ppm argon contamination is extremely unlikely.

3. Although there is no known mechanism by which argon should permeate

defect free carbon or stainless steel, commercial steel products contain a wide

assortment of "defects" including grain boundaries, inclusions, second phases,

dislocation, vacancies, etc. Furthermore, it might be assumed that under the high

pressure (15,000 psi) and high temperature ( 2200RF) conditions existing in a

hot isostatic press, argon fluid might interact with steel in a sufficiently non-ideal

way to produce new effects. Accordingly, argon permeation as an alternative to

capillary leaks, was investigated experimentally.

Solid cylirndrical bars of low carbon and 304 stainless steel were HIP'ed
at 2100 0F, 15,000 psi for 5 hours. Ten successive machine chips .0025"

thick were taken with a lathe off the exterior cylindrical surface of the sample bars.

Chips numbers 1, 2, 3, 5 and 10 were analyzed for argon by a vacuum fusion-

mass spectrometer readout method. Blank samples were taken by the same method
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of adjacent bar material not HI P'ed. Results are shown in Figure 3. All sample

levels were above the detectability limit of the equipmetit at the time analysis was

performed. The only HI P samples appreciably above blank levels were in the first

chips taken .0025" deep in from the outer surface. From .005" in to a depth of

.025" argon samples were substantially independent of depth from the sirface. These

data indicate that permeation of argon through "defect free" material does not occur to

depths greater than .005" for the conditions Lested. The blank values are surprisingly

high but may be traceable steelmaking practice. On the basis of present data, it is

concluded that since HIP can walls a.e generally> .065" thick and that there is

essentially no argon concentration gradient inside a depth of .005" for low carbon

and stainless steel, the probability of substantial corntamination of compacts by

argon permeation of defect free can walls is negligible. Conversely, the use of 1-5 mil

thin wall cans or "coatings" would be questionable on the basis of present data.

F. Summary

On the basis of theoretical and expeeimental considerations, the most likely

sources of argon contamination of superalloy powder compacts arise in base argon

content of powder and encapsulation container leaks.

Ill LEAK DETECTION

Table I indica.es that leakage flow rates under pressing conditions (1000 atn)

may be several orders of magnitude greater than under pressure conditions (1 atm)

usually used for leak testing. The sensitivity or detection limit of various leak

cheýcking methods is therefore sritical in insuring low leakage encapsulation cans.

Guthrie 4 has listed the sensitivities of various methods. Several methods require

special operating conditions not easily adaptable to HiP containers. Three methods

and their c.timated sensitivities in terms of leak size warrant discussion: 1. Soap

bubbles, 5 x 10 Cstd cc/sec, 2. Halogen leak detector, 10 -6std cc/sec, and

3. Helium leak oetector,10 10 std cc/sec.

From Table I.. it may be seen that methods (1) and (2) above may be used to

find 1.Op capillaries but not lp (or smaller) capillaries. The helium leak detector
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should find 1p and O.1p capillaries. Since Table II shows that for a 1P (10- 4 cm)

capillary total leakage flow may significantly contaminate compacts of all sizes

(see Figure 2), the only method that has useable sensitivity for the problers is

the helium detection metod.

Leak datection has been fully discussed by Guthrie . Maximum sensitivity

of a helium mass spec leak detector is achieved only by operation in the "vacuufn

testing" mode (see reference). Briggs and Burnett 6 have analyzed the method

whereby a sealed container is exposed to up to 5-1C atmosp;ieres of helium.

The interior "f-ee" volume is thus "charged" and leakage back out after chargir.g

is tested. This method would appear ideally suited for sealed HIP container.

However, analysis shows that for a 10 lb. (net) powder compact with a real

leak of 10-7 std cc/sec at 1 atm pressure (D=104 Table I), powder at an

apparent density of 5,2 grs/cc (8.0 grs/cc fully dense), and detection within

1 second after cnarging, a charging time of *-17 hours at 150 psi would be retruired

to generate back leakage just detectable with a helium leak detector (0-11 std cc/sec).

The "charging" method for leak detection in sealed HIP capsules clear~y has only

limited application for small (ii1 lb.) compacts, and is unsuitable for larger compacts.

IV EXPERIMENTAL

An experimental study was carried out wherein 72 sinall cans embodying

"best practice" test variables of can design, can wall thickness, material, and

welding technique were filled, welded. leak checked, evacuated, sealed, HIP'ed,

and the IN-100 LC cores analyzed for argon. Figure 4 shows details of the can

designs tested. End plugs for cans In carbon steel were machined from "special

quality" 1117 hot rolled bar which experience has shown to have less centerline

porosity than "merchant quality" bar.

Processing sequence included t..e following:

1. Machine tubes, end plugs and exit tubes

2. Vapor degrease

3. TIG weld in exit tubes

4. H2 anneal welded assemblies (except stainless steel) and end plugs, 1700oF,
1 hour.



5. Insert steel wool exit tube plug

6. Fill with IN-100 LC R.E.P. powder,-.27 grs ( .059 Ibs.) per can

7. Insert end plugs and weld

8. Helium mass spec leak check using Varian NRC925 equipment

9. Evacuate cold, then heat to -1200°F while continuing evacuation

10. Seal exit tube and cut off excess length

11. Hot isostatically press

12. Machine samples from I N-100 core

13. Argon analyze using vacuum fusion-mass spec. readout

Figure 5 shows HIP'ed compacts after machining for chemical analysis samples.

Compilation of leak test and argon analysis results is presented in Table IV.

Can type (see Figure 4) and HIP conditions are indicated. A large number of cans

were carried through leak testing to oltain estimates of process reproducibility.

A reduced number of argon analyses were run to limit cost.

Expected argon contamination levels for leakage rates of the order found

experimentally (Table IV) were estimated as shown in Table V. As an example

a 1 atm He leak rate of 10- 8 std cc/sec should have allowed sufficient argon

leakage flow at 450 atm. to raise the argon level in the 27 gram (net) compact

to 18 ppm, a value well within the detectability limit of the analysis method.

No such high values of argon were found for any samples, a variance from theoretical

expectations. Analytical values of argon were uniformly low and independent of

initial leak rate and pressurization cycle. What is not known, is whether the

measured leakage rates were valid after hot evacuation of the cans at 1200°F

(Step 9 in processing sequence). Since the cans were heated in air, oxidation

occurred and may have acted to seal existing capillary leaks. The theory of argon

leakage thus remains incompletely tested. Nevertheless, the can designs and

process sequences used have been shown to produce "HIP'ed" IN-i0 powder

substantially free of argon.



V CONCLUSIONS

Powder manufacturing processes employing argon and container leakage

under high pressure during HIP appear as the primary sources of argon contanliiation

of powder compacts. Experiment has indicated the reed for further testing of leakage

theory. A "best practice" has been established which yields substantially argon

free compacts by hot isostatic pressing. Related areas of investigation which

require further work include: 1. definition of the precision and accuracy

of analytical methods for argon in superalloy compacts, 2. establishment of

standard reference "knowns" for analysis, and 3. determination of superalloy

property variations as a function of argon content at low levels (- 10 ppm).
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Table 11

Total Argon Leakage Flow
Q xt, cc -atm

Argon, P1 = 1000 atm

D, cm L 1cm L 0.1 cm
1000 sec 10,000 sec 1000 sec 10,000 sec

10-7 2.3x10-12  2.3xl 11 2.3xIO10 2. x 0 10

10-6  6.Ix10-9  6.1x108  6.1x10-8  6.1x10- 7

10-5 5.7xI10 5.7xl10 4  5.-7xl10 4  5.7x10-3

10-4 5.6x10-1  5.6 5.6 56

io35.6xI0 3 5.6xI104 56bx 10 56x104



Tdble III

Argon Analysis

Argon atomized IN 100 LC, -80 mesh, Mass spec. readout

Ppm wt.1. Vacuum extraction 15 min @ 2000OF ND .5*
2. Vacuum extraction 15 min @ 2200°F ND .5*

(same sample as 1 above)

3. Vacuum fusion 
1.6 .5*

(same sample as I and 2 above)

* .5 ppm limit of detectability

ND None detected

Sample size.1 gram
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-'2

/ T

S~L •

P = exterior pressure (outside can)

P2  = interior pressure (inside can)

L capillary length = can wall thickness

D = capillary diameter - "size" of leak

P1 *0 P2  for cases of interest

Figure 1. Idealized capillary leak.

I
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14L Fgue3
OFigure 3. Argon penetration in solid
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5 hours.
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INTRODUCTION

In this part of the program work was carried out to

develop and evaluate new processes for atomization of metal

powders. A summary of that work is reported here in three

parts:

In Part I results of the investigation evaluating

powders of iron, nickel, and cobalt base alloys made by

different atomization processes ire reported. In addition

a heat flow analysis is presented that permits calculation

of solidification times during atomization.

Part II describes a new type of atomization process

developed in this investigation. The process combines fil-

tration of metal alloys with powder production. Experiments

were carried out in a laboratory apparatus with aluminum

alloys. A patent application, #SN 310, 652, based on this

process was filed through the M.I.T. patent office on Nov-

ember 29, 1972.

Part III describes a refining process developed in this

program that utilizes atomization to separate segregated liquid

from a partially solidified, vigorously agitated, alloy slurry.

A patent applicaticn, #SN 221,796, based on this process

was filed through the M.I.T. patent office on January 28, 1972.
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.1

PART I

ABSTRACT

Prealloyed powders of Maraging 300, IN-100, and Mar-M-509
alloys made by different atomization techniques are compared
with respect to chemistry, size, morphology, and microstructure.
Depending on the process employed and the size and morphology
of the powders produced, measured oxygen contents and second-
ary dendrite arm spacings vary from 40 p.p.m. to 2000 p.p.m.
and 2 to 15p,respectively.

For the Maraging 300 alloy the relationship d = 39.8c-0.30
between secondary dendrite arm spacing, d, and local average
cooling rate, e, is established. A simple heat flow analysis
is presented which permits calculation of heat transfer co-
efficients and solidification times of powders using this re-
lationship6 For example, a heat transfer coefficient h = 10-2
cal/cm sec C is calculated for steam atomization of coarse
Maraging 300 alloy powders.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The two important structural parameters influencing pro-

perties of components made by direct casting or via atomization

are grain size and dendrite arm spacing. While fine grain

size generally improves room temperature properties, large

grains sometimes with specified orientations, are preferred in

high temperature applications. On the other hand, the den-

dritic structure within the cast grains has as great, or

greater, influence on properties at all temperatures. Regions

between dendrite arms are usually rich in solute, contain

equilibrium and/or non-equilibrium second phases and micropor-

osity. With decreasing dendrite ar•s spacings homogenization

of solute segregation becomes commercially feasible, and

second phases (inclusions and microporosity) become finer and

more evenly distributed. Experioental evidence available for

a variety of cast alloys indicates that dend.rite arm spacing

is influenced only by local average cooling rate or *'local soli-
*

dification time." Thus, refinement of dendritic structure by

increasing the rate of heat extraction during szlidification

of castings has become of foremost importance in solidification

technology.

The most important common advantage of parts produced

by compaction of aU.nized powders over parts directly cast to

shape is the fine dendritic structures of the powders. New

"* "Local solidification time" is defined as time at a g. ,en loca-
tion in a casting between initiation and completion (oz near
completion) of solidification. It is inversely proporti.nal
to local average coolinci rate at that locatxc.n.



atomization techniques, developed in the past decade, are I
currently being applied to production of high strength, highly

alloyed materials. Whether the powder metallurgy route will.

succeed in replacing the casting and ingot approach, in these i
.J

more complex alloys, depends on the chemical integrity of

the powders which influences their subsequent successful con-

solidation into fully dense, heat treatable parts.

The air of this investigation was: (1) to study the

relationship between rate of heat extraction during solidification

and structures of atomized powders, and (2) to compare the

structural features and chemical intergrity of highly alloyed

materials cast by different atomization processes. The three

alloys studied were iron base Maraging 300 alloy, nickel base i
IN-1.00 alloy, and cobalt base MAR-M-509 alloy. In lieu of

direct experimental temperature measurements during solidifica-

tion of atomized powders, solidification times versus powder

particle size are calculated using heat flow expressions coupled

with an experimental relationship developed between local I
average cooling rates and secondary dendrite arm spacings of

Maraging 300 alloy. Prealloyed powders o" the three alloys

produced by steam, inert gas, vacuum (soluble gas), rotating

electrode, and spin atomization are compared with respect to

tieir chemistry, size, worphology, and segregate spacings.



II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Maraging 300 Alloy Cast at Different Cooling Rates

The effect of a range of cooling rates, 0.1 C/sec to

[10 3 oC/sec, on the secondary dendrite arm spacings of Maraging

300 alloy was determined. The various cooling rates were

obtained by levitation melting and casting of small droplets
L

(1 to 2 grams), unidirectional solidification of a 2.5 Kg ingot,

and vacuum melting of 700 gram charge in an alumina crucible

L and furnace cooling.

Levitation Melting and Casting

[ Figure 1 is a sketch cf the levitation melter and associated

apparatus. The details of this apparatus have previously been

described (1). Droplets of the Maraging 300 alloy were levi-

tated inside the glass tube in an atmosphere of helium. The

temperature of the droplets was continuously monitored using

a two-color optical pyrometer. The molten levitated droplets

were solidified and cooling rates measured using the following

techniques:

3 (a) Gas Quenching. With sufficiently high flow rates of

hydrogen or helium, droplets were solidified while levitated.

3 Measured cooling rates, via the two-color optical pyrometer

were of the order of 1 - 15°C/sec.

I (b) Oil Quenching. Somewhat higher cooling rate was ob-

I tained by liquid quenching. The liquid quench tank was placed
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below the exit port shown in Figure 1; the power to the levi-

tation coil was turned off, and the charge dropped through the

plastic seal into the liquid. A cooling rate of %,140°C/sec

has previously been calculated for oil quenching (2).

(c) Chill Casting. Chill castings in a copper mold with

plate shaped mold cavity of 0.08" thickness, inserted in the

turntable in the enclosure in Figure 1, were made and cooling

rates on the order of 10 3°C/sec were measured as previously

described. (1)

Unidirectional Casting

A 2" by 2" by 5" tall unidirectional ingot of the Maraging

300 alloy was cast using a composite mold of CO2 sand and in-

sulating molding material, Fiberchrome. A water-cooled stain-

less steel chill was located at the base opening of the mold.

Thermal measurements were made by utilization of four Pt/Pt-10% Rh

silica shielded thermocouples located along the length of the

ingot mold.

Vacuum Melting and Furnace Cooling

Several specimens of Maraging 300 alloy weighing approx.imately

700 grams were vacuum melted in an alumina crucible. These

samples were solidified inside the crucible by decreasing the

power input to the furnace at different rates and temperature

profiles were recorded with a Pt/Pt-10% Rh thermocouple in-

serted in the melt.
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B. Atomization Processes

Prealloyed vacuum cast ingots of Maraging 300, IN-100

and MAR-M-509 alloys were sent to different commercial establish-

ments for atomization. The powders were made by:

(a) Inert gas atomization. The prealloyed ingot is

vacuum remelted and atomized by a stream of high purity argon

gas.

(b) Rotating electrode process. The end of a consumable

rotating electrode of the alloy is arc melted in an inert at-

mosphere and fine droplets are flung off by centrifugal force.

(c) Spin atomization. A new propriatory process where

atomization is achieved by pressurizing the whole melt as opposed

to disintegration of a liquid-metal stream by a quenching medium.

(d) Steam atomization. The prealloyed ingot is remelted

in an atomsphere and atomized by a stream of low pressure steam.

(e) Vacuum atomization. The remelted alloy is pressurized

and saturated with hydrogen. Atomization is obtained through

a "pressure nozzle" operating between the hydrogen filled

chamber and a vacuum chamber.

Powder particles of the three alloys, made by the different

processes listed above, were analyzed by routine chemical

and vacuum fusion techniques. The powders were also charact-

erized by morphology and size distribution. Finally, standard

optical metallographic and SEM techniques were used to study

internal and surface structures of the powders.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. D.A.S. Versus Cooling Rate

The effect of cooling rate during solidification on

secondary dendrite arm spacings of Maraging 300 alloy is

shown in'Figures 2 arid 3. Generally for a wide variety of

cast alloys, dendrite aria spacing is found to be inversely

proportional to local average cooling rate to an exponent

(or directly proportional to "local solidification time" to the

same_.expoent). (1, 3, 4) The relationship for a given alloy is:

d = atfn b (,)-n (1)

where'd is secondary dendrite arm spacing, a and b are con-

stants tf is "local solidification time", c is local average

coooling rate, and the exponent, n, is usually in the range of

1/3 to 1/2.

Figure 2 shows how the microstructure of the Maraging

300 alloy is refined by increasing the local average cooling

rate during solidification. Figure 3 is a plot of the secondary

dendrite arm spacings versus local average cooling rates on a

log-log plot. The exponent, n, in equation (1) determined for

this alloy is 0.30.
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B. Evaluation of Atomized Powders

Powders of the three alloys processed by different

atomization techniques were characterized by chemical purity,

morphology, size, and secondary dendrite arm spacings. Results

of this study are presented in Table I and Figures 4-6. Exam-

ination of this data permits the following observations:

Gas Contents

I Powders of all three alloys made by REP, spin, or vacuum

atomization processes have oxygen contents less than 100 ppm.

The argon atomized fine powder is slightly higher in oxygen

content at 170 ppm. It appears that spin atomized powders are

the cleanest with respect to argon, nitrogen, and hydrogen

contents, while, as expected, steam atomization resulted in

the highest oxygen and nitrogen contents.

Powder Size and Morphology

Both the REP and spin atomized powders were spherical

in shape and had relatively narrow size ranges. For example,

in the spin atomized Maraging 300 alloy, median particle size

j 430p, 68% by weight of the particles were in the 370 to 4901j

size range. Figure 4 shows scanning electron micrograph views

Sand a photomicrograph of a polisbed and etched cross-section

of spin atomized Maraging 300 alloy powder. The same type

of smooth, well rounded, and uniform powder particles were

I
'1I
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also obtained in the Mar-M-509 alloy.

The vacuum atomization process, while leading to pro-

duction of clean powders, Table I, has little control over

powder shape. The powders consist of spheres and flakes. The

inert gas atomized powders are generally spherical in

shape with finer particles attached to coarser particles.

Figure 5 compares scanning electron micrograph views of re-

presentative powder particles of IN-100 alloy produced by

spin, vacuum, and inert gas atomization processes.

Steam atomization produces coarse, spherical particles,

with some included porositv, in Maraging 300 alloy. Howevet,

it is not a suitable process for Mar-M-509 and IN-100 alloys.

The powders of the latter two alloys are hollow spheres and

flakes, and thin sharp flakes, respectively. The flakiness

of the powders is caused by the high surface oxidation of the

broken liquid streams preventing their suosequent spherodi-

zation by surface tension forces.

Dendrite Arm Spacing

Figure 6 shows the measured secondary dendrite arm

spacings in the Maraging 300 alloy powders obtained by dif-

ferent atomization piLuces=es. As expected, local average

cooling rate, hence measurad secondary dendrite arm spacing,

is influenced primarily by the size of the particles, and

to a lesser extent the coolant environment employed. For
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example, average secondary dendrite arm spacings in spin

and vacuum atomized powders is 5 and in coarse powders

made by steam or argon atomization, it is ulOp (see Table I

for powder particle sizes). Results of dendrite arm spacing

measurements in both the IN-100 and the Mar-M-509 alloys

show the same trend.

C. Heat Flow During Atomization

During solidification of small spherical alloy droplets

heat flow is interface controlled. Using Newton's law of

cooling, coupled with an overall heat balance, equations (Al)

and (A2) ir the Appendix, an expression for radial fraction

liquid remaining in a solidifying droplet versus time is

obtained;

1/3

r/R = {l-Ct} (2)

where:

3h(TMTo)
C Rp sH (3

Volume fraction liquid remaining is then equal to 1-Ct.

All the terms in equations (2) and (3) are defined in the

Appendix.

The combined radiation and convection heat transfer

coefficient in equation (3) can be calculated using ecmuation

(AI) in the Appendix and data generated in Figure 3. Yur
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example, for the Maraging 300 alloy, measured secondary

dendrite arm spacing of a steam atomized Iroplet, I mm in

diameter, is nTp. From Figure 3 the corresponding cooling

rate is ,10 3 oC/sec. Using the values of Fe-25%Ni alloy (1,

2) for p, and Cp, and an atomization temperature of 15000 C,

the value of h=10- 2 cal/cm2 sec0 C is calculated.

Knowing the value of the heat transfer coefficient per-

mits prediction of solidification time from equations

(2) and (3). Figure 7 shows, for Maraging 300 alloy, cal-

culated plots of radial and volume fractions solidified

versus time for different size particles.

The liquidus temperatures of the alloys used in this

study are high enough that most heat flow during solidifica-

tion is by radiation. To estimate contribution of radiation

cooling to the heat transfer coefficient, equations developed

by Szekely and Fisher (6) are used in the Appendix. As

expected contribution of radiation to the heat transfer co-

efficient, at a given temperature, is dependent on the emis-

sivity of the droplet. The emissivity may vary from 0.5 to

0.95 depending on whether the surface of the droplet is oxi-

dized or not (7). For an emissivity value of 0.8 for Maraging

300 alloy a heat transfer coefficient of h = 6.65x10-3 cal/cm -

sec°C is calculated. Hence, radiation cooling is 66% of the

total for the case considered.

In general, heat transfer coefficient, h, during atomi-

zation is influenced by convect:ion, type of coolant employed,
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interaction of the coolant with surface of the sample, and

temperature. A change in coolant environment, resulting

in a sudden change in the heat transfer coefficient, can

lead to duplex dendritic structures in powder particles.

Figure 8(a) shows a portion of a steam atomized coarse pow-

der of Maraging 300 alloy with the finer dendrites on the

outside layer of the droplet and the coarser on the inside.

It appears that the particle was only partially solidified

in flight. The coarser structure must have resulted from

stagnant steam formation around the particle as it completed

solidifying in the quench water bath below. A second type

of structural peculiarity caused by uneven rate of heat ex-

traction from the surface of a solidifying powder particle

is shown in Figure 8(b). In this case a large grain must

have solidified from one side of the particle. Intersection

of the polished surface with the convex interface of this

grain has resulted in the structure observed.

Whether heat removal during solidification is controlled

by convection or radiation, a value for the heat transfer

coefficient and hence solidification time can be calculated

following the procedure outlined here. Atomized droplets

generally solidify in a "mushy" manner, rather than the plane

front solidification assumed herein. The corn-on-the-cob

surface of the spin atomized powder in Figure 4(b) is due to

existing liquid at the droplet surface feeding shrinkage

near thp end of solidification.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

1. Secondary dendrite arm spacing in Maraging 300 alloy is

proportional to local average cooling rate to an ex-

ponent of -0.30.

2. Prealloyed powders of Maraging 300, IN-100, and Mar-M-509

alloys were spheres and/or flakes of 75 to 2500p in average

size, had oxygen contents of 40 p.p.m. to 2000 p.p.m. and

dendrite arm spacings of 2 to 15p, depending on the at-

omization process.

3. REP, spin, and vacuum atomized powders have oxygen contents

consistently less than 100 p.p.m.. The first two are spheri-

cal in shape with relatively narrow size ranges. Vacuum

atomization while lending to production of clean powders

has little control over powder shape.

4. An empirical relationship between secondary dendrite arm

spacings and cooling rates coupled with a simple heat flow

analysis permits accurate estimates of heat transfer co-

efficients and cooling rates during atomization.

5. Cooling rates during atomization of Maraging 300 alloy by

different processes are in the range of %102 to I0 4o C/sec

with resulting dendrite arm spacings of 4 to 13u. Calculated

heat transfer coefficient for steam atomization of the alloy

is 10-2 cal/cm2 secOC.
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APPENDIX

Heat Flow During Atomization

Newton's law of cooling for a small spherical droplet

of radius R with "h controlled" heat transfer is written:

q) = 4wR2h(T-To) = 4/3wR dT (Al)

where; q = rate of heat flow at the droplet-coolant medium

interface, cal/sec

R = radius of the droplet, cm

0T = temperature of the droplet, C

To= medium temperature, °C

00
p =density of the alloy, g/cm3

C = specific heat of the alloy, cal/g°C
P

h = heat transfer coefficient, radiation plus con-

2 ovection, cal/cm sec C

dT/dt = cooling rate at temperature T, °C/sec

Assuming that the rate of heat extraction during solidifi-

cation is the same as during cooling of the droplet prior to

solidification, the following heat balance can be established-

2 4/3R3  -dT 4=r2o H 2 (dr4weReh(TMTo) =p43 it H(A2:

where:
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TM M melting temperature of the droplet, C

[ r = radial position of the solid front, cm

H = latent heat of fusion, cal/g

F dr/dt = solidification velocity, negative, cm/sec
m

Equation (A2) further assumes that the size of the mushy

- zone in the alloy is small enough that solidification essentially

takes place at a single temperature. With initial boundary

conditions of r=R, at t=O, equation (A2) is integrated to

obtain:

1/3

r/R = { 1-Ct } (A3)

- where:

"" 3h (TM-To)
C =(A4)

Rp H
s

U

For complete solidification of ýhe droplet, r=O and tf=l/C.

Szekely and Fisher (6) have used a similar approach by

considering heat flow due to radiation only. Using Stefan's

* law of radiation, equation (A3) still applies, with a new

constant:

9 = 3ae (TM 4-T 0 4 (
Rp s(H

where:

a = Boltzmann's constant

e = emissivity
N

This new constant, C', is the equivalent of C, if the

hb combined convection pius radiation transfer coefficient in
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equation (A4) is replaced by:

hrad = oe(TM+To) (Tm2 +To 2) (A 2

,j
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Figure 1. Sketch of levitation melting and casting apparatus.
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Figure 4. Spin atomized powders of Maraging 30t) -tccl nhioy; (a) and (b) are SEM
micrograph views at 19X and 26(OX, rcspectively, (c) is a photomicrograph
of a poLished Alnd etched cross-suL'tion at 200X.i
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Figure 5. SLM micrograph views of atomized powder particles of INN-1QO alloy; (a) and
(b) show spin atomized powders at 56X and 215X, respectively, (c) and (d)
show vacuumn atomized powders at 57X and 22 5X, respectively, (e) and (E)
show inert gas atomized fine powders at 210X aiid lOSOX, respectively.
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PART II

ABSTRACT

A laboratory apparatus was constructed to atomize metal
alloys by forcing them through sintered cecamic disc filters.
The process combines filtration of oxides and/or undesirable
second phase particles with atomization. Pure alumintim and
7075 aluminum alloy were atomized using sintered Al 0 and
SiO disc filters with average pore sizes in the ra~gg of 30
to 150u. Effect of experimental variables on the formation,
and size distribution of spherical powders were determined.
Spherical powders, 150 to 2000p in size, of 7075 aluminum
alloy with secondary D.A.S. spacings between 4 - 84, were
cold compacted and extruded into a billet. Room temperature
longitudinal properties of the billet in T6 condition were:
Y.S. 80 Ksi, U.T.S. 94.3 Ksi, Elongation 15% and R.A. 42%.



I. INTRODUCTION

A new type of atomization process that combines fil-

tration of metal alloys with powder production will be des-

cribed. The process entails atomization of an alloy by forc-

ing it through porous ceramic filters. Experiments were

carried out on aluminum alloys to determine the governing

parameters of the process. An extrusion billet made

from these powders was tested for mechanical properties.

In general, for production of high quality powders of

many alloys (iron, cobalt, and nickel-base superalloys being

examples), surface oxides are undesirable because they cause

poor bonding of the particles. Inert gas or hydrogen entrapped

as porosity is undesirable because it is compacted in high

temperature and hot pressurized and can subsequently expand

in service at high temperature leading to failure of the

material. Secondary particles formed in the melt, such as

inclusions, are undesirable bacause they too result in lower

mechanical properties of the final part.

Of all the various powder manufacturing processes avail-

able the particular process to be described is unique because:

(i) filtration of undesired oxides, inclusions, and foreign

particles occurs prior to powder drop formation, and (ii) the

process can be carried out in high vacuum.
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II. APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

A schanatic of the apparatus for the production of metal

powders through ceramic filters is shown in Figure 1. It con-

sists of a pressure vessel within which a graphite crucible

is placed containing the metal charge and a filter assembly

located below the charge. The crucible is covered with an

insulating shield made out of fiberfrax. RF induction heating

is employed withi:_ the chamber. The chamber is 10" in dia-

meter by 8" high. It is placed at a height of 7 to 8 feet

to allow a long enough freefall distance for the metal powders

to solidify. The liquid netal, which is melted in situ, is

atomized by pressuring the chamber with an inert gas.

The crucible is mounted on the base of the chamber by

six stainless steel bolts utilizing an asbestos insulating

gasket. With this construction, upon pressurization, the

crucible is under pressure from all sides except the .',ottom,

and a pressure differential is sat within the crucible between

the melt and the lower chamber.

The filter media employed (sintered discs of alumina or

quartz) is completely contained within a graphite filter as-

sembly, which in turn is mounted in the crucible with a taper

fit. Hence,, pressurization of the top of the melt forces liquid

metal down through the filter, Figure 1.

Other specific features of the assentbly shown in Figure

1 include the following:
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1. An inflow and outflow valve, incorporating a pressure

gauge is located on top of the chamber.

2. The chamber is connected to a vacuum pump through

a ½ inch diameter pipe.

3. The copper coili for the RF heating are arranged so

that a uniform temperature profile exists along the entire

length of the filter container assembly.

4. A thermocouple feed through is located on the side

of the chamber to permit measurement of the melt temperature.

Experiments were done with 99.99% aluminum and 7075

aluminum alloy of 7.3%Zn-3.2%Mg-2%Cu-0.25%Cr nominal composi-

tion. Filter materials were Al 2 03 porous disc filters of

87-100P and 31-36p pore sizes and sintered quartz discs of

90-150p and 40-90V pore sizes.

The procedure was to melt about 200 grams of the alloy in

a nitrogen atmosphere and superheat it to 800°C. The power

was then gradually decreased reducing the melt temperature to

a predetermined level, TF. The pressure above the melt was

gradually increased until metal drops (powders) started to

exit from the filter. The procedure employed and the tempera-

tures and pressures used are listed in Table I. Size dis-

tribution curves of the resulting powders obtained from the

various filters were determined by sizing (sieve analysis) and

weighing of the powders.

Pound lots of spherical powders and flakes were produced

nsing various filters as described above. The spherical



powders of the 7075 alloy were cold compacted under 20,000 psi

pressure into a 3 inch O.D. by 2 inch I.D. 6061-T6 aluminum

can . This extrusion billet was heated to a solutionizing

temperature of 476 0 C, held there for one hour and furnace

cooled. Subsequently it was sealed, soaked at 300 0 C for

4 hours and extruded at the same temperature at a reduction

ratio of 20 to 1.

Ten tensile test specimens were machined from the billet.

These were solutionized at 475 0 C for 2 hours and aged at 1290C

for 24 hours prior to testing.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Powder Formation

An SEM view of spherical metal drops (powders) emerging

from the pores of a sintered Al 2 03 disc, with an average pore

size of 87-100p, is shown in Figure 2(a). The neck region

of one of the powders is shown in Figure 2(b). The exiting

stream of liquid metal becomes spherical in shape due to sur-

face tension forces, and subsequently drop detachment occurs.

Hauser and Edgerton (1) have investigated the steps of forma-

tion and detachment of drops from the end of vertical tubes.

They show that a waist forms first and rapidly necks down into

a stem which then breaks off close to the top of the drop.



Harkins and Brown (2) have derived an expression fo:r drop

formation using a force balance between gravity and surface

tension. These types of analyses, however, do not take into

account formation of an oxide skin or solidification of the

droplet.

Experimental observations showed that successful formation

of spherical powder particles depends on detachment of the

liquid drops from the filter prior to growth and coalescence

of adjacent drops. Conditions-that permit liquid drops exiting

from adjacent pores to coalesce result in formation of large

liquid drops that do not completely solidify in flight and splat

in the collector container. The different variables that

affect formation and subsequent solidification of the powder

particles are; (a) pressure differential across the ceramic

filter, (b) superheat in the melt, (c) the wetting angle between

the melt and the ceramic filter, and (d) the average pore size

of the ceramic filter.

Pressure

A large number of available pores in the bottom of the

filter are not utilized during drop (powder) formation, Figures

3(a) and (b). Liquid metal preferentially flows through

paths of least resistance, causing a channeling phenomenon to

occur. Increasing the pressure differential leads to utilization

of a greater number of nces. 9owever, increasing the pressure
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head, above a critical maximum causes consolidation of drops

from adjacen. pores (i.e., less than one drop diameter apart),

Figures 3(c). In the extreme case, consolidation of many

liquid drops results in formation of large drops, or streams,

which do not completely solidify in flight and splat against

the collection container forming flakes.

Superheat

Direct observations of drop formation through magnifying

lenses located below the filter, have shown that formation of

consolidated large drops, or streams, can be correlated to

superheat in the melt. In general, increasing the superheat

in the melt results in formation of larger drops before detach-

ment from the filter occurs. Sieve analysis of spherical pow-

ders of 7075 aluminum alloy produced in Runs # 9 and #14, Table

I, verify these observations. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the

size distributions of the resulting powders from Run # 9 (TF=

700 0 C)and Run #14 (TF=742 0 C), respectively.

Wetting

Increased wetting between the ceramic filter and the

molten alloy has an adverse effect on successful production of

spherical powders. It was found that Al 203 filters were more

amenable to atomization than the SiO2 filters. Si0 2 filters

of 90-150p pore size were used in Run # 6 (Tf= 7 6 9 °C) and Run # 7
(T F=650 0 C), Table I. In botn runs large drops of the 7075 alloy

were formed, which in ti.rn splatted against the collection con-



tainer below. Liquid alumizium wets Sio2 much more readily

than it does Al 2 0 3 (3). Hence, liquid drops spread oat more

easily on the SiO2 filters, leading to formation of consoli-

dated drops.

Filter Pore Size

The diameter of atomized powders decrease with decreasing

average pore size of the filters used. As expected, pressure

differentials required are higher for the finer pore filters,

Run # 2 , Table I.

One of the attractive feat-ures of this process is that

filtration and drop (powder) formation occur simultaneously.

Figure 5 shows the oxide "cake" retained ibove a sintered disc

filter during atomization of 7075 aluminum alloy.

B. Structures of Atomized Powders

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show SF4 views of 150 to 300P size

pure alumintun powders obtained ir. Run #1, Table I. The powders

are generally spherical in shape. Occasionally powders with

stems or tips not completely detached were also observed,

Figure 7(a). At a higher magnification, surface irregularities

such as ripples, folds, and waves are observed, Figure 7.

These are caused when the initial oxide layer tries to accommo-

date deformation experienced by the Orop as solidification,

shrinkage, and flight instabilities occur. Figure 6(c) shows a

representative microstructure.

Figures 8(a) and 8(b) show SEM views of the 7075 diwninum



alloy powders. Figure 8(c) shews a photomicrograph of a

polished and etched cross-section. These are representative

structures of the powders that were cold compacted and hot

extruded into a billet. Measured secondary dendrite arm

spacings were between 4 - 8p, indicating cooling rate of

%'103°C/sec (4).

C. Extrusion Billets

Spherical powders of the 7075 aluminum alloy ranging

in size from lOOi to 2000u, obtained with the A1 2 03 filters

were cold compacted and hot extruded into a billet. The

billet was heat treated to a T6 condition as previously des-

cribed. The transverse and longitudinal microstructures of

the extruded billet are shown in Figure 9.

Room temperature average tensile properties, from multi-

ple tests in the lingitudinal direction, were: Y.S.=80 Ksi,

UTS = 94.3 Ksi, Elongation = 15%, R.A. = 42%.

IV. CONCLUSIONb

i. A new laboratory process for production of metal alloy

powders was developed. The process combines filtration

of oxides and undesirable second phases with atomization.

2. Pure aluminum and 7075 aluminum alloy were atomized by



forcing them through sintered A12 03 and Si02 disc filters

with pore sizes in the range of 30 to 150u. The A12 03 fil-

ters were found to be more amenable to successful droplet

formation.

3. For a given sintered disc filter successful formation of

metal powders below the filter depends on the applied pres-

sure. Pressures used in this study were in the range of

2 - 6 psi.

4. Size range of powders is influenced by the amount of super-

heat in the melt. Increasing superheat results in forma-

tion of larger powders.

5. The longitudinal room temperature tensile properties of a

7075-T6 extrusion made from the atomized powders were:

Y.S. = 80 Ksi, U.T.S. 1 94.3 Ksi, Elongation = 15%, R.A.

42%.
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LIST OF ATOMIZATIOR EXPERIMENTS

pressure

sintered filters T alloy applied
run * used F used (psi)

1 Al 2 1 3 , 87-100v' 710°C 99.99% Al 7-8 then
lowered
to 4-5

2 A1 2 0 3 , 31-36P' 840 0 C 7075 7-14

3 A1 2 0 3 , 87-100V 756.5 0 C 7075 3-5

4 A1 2 0 3 , 87-100u,

previously
infiltrated 732.5°C 7075 3-5

5 A1203, 87-100 P 7600 C 7075 3-5

6 Si02 , 90-1500 769°C 7075 2-4 and
10-14

7 SiO2 , 90-150P 650°C 7075 3-4

8 AI 20 3 , 87-100u 697 0 C 7075 0-6

9 A1 2 0 3 , 87-1001P,

previously
infiltrated 700°C 7075 5-6

10 A1 2 0 3 , 87-100u,

previously
infiltrated 7210 C 7075 5-6

11 SiO2 , 90-150P 685 0 C 7075 3-5

12 .A1 2 0 3 , 87-100p, same

filter as in runs #
10-12 742 C 7075 5-6

13 A1 2 0 3 , 87-100p 7420 C 7075 0-7

14 A1 2 0 3 , 87-100p,
previously
infiltrated, filter
from rux. #15 742°C 7075 4-5

15 A1 2 0 3 , 87-100P 7000 C 99.99% Al 7, then
lowered
to 4-5

16 A12 03 , 87-100P 700aC 99.99% Al 7, then
lowered
to 4-5
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Figure 2. SEX view of pure alumninum~ powders emnerging from
a sintered A1203 filter, R'im #1; (a) 23X, (b) 208X.
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Figure 3.* SEM view of pure al uminum powders emerging from
a sintered A1203 filter; (a) and (b) are from
Run 0115 at 20X and 90X, respect ivelv, (c: is from
Run 1116 at 75X.
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Figure 5. Photomicrograph showing filtration of aluminum oxide
from a 7075 aluminum alloy melt.
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Figure 6. Structures of atomized pure aluminum powders made in
Run #1; (a) and (b) are SEM views of different size
powders at 50X, (c) is a representative microstructure
of the powders.
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PART III

REFINING BY PARTIAL SOLIDIFICATION

A major technical difficulty in refining processes

which employ partial solidification when solidification is

dendritic, is that the segregated liquid is interspersed on

such a fine scale in interdendritic spaces that it is dif-

ficult to remove from the dendritic solid. In this note we

describe two refining processes which employ the basic find-

ing that metal alloys behave as a highly fluid slurry when

they are as much as half solid, provided they are vigorously

agitated during solidification (1). The solid particles that

form during solidification are, or approach, small sphei'oids.

The fine dendritic structure is absent and the segregated

liquid can be easily and efficiently separated frum the

solid.

The technical and patent literature describes various

processes for refining metal alloys which employ partial

solidification followed by separation of liquid and solid

phases. When the volume fraction solid is small and it iE

in particulate form, for example, oxides and nonmetallics in



aluminum or Fe-Sn intermetallic in molten tin, separation A

(2-4can be accomplished by filtration techniques-4 In usual

solidification processes, however, at volume fractions solid

greater than 0.20 a dendritic network forms and the inter-

dendritic liquid is made to flow out of this network by cen-

trifugation or other techniques. The United States Bureau

of Mines has applied centrifugal separation to the refining

of tin and zinc alloys{5 '6). Singleton and Robinson( 7 ) have

described a process in which an aluminum-silicon melt is

partially solidified in a centrifuge and the interdendritic

liquid is made to flow radially outward. In other proposed

processes, a local portion of a melt is partly solidified

while the bulk remains liquid. This liquid is then stirred

with the effect that some of the interdendritic enriched

liquid is washed out from the partially solidified region

into the bulk liquid

In both processes described here the metal is partially

solidified while it is vigorously agitated by one or more

rotating blades, Figure 1. As distinct from sofe of the

processes listed above,(8-11) it is not simply the bulk liquid

that is agitated, but the entire liquid-solid mixture. The

combination of the vigorous agitation and relatively slow

rate of heat removal from the solidifying slurry causes it to

be essentially isothermal and to have a uniform distribution

of primary solid particles in-the segregated liquid. In one

case, the particulate solid is separated from the liquid by



atomization of the liquid-solid slurry. In the other case,

this separation is achieved by preferential draining of the

liquid from the slurry.

In the first process, shown in Figure la, a propeller

located at the bottom of the mixer blades, forces both the

solid and the liquid through the bottom hole of the crucible.

The stream of the liquid-solid alloy is struck by jets of

air or inert gas. The portion of the stream that is liquid

is atomized to very fine droplets. The portion that is

solid remains at its size when struck by the jets. Refining

is now accomplished by simple size fractionation of the

resulting particulate alloy. Figure 2 shows graphically

results of one test on a Sn-15% Pb alloy. Note the smaller

particles are significantly enriched in alloy element.

In the second process, shown in Figure lb, the thixo-

tropic behavior of the slurry is used so the metal alloy

"filters" itself. Due to the thixotropic nature of the

liquid-solid slurry,(1) the primary solid particles weld

and wedge together in locations where the slurry is not

subjected to high rates of shear. Hence, the bath in the

immediate vicinity of an orifice is not agitated, or is only

gently agitated. Here, the solid forms an interconnecting

network and acts as a filter, letting liquid pass but holding

back solid. The stream passing out is now highly segregated

liquid. Gravity is ample pressure required to make this
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process work because the bulk of the material present behaves

as a fluid slurry. Surface tension does not impede removal

of the liquid since surface is not being created during its

removal, as it would be if the liquid were being drained from

interdendritic spaces. Table I summarizes some experiments

on the hyper-eutectic aluminum-silicon alloy containing

iron and titanium demonstrating the feasibility of this pro-

cess. This alloy was that employed by Singleton and Robin-

son (7) in their refining experiments using a centrifugal

separation technique. The drained liquid is significantly

lowered in all solute elements present, and its composition

is in good agreement with that previously reported (7). In

the general case, the liquid removed will be either enriched

or depleted in alloy elements, depending on the nature of

the phase diagram of the alloy.

While the two refining processes described in this note

are batch type, improved economics could be obtained by dev-

eloping similar processes that operate continuously.
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TABLE I

Refining of an Aluminum Alloy By

Gravity Draining of the Aluminum-Rich Liquid

,Silicon Iron Titanium

Initial Composition .30 6 .1

Drained Liquid
Composition at 7506C 22.6 4.65 0.43

Drained Liquid
Composition at 600G C 13.1 1.77 0.15
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LIQUID METAL ATOMIZATION FOR HOT WORKING PREFORMS

N.J. Grant and R.M. Pelloux

Abstract

Rapid quenching of a liquid metal by atomization or splat cooling

overcomes the major limitation of most solidification processes; namely,

the segregation of alloying elements, impurities and constituent phases.

The cooling rates of different atomizing processes are related to the

dendrite arm spacings and to the microstructure of the atomized powders.
The increased solubility limits and the formation of metastable compounds

in splat cooled alloys are discussed. Consolidation of the powders by hot

isostatic compaction, hot extrusion or hot forging and rolling processes

yield billets with properties equivalent or better than the wrought alloys.

The application of this powder processing technology to high performance

alloys is reviewed.



I. Introduction
Today powder metallurgy Is taking on a new meaning: the demand 15

"for fully dense materials in low, intermediate or high alloy classes, fully
heat treated with hot or cold worked structures. The requirements for
higher tonnages of powders has encouraged a multitude of atomization

processes, some of which offer real promise for production of high quality
powders at costs which can be competitive with the similar alloys produced
by ingot technology.

A list of the different atomization processes includes:

a) high pressure air and water atomization
b) low pressure steam atomization for coarse powders

c) irtert gas atomization by argon or helium or nitrogen
d) rotating electrode atomization of high alloy materials in an inert

gas atmosphere
e) soluble gas (usually hydrogen) atomization in a vacuum

f) ultrasonic atomization
g) magnetic atomization
h) splat cooling or rapid quenching of small liquid metal droplets

against a high conductivity metallic substrate
Emerging from the list of atomization techniques is the awareness of

an important feature of the process; namely, the relatively rapid to
extremely rapid cooling rates of the liquid metal. These high cooling
rates diminish or overcome the major faults of most solidification

processes; namely, the segregation of alloying elements, impurities, and
all excess phases, and they prevent the formation of a very coarse dendrite
and grain structure which is difficult to hot work, or to work at all.

II. CoolinS Rates and Solidification Structures
Figure 1 shows the effect of cooling rate on dendrite arm spacing

(DAS) for aluminum( 1 ), and the degree of structure control which is attain-
able through various atomization methods. The similar curve for copper is
steeper, but less well defined(2). For highly alloyed materials, the curve
can be expected to flatten because of the lower thermal conductivity of the

liquid metal.
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At the one extreme, ingot cooling rates lead to coarse grain size and

.. large dendrite arm spacing, coarse inclusions and second phase particles;

furthermore, large ingots always show significant porosity and a severe

three-dimensional segregation pattern. With inexpensive, relatively
plastic alloys these faults can be tolerated and largely corrected by

working and homogenization of the end product.

Before looking at some of the improvements in the control of the
structure and properties of actual alloy systems, it is worthwhile to

consider rapid quenching of liquid metals somewhat more broadly.
It was only about ten years ago that Professor Pol Ouwez( 3 "6) and

co-workers re-examined and significantly advanced the state of the art

and potential of splat cooling. Shortly thereafter, Predecki, Mullendore
and Grant(7) found experimentally that the cooling rates attainable in

splat cooling, were 10 to 108 *C/sec. These measurements were supported

by calculations and by a calibration of cooling rate data suggested by
Dean(8). Matyja, et.al.(1) confirmed the extrapolated cooling rate data

shown in Figure 1. A similar curve has now been measured for Cu base
.alloys (2) and further calculations have confirmed the approximate maximum

cooling rates attainable(9-12).
At cooling rates greater than about 106 4C/sec it is possible to

change the solute solubility limit by an order of magnitude(13' 14 ) (see

Gessen15))"" and to form metastable compounds( 1 5 ) . The size of non-

equilibrium phases and of inclusion particles are also refined by order
of magnitude. Cooling rates as high as 107 to 10' QC/sec can result in

grain sizes of less than 0.01 microns(l5-8), or in amorphous structures( 1 -2 3 .

In the ultimate case of amorphous structures retained from the liquid

phase, all segregation is essentially prevented. Unfortunately, to achieve
these cooling rates, the resultant splats are only 0.1 to 10 microns thick;

the foils are irregular, difficult to process and to consolidate, and they
will react with the ambiant atmosphere. The finished product would be

expensive to say the least.

Consider, however, the central portion of Figure 1, where practical,
feasible cooling rates are attainable for commercial atomized powders.
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The cooling rate and DAS areas for each class of atomization depend on the
powder diameter, conductivity of the atomized metal, and quench capacity of

the coolant. For finely atomized powders gas atomization will result in
DAS values of about 10 microns in the case of aluminum. Water (or steam)

atomization offers further structure refinements. By quenching against a
metallic substrate, coarse flakes 50 microns thick by several millimeters
in diameter can be produced with DAS values as small as one micron. This
atomization against a cold metallic substrate is relatively new, but suc-

cessful trials have been reported using rotating discs, or copper

rolls( 2 ' 11 ' 24) as the substrate.

III. Powder Cleanliness

The contamination of the atomized powders will be critical since large
surface areas are generated in most of the atomization processes. The
inert gas methods, assuming suitable control of gas purity, result in only
small increases in oxygen content. In the case of argon atomization of
superalloys, the oxygen content increases from that of the vacuum master
melt, which is typically 30 to 75 ppm, to a final content of 50 to 125 ppm

depending upon the leak rate of the atomizing system.
The rotating electrode atomization method( 2 5 ) results in an increase

of less than 25 ppm oxygen over that of the electrode material because the
alloy is in the molten state for a very short time.

In splat cooling coarse powders in air, the oxygen content increases

by several hundred ppm in spite of the relatively short exp,;sure times in
the oxidizing atmosphere. Because of the large surfaces produced by splat

cooling methods, Inert gas atmospheres will be required.

The water and steam atomization of superalloys to produce coarse
powders (0.4 to 4 nm diameter) result in extensive oxidation with oxygen

content of 3000 to 4000 ppm. Nevertheless, if the resultant particles are

spherical in nature, without folds or creases, this oxygen content,which
is largely on the surface, can be lowered to 200 to 300 ppm by chemical

cleaning of the powders. For instance, cobalt base superalloys strength-

ened by high carbon content, and high alloy iron base materials (tool

steels, high speed tool steels, stainless steels), are successfully steam
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atomized provided they are free of significant amounts of Al, Ti, and Zr.

The powders can then be mechanically and chemically cleaned to achieve

oxygen contents of less than about 300 ppm.

The obvious advantage of water or steam atomization, wherever it can

be used, is in the large cost savings. Finally, since all or most atomized

materials are re-exposed to the ambiant atmosphere during storage, handling,

and processing the oxygen content will increase to the detriment of the

final product. A vacuum degassing of the powders in a temperature range

from 500 to 1000F prior to consolidation appears to be a general processing

requirement.

IV. Powder Consolidation

The powders must be consolidated into fully dense bodies to achieve
strength, toughness, and ductility. The higher the quench rates utilized

to produce the powders, especially at rates greater than about 10 *C/sec

(see Figure 1), the greater is the tendency for structural changes to take

place during consolidation and processing of the compact or bloom. In the

case of splat cooled powders these changes may call for selection of hot

pressing temperatures and extrusion or rolling temperatures which will
produce the desired structures and properties.

In general, the pattern of processes which is emerging for consoli-

dation and densification are the following:

a) Forging and rolling preforms - These may be prepared by cold pressing
and sintering, hot mechanical pressing, and to a lesser extent by hot

isostatic pressing; the preform is generally not fully dense. This process

looks attractive for ironaand steel powder parts for the large market areas

of autototive parts, household appliances, and general hardware.

b) Hot isostatic pressing (HIP) - Growing in parallel with developments
in high alloy powder atomization, this excellent densification method should

be able to provide suitably large ingots to compete on a commercial basis

with ingot practice for forging. The powder must be sheathed in an evacuated

container for compaction by HIP. Maximum pressures are about 30,000 psi
(2000 atmospheres) at temperatures as high as 14250 C. The working volume

for this temperature and pressure level is a chamber about 14 inches in

I
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diameter by about 40 inches high. Larger pressing units are technologically

feasible and can be made as soon as there is a demand; cost per pound of

material in such large units is attractive for high alloy materials.
Billet compacts, preforms, dies, vanes and blades for jet engines can be

manufactured by this process.

c) Hot extrusion and other hot working processes - Powders may also be
packed into containers without cold or hot pressing, evacuated, sealed and

then hot extruded at some nominal extrusion ratio (from 6 to 1 to 20 to 1)

to achieve full densification. Hot extrusion is preferred to furging or

rolling of canned powders, but it is usually limited by the minimum extru-

sion ratio and by the capacity of the extrusion press. On the average, lower
temperatures can be used for hot extrusion of powders than is necessary for

extrusion of solid compacts or ingot or bloom sections, thus the micro-

structure refinements can be more easily retained.

V. Structure and Properties of Alloys Processed from Quenched Powders

In the discussion which follows, the structures and properties of

several commercial, semi-commercial, or experimental powder alloy products
made of powders solidified at rates from 102 to 106 *C/sec will be examined.

These cooling rates encomnpass rates achieved by gas atomization, steam

atomization, ard ovgtal substrate atomization.

A. Aluminum A11oys

Binary aluminum alloys, splat cooled to achieve cooling rates of about
105 *C/sec show large increases in solid solubility. Table I shows the

increase for 7 binary alloys 1326). Suppression of precipitation during
solidification beyond the maximum solubility limit in each of these systems

opens the possibility of the development of precipitation hardening; in the

case of the Al-Cu system, one gains the possibility of increasing the amount
of finely dispersed ageing phase by a factor of 2 to 7.

1. Al-Si Alloy - The potential of this class of alloy was demor.ctrated

by splat quenching up to 1000 gram melts against a rotating copper disc of

an Al-7% Si alloy (16). The DAS indicated a quench rate of 104 to 105 OC/

sec. with the silicon content precipitated as submicron particles. Tha

foils, measuring about 50 microns in thickness by 10 mm in the other
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dimensions, were canned, evacuated and hot extruded at only 3000 C. Table

II compares the properties of this binary alloy against those of a com-

mercial 5% Si alloy (No. 43) in 3 cast conditions. In addition to an inc-

rease in yield strength, theductility of the cast alloy is 3 to 6 times

greater than that for the cast commercial material.

Significant coarsening of the silicon precipitate did not occur at

temperatures less than 4000 C, thus showino that the structure is resistant

to overaging.

2. Aluminum alloy 2024 - The properties of this commercial high

strength alloy (4.5% Cu, 1.45% Mg, 0.57% Mn, 0.28% Fe, 0.10% Si, bal. Al)

were compared for three different processing histories: bar form from a

full-scale ingot, air atomized coarse powder, and as splat cooled (rotating

copper disc) coarse flake powder 16). The powders were canned, evacuated

and hot extruded at 300%C at an extrusion ratio of 12 to 1. All three

products were of the same composition, and were given identical heat treat-

ments prior to testing (495*C solution treatment plus room temperature

agcing: T4 condition).

Table III compares the structural characteristics of the three

products in the hot worked or hot extruded condition. Figure 2 compares

the hot worked structures of the ingot product and the splat powder product.

It has been demonstrated that alloy 2024 contains coarse non-equilib-

rium constituent particles, which are cracked or serve as crack initiation

sites during fatigue (27,28) Improvements in fatigue life can be expected

from the structure refinement. Table IV shows the results of tension and

fatigue tests (axial, zero mean stress). The final grain sizes of all

three products were approximately equal in T4 condition.
. J

Splat cooling suppressed completely the formation of the brittle,

complex (CuMgFeAl) intermetallic phase and only the CuMgA1 2 phase was

observed. This phase did not coarsen during the 495%C solution treatment.

In no case was there evidence of cracking or debonding of the micron sized

intermetallic phases during fatigue testing.

At 2050 C, the splat atomized product did not show intergranular creep

fracture in creep tests of at least 400 hours, whereas the ingot product
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showed the intergraunular fracture at about 80 hours; the net effect was
an increase In stress for 1000 hours rupture life from 8600 to 12,500 psi

(6.1 to 8.9 Kg/mm2).
B. IN-l00

IN-100 is one of the strongest nickel base alloys, available as a
Gast material; It Is not forgeable. A typical composition, in weight

percent, is:
10.5 Cr, 15.4 Co, 3.02 Mo, 5.55 Al, 4.72 Ti. 0.16 C, 0.015 B, 0.06 Zr,

1.05 V, 0.94 Fe, <0.10 Mn, <0.1 Si, 0.007 S, balance Ni.
Powders from three sources showed the following oxygen content in ppm.

Powider Source Remelt Stock Powder

a. Argon atomization 108 158
b. Soluble gas atomization 50 53

c. Rotating electrode 74 79

The cooling rate of the powders was about 102 0C/sec, yielding a DAS
of about 5 microns, compared to a DAS of about 70 microns for the precision

cast structure. The latter had a grain size range of 1500 to 3000 microns.
After hot extrusion of the powders, the final grain size of the alloy

ranged from 6 to 8 microns.
Figure 2 compares the dendritic patterns of a powder particle and a

precision casting. Note the relatively coarse carbide particles in the

precision cast dendritic structure(29).

One of the problems encountered with HIP compacts of IN-l00 is the
presence of a carbide network (TiC) along prior powder particle boundaries,
as shown in Figure 3. This carbide distribution makes subsequent recrys-
tallization for grain coarsening much more difficult and it also decreases

the ductility of the alloy. During extrusion of the alloy, the preferential
carbide and cxide patterns are broken up but the formation of stringers can
be quite detrimental (30).

Table V compares room temperature properties for the as-cast, HIP,

extruded, and extruded plus grain coarsened states. In the HIP condition,

there is a small increase in ultimate strength associated with the incredsed
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ductility over the as-cast condition. By contrast, the extruded structures
show large increases In yield, ultimate tensile strength and ductility

compared to the cast product. Even after recrystallizing to a grain size

of about 100 microns (from 8 microns), the ultimate tensile strength remains

considerably higher than that of the casting due to the higher ductility.

These highly attractive low temperature properties which continue to

be superior to those of the casting to about 750-800C do not, unfortunately,
give the best creep strength at 900 to 1000% where a coarse grain size

stabilized by coarse carbides appears to be superior. In the HIP condition,
the fracture path follows the inter-powder-particle boundaries where

carbides and oxide films lead to a lower strength (Figure 4a). By compari-

son, in a similar test at 11500C, IN-100 in the extruded condition undergoes

normal intergranular cracking. The presence of carbides and oxide films is

a major problem in considering the possibility of using this class of alloy

in the HIP condition~2 g).

Table VI compares the stress for a 100-hour rupture life at 9820C

(1800*F) for the as-cast condition and various grain sizes of extruded

material.

Grain coarsening beyond about 500 microns is difficult, especially

when the stable coarse carbides network is present.
Perhaps one of the most interesting applications made possible by the

powder approach is that of utilizing the ultra-fine grain to achieve super-

plastici, 'or easy forming and then to heat treat the structure to achieve

the grain size desired for the particular application. Figure 5 shows the
presence of the superplastic state for IN-100 in tests performed on the as-

extruded condition (g.s. equals 8 microns) at 1038% (1900*F).

C. MAR-M-509 and a Hafnium Modification

These cobalt be~e alloys are of particular interest because of a

possibility of utilizing steam or water atomization to produce coarse

powders (0.4 to 4 nmm) which can be cleaned to a level of oxygen content of

about 250 ppm (30) . The water quench, being faster than the inert gas

quench, yields a DAS of about 5 microns with a much larger diameter of the
powders. The compositions of these alloys are, in weight percent:



C NI Cr W Ta_ Zr Hf Co

MAR-M-509 0.6 10 22 7 3.5 .7 - bal.
Hf. Mod. Co .2- .75 10 22 7 Mo - - 2-9 bal.

Once cleaned, the powders were canned, evacuated, sealed, and con-
solidated by HIP. In addition, powders consolidated by HIP were sub-
sequently extruded or hot rolled.

The powder approach to making preforms or final shapes depends on
one's ability to bond the powders by sintering, HIP, or hot mechanical
pressing. The presence of films or hard phases at powder surfaces Inter-
feres with bonding, as shown in Figure 4 for IN-lO0. In the case of
MAR-M-509, coarse powders were processed by HIP at 28,000 psi (2000 atm.)
and at temperatures of 1093, 1178, and 1260% (2000, 2150, and 23000F).
The dependence of the microstructure upon the HIP temperature can be sum-
marized as follows:

a) with Increasing HIP temperatures, the number of inter-powder particle
fractures .decreases,

b) the dendritic pattern gives way to a partially recrystallized grain
pattern at 11780C, however, the dendritic structure is still prominent.
Figure 6 shows thelongitudinal microstructure near the fracture of a room

temperature tensile test(31) of the material compacted at 1178°C.
c) at 12600C, a fully recrystallized structure appears.

Figure 7 shows the fine, uniform grain structure after hot extrusion
(grain size equals 4-6 microns). The same structure re-exposed to HIP at

12600C coarsens as shown in Figure 7. In these alloys, the stable carbide
dispersion makes uniform coarsening difficult to achieve. Figure 8 shows

the rate of coarsening for the MAR-M-509 alloy.
Results of tension tests at room temperature are shown in Table VII

for NAR-M-509(31).
Again, significant improvements are observed in yield and tensile

strength for the extruded condition, along with large increases in ductility.
The HIP product, as noted above, shows low ductility and relatively low

tensile strength.
In stress rupture tests at 9820C (1800 0 F), as with the IN-100 alloy,
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the best results are shown by the cast alloy and the poorest by the highly

ductile, essentially superplastic, fine grained extruded alloy. Grain
coarsening attempts have been successful In improving the high temperature
properties, as shown in Table VIII( 3 1 ).

VI. DISCUSSION

It is evident that the proper use of atomized and quenched powders can
lead to an excellent control of themicrostructure of an alloy. Cooling
rates from 101 to 106 C/sec should result in the control of grain size,
inclusion and second phase particle size and distribution. In some

special applications higher cooling rates may be desired to achieve inc-
reases in solubility of solutes, to produce metastable intermetallic com-
pounds, and even to produce amorphous structures. Such structures would
thcn be converted to stable phases but with particle sizes, shapes, and

distributions which are not otherwise attainable.
The improvement in ductility and hot plasticity, of complex and highly

alloyed material should encourage use of the powder approach, to higher
alloy contents. For instance, increases in Al + Ti in the IN-lO0 alloy and

of carbon and carbide former elements in the MAR-M-509 alloy, are feasible.
A number of other fruitful research areas are worth mentioning:

1. Improvements in atomization are still ne.essary, both to control the

powder size and distribution, but also to limit the retained or trapped

argon in inert gas atomization, or hydrogen in the soluble gas-vacuum
method. Cost improvements are definitively required.

2. Control of the powder surface films is needed when the hot pressed
condition Is desired as the final processing step.
3. A better understanding of the influence of the HIP parameters on the

properties of the HIP billet is required.

4. Optimum hot working conditions to shape a billet and tocontrol the
grain size.

5. Thermomechanical treatments to take advantage of the high ductility and

the superplastic potential, of the totally new structures. Solution and
precipitation processes have to be adapted because of the metastability of
compositions and structures of the rapidly quenched materials.
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6. Alloy development to take advantage of the increased ductility and hot

plasticity. In this respect, alloy chemistries may be modified for the HIP

state and for the hot worked product.

In sum•ary, there are a number of interesting technological develop-

ments which make the processing of high performance alloys from quenched

powders look feasible and attractive. The long range opportunities are

great and these new processes should not be looked at as mere laboratory

curiosities.
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TABLE I

Maximum Metastable Solubilities Observed at Cooling
Rate of = 101 *C/second

System Max. Equil. Max. Extrap. Equll. Eutect. Solubil.
Sol. (a/o) Metastable Camp. aio Increase

-Sol. a/o0.

Al-Pd nil 7.5 7.5
Al-Cu 2.5 18. 17.3 7X
Al-Mn 0.7 9. 1.0 13X
AI-Fe 0.025 4. 0.9 160X
A1 -Co 0.02 0.5 0.45 25X
Al-Ni 0.023 1.2 2.7 soX
Al-SI 1.59 11. 11.3 7X

TABLE I1

Al-SI Alloys Tested at 200C

0.2% Y.S. U.T.S. El. R.A.
Alloy Condition _psi K/ mm2  psi Kg/LM 2  %

Al-7% SI Air atom. 17,300 12.3 27,600 19.6 26 41
As extrud.

Alloy 43 Die cast 13,000 9.2 27,000 19.1 4 -
(5% Si) Sand cast 9,000 6.4 18,000 12.8 6 -

Perm. mold 10,000 7.1 22,000 15.6 8

TABLE IlI

Structural Characteristics of 2024 Alloy

Product 'Quench Rate Dendrite Size Constituent Particle
"°C/sec (ricrons) SIze, (microns)

Ingot bar 10-1 60 10-20
Air atomized 102 7 4-6

Splat atomized IDS 1-2 0.5-1I
!
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TABLE IV

Room Temperature Properties of Al Alloy 2024-T4

0.2% Y.S. U.T.S. El. R.A. Fatigue life, cyl.
at 30,000 psi

Product Kl Kg/rnm' Ksi K_/na % % (21.2 Kgrn2L)_

Ingot bar 40.2 28.5 67.2 48.7 23 37 100.000

Air 42 29.7 70 49.5 25 33 300,000
atomized

Splat 47 33.3 76 54 24 34 700,000
atomized

TABLE V

Room Temperature Properties of IN-1O0

0.2% Y.S. U.T.S. El. R.A.

Condition Ksi K s_.J %

As cast (1500I) 136 96 143 101 -4 8
As HIP -137 97 163 116 8 10
As Extrd. (8pi) 175 124 244 172 20 16
Extrd., Recryst. 171 121 238 168 21 17
100v grain coarsened 137 97 188 133 14 7

TABLE VI

Stress Rupture Data at 982"C for IN-100

Stress for 100-Hour Life

Condition Ksi Kg/MM2  El., %
As Cast 22 15.6 10

As extrd. (8 g.s.) 2 2 43

Extrd., Recryst. (100 g.s.) 12 8.5 5

Extrd., Recryst. (500 g.s.) 17 12.1 4
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TABLE VII

Room Temperature and 982C Properties of MAR-M-509
0.2% Y.S. U.T.S. El. R.A.

Condition KSi Kg/n 2  KSi %

As cast (4000p g.s.) 80 56.7 115 81.8 2.5 -
As Extrd. (3-4p g.s.) 130 92.6 192 136.0 14. 12

Extrd. Recryst. -94 66.6 166 117.5 11. 8
(10-2o0 g.s.)

Hip (5-6v g.s.) 81 57.3 108 76.5 1.1 0.4

TABLE VIII

Stress Rupture Properties at 982°C for IOR-M-509

Stress for 100-Hour Life
"Condition Ksi Kg/w_ _ %

As cast (4000p g.s.) 17 12 8-10

As extrd. (5U g.s.) 2.5 1.77 40-120
Extrd., Recryst. 7.5* 5.32 10
(4 and 500p mixed g.s.)

* at 10109C (1850 0F)
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(a)

I (b)

I Figure 2 - Polished and etched sections of IN-100 showing dendritic
patterns (a) powder particle by rotating electrode process, 200X;
(b) precision cast tensile bar, lOOX.

r I I I I I I I I I
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Figure 3 - Replica electron micrographs of as-HIP FM powder showing
extensive carbide phase surrounding prior particle boundaries, 4000X.



(a)

I Figure 4 -High strain rate tests of IN-100 at 1150*C (2100'F). (a) HIP
condition, (b) hot extruded condition, 200X.
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Figure 5 -As-extruded test bars superplastically deformed at 1038 0C (19000F)
at strain rates from 0.5 to 0.01 min. Bar at top is size of undeformed
tensile specimen.

Figure 6 -MAR-M-509 at '1178*C (2150nF) and 2000 atmospheres (28 ksi) for
2 hours. Tension test at 20'C. (a') cross section (b) longitudinal section
at fract r.
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(b)

Vigure 7 -'h~lt-l atom percent HfC P/M alloy comparing (a) HIP + extruded
structures with (b) same material re-HIP at 1260*C (23001F) for 1 hour.
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PROPERTIES OF IN-1O0 PROCESSED
BY POWDERf -METC-R-OGy

by

L.N. Moskowitz, R.M. Pelloux and N.J. Grant
Department of Metallurgy ind Materials Science

Massachus_.tts Institute of fechrology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

ABSTRACT

A powder metallurgy approach to the production of IN-tO0

has been shown to result in a fully dense, homogeneous alloy with

excellent hot-workability. Small billets were prepared by com-

pacting metal powders processed by inert-gas atomization, by

vacuum-atomization, and by the rotatiag electrode process. The

different powders are characterized by scanning electron micros-

copy, and size distributions as well as dendrite arm spacings

are presented. Compaction of the powders was done by hot iso-

static pressing followed by hot extrusion. The mechanical prop-

erties of different billets are compared to the cast IN-lO0 as

a function of the processing variables. Characterization of the

hot workability of the powder proccessed IN-lO0 is first done by

high strain ratE testing, and finally by ar, investigation of the

superplastic behavior at low strain rates in the temperature

range from 1800'F to 21000 F. The rate of grain coarsening at

2270'F is shown to depend upon the size and amount of titanium

carbide phase at the prior particle boundaries.
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The excellent low temperature properties of IN-1O0 processed

by powcder metallurgy are related to the refinement of the grain

size and Lmicrostructure and break-der'n of powder particle films

obtained during atomization and hot extrusion. The stress-rupture

properties at "1800*F, which are strongly dependent upon the grain

size obtained during the 2270°F coarsening heat treatment, are

slightly inferior to the properties of the cast alloy.
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PROPERTIES OF IN-100 PROCESSED
BY POWDER METALLURGY

by

L.N. Moskowitz, R.M. Pelloux and N.J. Grant

I. INTRODUCTION

The main goal of this.work was to investigate the properties

of a nickel-base superalloy processed b, powder metallurgy. This

material will be referred to as a.P/M. alloy as opposed to e cast
A

alloy. Nickel base superalloys, widely used as ce.,nponents of

modern gas turbines, consist of a solid-solution hardener' nickel-

chromiun matrix strengthened by an ordered ganmma-prime (Ni 3 (Al,

Ti)) dispersed precipitate, and by some complex metal carbides.

The metallurgy of these alloys has been reviewed by Decker 1 and

Sims 2 . The complexity of the alloy chemistry is such that severe

segregation is always present in small as well as in large cast-

ings. Although the precipitated gamma prime phase goes into solu-

tion above about 2000*F, the carbide phases and the primary gamma

prime do not re-solution until incipient melting has taken place

at about 2300*F. Therefore, the hot plasticity of the cast alloys

is severely limited even above 2100°F.

Since a prealloyed powder particle is an extremely small

casting, segregation is restricted to each particle of powder.

Cooling from the molten state is much faster lor a powder particle
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(103 °C/sec) than for a sand casting (100 - 10-2 OC/sec). As a

consequence, the dendrite am spacing and the volume fraction of

large second phase particles are quite small, which will facilitate

homogenization of the alloy. The mode of compaction of the powders

can be selected from a wide variety of processes, such as sinter-

ing, hot isostatic compression, hot extrusion, etc., which can be

tailored to optimize the size and shape of the finished part. The

fine grained structure, achieved by the powder process, insures

good ductility even for the brittle and hard-to-work alloy composi-

tions.

Allen et.al. 3 made one of the first attempts to produce P/M

ingots of Astroloy. To eliminate oxidation of individual powder

particles, an "all-inert" method of powder production, collection

and densification in an argon atmosphere was developed. Densifi-

cation was performed by hydraulic pressing in a heated die, under

a range of temperatures and pressures. Subsequent forgings of

full scale discs yielded a structurally uniform product; however,

the mechanical properties were inferior to those of conventional

Astroloy forgings. The microstructure of the P/M alloy showed

recrystallized grains and a network of small, discrete precipi-

tates, identified as titanium carbide (TiC), along the prior

particle boundaries.

Reichman et.al. 4 conducted a program to prxcess superalloys

from argon atomized powders with a low i:te:-stitiil content. The

two alloys studied were IM-1•00 and U-700, jsed respe1 tively for

cast turbine blades and wrought turbine discs. The consolidation
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techniques evaluated were vacuum hot pressing, forging, extrusion,

hot Isostatic pressing and spark sintering. Direct hot extrusion

was found to be the best compaction process due to the rapidity of

densification and the reproducibility of the processing variables.

Hot isostatic pressing, while producing limited amounts of plastic

dOformation, was considered important for the fabrication of large

Fo-gIng or extrusion preforms. These processes will be discussed

in more detail later. An evaluation of the final extruded prod-

uct showed an ultrafine grain structure exhibiting superplastic

behavior at high temperatures and low strain rates. An Atremely

large grain size structure was also achieved following some un-

disclosed theimomechanical treatment. This material exhibited

stress-rupture properties superior to those of the cast and

wrought alloys. The grain growth behavior leading to grain sizes

larger than the original powder particles was attributed to the

low contamination of the powder surface and low oxygen content

of the densified product.

In a further investigation into the superplasticity of the

extruded IN-lO0 powder, Reictinan et.al. 5 showed that grain growth

can also be achieved subsequent to superplastic deformation with-

out an intermediate thermomechanical treatment. In order to

obtain a very fine grain size (on the order of a few microns)

which will lead to superplastic deformation, the powder compacts

were extruded below the recrystallization temperature of the

alloy. Adiabatic heating during extrusion leads to recrystalli-

zation and a fine-grained structure.
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j A practical method for fabricating high temperature alloys

to close tolerances, utilizing the low strength and high ductil-

I ity offered by the superplastic behavior of the alloys, was

patented in 1970 under the name of "gatorizing" 6 . It is claimed

to apply to alloys in the cast condition, as well as to powder

I products. The process consists of working the alloy initially

in compression at a temperature below, but approaching the recrys-

I tallization temperature and producing a very fine recrystallized

grain size. Forging is done in hot dies, in an inert atmosphere,

at an appropriately slow deformation rate. The part is then re-

I crystallized and grain coarsening restores the high temperature

strength. Production of full-scale compressor and turbine discs

K by the gatorizing process from IN-100 powder billets is described

by Athey et.al.

I The mechanismi of grain coarsening in the P/M alloy to the

grain sizes of the cast alloy was studied more recently by
Reichman et.al. 8 . A series of alloys were designed and tested

I with very low carbon contents, thereby eliminating the presence

of carbides at grain boundaries and allowing easy grain growth.

m It was suggested that a final carburizing treatment can be easily

accomplished to precipitate some carbides for grain boundary

stability.

IN-1O0 was selected for our work since it is one of the high-

est strength cast-nickel base superalloys, very difficult to fabri-

I cate, with a high volume percent of gamma prime. Powders obtained

by three different atomizing techniques were investigated: inert-
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gas atoml>atlon, vacuum atomization, and the rotating electrode

process. The microstructure, grain growth, hot plasticity, and

mechanical properties of billets compacted by hot isostatic

pressing and hot extrusion were Investigated and compared to the

cast alloy.
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II. CHARACTERIZATION OF METAL POWDERS

Three types of prealloyed IN-1O0 powders were evaluated.

They will be referred to as FM powder (inert-gas atomization),

HM powder (vacuum atomization), and NM powder (rotating electrode

process). In inert-gas atomization, a pre-alloyed vacuum cast

ingot is vacuum remelted, and atomized by a stream of high puri-

ty argon gas. The size of the spherically solidifying particles

is controlled by the atomizing parameters. In vacuum atomization,

a vacuum remelted alloy is pressurized and saturated with a solu-

ble gas such as hydrogen. Atomization is obtained by dissociation

of the liauid metal-gas mixture in a vacuum chamber. As the metal

rises, the stream is exploded by the gas escaping the liquid

metal, and a coarse powder is produced. The rotating electrode

process9 uses a consumable rotating electrode of the alloy which

is continually melted by an arc from a stationary tungsten elec-

trode. Powder production takes place in a chamber filled with

high purity helium, in which fine spherical droplets are flung off

by centrifugal force. The powder particle size is controlled by

varying the electrode diameter and the electrode rotating speed.

The principles behind the production and control of powder parti-

cles have been reviewed by Orr1 O

Coarse, spherical IN-lO0 powders could not be produced by

steam atomization due to the high titanium and aluminum content

of the alloy. The coarse powder obtained was sharp and flaky with

a thin, adherent oxide film. The shapes of these powders are
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unfavorable for processing since they present many reentrant -.

cavities and folds in cleaning, and have a very low packing den- 41

sity in hot isostatic pressing or extrusion cans.

Chemistries, size ranges and screen analyses of the three

powders used are presented in Tables I and II. With the exception

of FM powder, all contain less than 100 ppm of oxygen and show

little oxyqen pick-up during powder production. Typical powder

particles viewed by scanning electron microscopy are shown in

Figures 1, 2 and 3. FM powders are predominantly spherical in

shape with many fine particles attached to coarser particles.

The dendritic structure can be seen in relief only on the surface

of the larger particles. HM powders are much more irregular in

shape, and consist of flakes as well as droplets. Some surfaces

contain prctrusions, and the dendritic structure can be identified.

NM powders are much smoother and well-rounded, and more uniform

in size. The surface appearance indicates a much cleaner powder.

Polished and etched cross-sections of powder particles of each

type are presented in Figures 4, 5 and 6. The average secondary

dendrite arm spacing in FM powder is 2 microns, in HM is 6 microns

and in NM is 3 microns, and varies little in each heat. For a

discussion of the variation in dendrite arm spacing with cooling

rate, see Ref. 13. A semi-qualitative analysis of the surface and

interior of the particles was done with a non-dispersive X-ray

attachment to the SEM. There was no marked difference in chemistry

between the core and the outside surface of the powders.
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I11. POWDER CONSOLIDATION

Hot isostatic pressing (HIP) is a consolidation process

* Involving the application of a hydrostatic pressure by a gas

"(usually agron or helium) at elevated temperatures to evacuated,

canned powders. With the advent of modern high-pressure equip-

ment, large diameter parts with complex geometries can be fabri-

catedl. It has been shown that full density can be achieved by

HIP processing,12,13'14 with good control over microstructure

and chemistry. While the final structure is isotropic, only

limited amounts of plastic deformation can be achieved during

pressing. The basic requirement of the canning material is high

plasticity at the forming temperature. Thin gauge low alloy

carbon steel is often used and contamination of the core is

14negligible

Direct powder extrusion, in evacuated cans, offers both hot

consolidation and hot mechanical working to yield a fully dense

wrought material. Interparticle shearing promotes a break-up of

prior particle boundaries as well as enhancing bonding. Hot

extrusion of superalloy powders has been carried out over a wide

range of temperatures and extrusion ratios4 '15. The parameters

involved in the selection of the correct temperatures, redurtion

ratios, canning material and heat treatment are discussed by

Bufferd15 . In general, the canning material must be as strong as

the powder at the extrusion temperature, and it should be easy to

remove after processing.
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In this study, small billets of IN-100 were prepared by the

above consolidation techniques, as listed below:

1) Hot isostatically pressed FM powders, 1" x 1-1/2" x 20".

Pressed at 2320°F and 25,000 psi for one hour.

2) Hot isostatically pressed HM powders, extruded to 3/4" diam-

eter rod. Pressed at 2300°F and 15,000 psi for one hour; ex-

truded at 2000*F with a 12:1 reduction.

3) Direct extruded FM and NM powders (2 bars), 1/2" diameter x

7' in length. Extruded at 2150°F with a 20:1 reduction.

ii

.1.

.1

.J

..1
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Microstructure

All metallographic samples were pulished to 0.05 micror

alumina in distilled water. The different etching solutions

given in Table III attack gamma prime, leaving the carbides in

relief and gamma prime depressed relative to the gamma matrix.

Etchant no. 1 gave the best overall structural definition, while

etchant no. 4 was used to delineate the dendritic structure.

All were applied by immersion and the etching times are indi-

cated.

Two-stage carbon-chromium replicas were prepaced from

cellulose acetate first stage replicas. The shadowing angle was

approximately 300.

In order to compare the structures and properties of the

powder product to the cast alloy, an inve:stment casting of IN-l00

was made into 24 3/8-inch diameter thread tensile bars. The

casting was made from a vacuum cast ingot of IN-lO0 (see Table I

for the chemical analysis). The bar was remelted under an argon

atomsphere, and cast at 2730°F into a mold at 1500F. The aver-

age grain size in the cast bars is 1500 microns, with about five

grains per diameter.

The average secondary dendrite arm spacing in the cast IN-i0

tensile bars is 28 microns, as seen in Figure 7, and the typical

cast nickel-base superalloy structure is evident in Figure 8. The

average size of the matrix gamma prime particles is about 1.5
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,luicrons.

Figure 9 shows the structure of the hot isostatically press-

ed bar of FM powder. Recrystallization has taken place within

the particle boundaries, but there is rno sign of plastic defor-

mation in individual powder particles. An almost continuous

film of second phase precipitates surrounds each particle. This,

as well as the gamma prime morphology and size (about 0.7 microns),

can be seen more readily in the replica electron micrographs of

Figure 10. Nondlsper3ive X-ray analysis showed the surrounding

phase to be rich in titanium, a strong carbide forming element,

and to contain a much smaller concentration of aluminum. In

order to make a positive identification, carbon extraction rep-

licas were prepared. A 10% bromine in alcohol solution was used

to dissolve the matrix after direct evaporation of a carbon film

on the polished and well-etched sample. Electron diffraction of

the extracted renlicas, usring a 200 kv electron bean, showed the

phase to be titanium carbide. The presence of aluminum in the

carbides is most likely related to an oxide phase identified by

Moyer in similar work on U-70016

Upon examination of the bar of HM powder which had been hot

isostatically pressed and then extruded, the entire length was

found to contain numerous holes and cavities. This porosity is

at 4tributed to the presence of some residual hydrogen, remaining

in the powders after vacuum atomizing, and vacuum degassing prior

to hot pressing.
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The microstructure of the as-extruded bars is shown in

Figures 11 (FM powder) and 12 (NM powder). The particles have

been well deformed, and a recrystallized grain size of about 8

microns is evident in both bars. Large carbides within the par-

ticle boundaries can be seen in the bar extruded from NM powders.

These carbides were present in the original powders. The prior

particle boundaries of the FM powder extrusion are still deline-

ated by a second phase, although not to the extent that it was in

. the HIP material. In the NM powder bar, this effect is even

*• smaller. The average gamma prime particle size after extrusion

is about 0.2 microns in each alloy.

Grain Coarsening

In order to see if significant grain growth could easily

occur past the prior particle boundaries, a series of grain coars-

"ening experiments were run. Tests initially performed at 2300°F

showed evidence of incipient melting, and 2270°F was selected as

an optimum coarsening temperature. The samples from the FM powder

extrusion showed substantially less grain growth than those from

the NM powder, indicating that the stro'u•nding carbide phase can

slow down grain growth markedly. i1, both alloys, however, grain

boundaries were able to grow past the prior particle boundaries.

For the FM powder extrusion, the average grain size was about 50

microns after 24 hours at 22700F, with grains as large as 100

microns. For the NM extrusion, after the same treatment, an

average grain size of about 100 microns was measured, with grains
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as large as 200 mlcruns (Figure 13).

Mecharical Properties

- Room Temperature Properties: The room temperature tensile

properties and Rnckwell C hardness values for the different mate-

rials are presenteJ in Table 4. The excellent room temperature

tensile properties of the as-extruded material are attributed to

the refinement of the microstructure during atomization and the

break-down of powder particle films during hot extrusion. There

is no difference between transverse and longitudinal hardness, but

the high hardness values correlate well with the high tensile

properties. The tensile ductilities of all the P/M alloys are

excellent considering the strength levels and compared to the

ductility of the cast alloy.

- Hot Plasticity Tests: Characterization of the hot workabil-

ity of the powder processed IN-100 was first done by high strain .

rate testing and finally by an investigation of the superplastic

behavior at low strain rates. The high speed tensile testing was

performed in a Nemlab high strain rate machine which has a stroke

of 2-1/2 inches, and is capable of reaching a maximum load of

5000 pounds within 20 milliseconds, with maximum deformation rates

on the order of 20 sec- 1 . It has been used successfully as a

means of simulating hot working operations, to find the optimum

conditions of strain rate and temperature to forge high strength

materials1'' 8 'I 9  A complete discussion of the operation and

calibration of the machine can be found in the work of Cederblad17 .

*. .
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An 11-inch radiant split furnace was used to reach a maximum tem-

perature of 2200°F in five minutes. Thermocouples were spot weld-

ed directly on the specimens. Tests were conducted on the as-cast,

as-HIP, and as-extruded materials at 1900*F, 20000 F, 100°F and

22001F, the temperature range of conventional superalloy forging.

The holding time at temperature was less than five minutes in all

cases so as to limit structural changes and make the tests more

reproducible.

The stress versus rupture time and stress versus average

deformation rate showed suitable linvar relationships on log-log

plots. Typical curves for the as-extruded powders are shown in

Figures 14 and 15. The ductility, measured as elongation after

fracture, is presented for each test. The most noticeable differ-

ence in the behavior of the three materials tested is the sharp

change in slope exhibited by the extruded product at rates below

about 10-1 sec- 1 . This break in the slope, indicating a change

in structure, deformation or fracture mode, was not exhibited by

either the cast or HIP alloy.

Poor ductility (<5% elongation) was exhibited at all temper-

atures by the cast and HIP bars. The ductility of the extruded

material, however, is seen to increase markedly at slower defor-

mation rates, especially at 2100'F. Total elongations as a func-

tion of deformation rate are plotted in Figure 16.

This behavior is identical to that shown by the work of

Greene 20 and Cederblad1 7 on cast Udimet 700 and Nimonic 115, re-

spectively. It was found that the ductility of these nickel-base
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superalloys increases as the strain rate decreases at all test

temperatures, but ductility is maximized at 21000 F at all strain

rates. The increase in ductility as tle temperature is raised to

2100OF is due to the increased amounts of gamma prime going into

the gamma solid solution. The decrease in ductility at temperatures

greater than 2100°F is due to a structural change brought about by

recrystallization.

A typical fracture cross-section of the hot isostatically

pressed FM powder is shown in Figure 17. The bar failed by inter-

particle separation, explaining the low ductility of this material.

The influence of the surrounding titanium carbide and oxide phases

in initiating fracture at the powder particle boundaries wias obvi-

ously great. A cross-section of an extruded FM powder test bur is

shown in Figure 18. The material exhibits extensive intergranular

cracking, accounting for part of its higher ductility.

A comparison of the high strain rate stress levels showed the

extruded material to be stronger or as strong as the cast material,

with the hot pressed material the weakest of the three. At defor-

mation rates below about 10-1 sec- 1, however, the stress levels in

the extruded product fall rapidly below both of the other materials,

an effect most pronounced at 2100°F.

- Superplastic Deformation of As-Extruded Alloys: This extreme

sensitivity of the deformation stress and ductility on temperature,

strain rate and structure led to a series of low strain rate ten-

sile tests, to investigate the superplastic behavior of the extrud-

ed material which had been reported by Reichman et.al. 5 . High
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temperature tensile tests were performed on the as-extruded alloys

over a range of strain rates from .005 to .5 min."l at 1800*ý,

19000F, 2000°F and 2100*F.

Figure 19 shows the total elongation that can be obtained at

different strain rates at 19000 F, as compared to an undeformed

tensile bar of a one inch gauge length. The results are plotted

on log-log coordinates as true flow stress vs. strain rate in

Figure 20. It was found that the initial holding time at temper-

ature had a marked effect on the tensile behavior, especially at

the lower temperatures. For this reason, soaking times of 30

minutes at temperature were used before beginning each test. The

slopes of the curves in Figure 20 are approximately the same and

equal to 0.5 below about 10"l min.-I. This value of the slope was

taken as the strain rate sensitivity exponent, m, in a K=m,

where a = flow stress, K = constant, and t = strdin rate. The

activation energy for the deformation process was determined from

an Arrhenius plot at two stress levels. A constant activation

energy of approximately 98 kcal/mole was found. These results are

in agreement with the work of Reichman et.al.

The microstructure of a superplastically deformed tensile

bar is shown in Figure 21. The most noticeable change exhibited

is the extreme growth of the gamma prime particles, from about

0.2 micron to an average size of one micron.

- Creep Testing: 1800°F stress-rupture tests were conducted

on the extruded mater 4 al from FM and NM powders, and the grain-

coarsened (24 hours at 2270OF - air cooled) NM powder material.
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To optimize the creep strength, the as-extruded material was over-

aged at 18000 F for 24 hours, and the grain-coarsened material at

1825°F for 20 hours. The stress-rupture results are compared to

stress-rupture properties of fine and coarse-grained cast IN-1002 1

in Figure 22. The total elongations are presented for each test.

The extruded material (average grain size of 8 microns) exhibits

stress-rupture properties far inferior to that of the cast mate-

rial, as a result of the fine grain size. The 100 micron grain-

coarsened material shows stress-rupture properties beginning to

approach those of the cast material. The total elongations ob-

served in the material, however, are below those of the cast alloy.

The difference in stress-rupture strength should be compensated

for by improved fatigue properties due to the finer grain size

and size of the second phase particles in the P/M alloy.

Some current work with low-carbon (.02%) P/M IN-100 alloys

has shown that easy grain growth to cast grain sizes is possible.

A hot isostatic pressing of these powders at 2300*F and 27,700 psi

for one hour yielded a recrystallized grain size of about 500

microns with good 1800OF stress-rupture properties in the as-HIP

condition. It is hoped that through proper processing of these

low carbon P/M alloys, the creep and fatigue properties will prove

to be superior to those of the cast alloy.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

1. A powder metallurgy approach to the production of a highly

Nis alloyed, cast nickel-base superalloy results in a fully dense,

homogeneous alloy with excellent hot-workability. The control
tv

over dendrite arm spacing, phase distribution and grain size is

made possible by proper choice of prealloyed powider particles,

consolidation methods and parameters.

2. The extruded P/M alloys show much better mechanical proper-

ties than do the hot isostatically pressed alloys. This is a

result of the extensive interparticle shearing during hot extru-

sion, which promotes the break,.up of prior particle boundaries

and enhances bonding. The prior particle boundaries in the HIP

product are delineated by an almost continuous film of titanium

carbide and oxides, which retards grain growth and results in

poor high temperature properties.

1 3. Inert-gas atomized powders 4nd rotating electroo:, process

powders show roughly equal properties after extrusion. Gr,,in

I growth at 2270'F occurs more easily in the R.E.P. powder extru-

sion, which contains less surrounding carhide phase, than in the

inert-gas atomized powder extrusion. In both material-,, however,

3 grain boundaries were able to grow past the prior particle

boundAries.

3 4. The excellent room-temperature tens'le prope.-ties of the

as-extruded material are attributed to the refinemert of the grain

I size and miýarostructure and break-down of the powder particle

films during atomization and hot extrusion.

, I
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5. The ultra-fine grain structure resulting after extrusion

ar;d recrystallization, enables low strain rate, superplastic

deformation of the P/M alloy to be employed as a close-tolerance

fabrication procedure.

6. The stress-rupture properties at 1800'F are strongly de-

pendent upon the grain size. Through use of a low-carbon P/M

alloy of IN-100, easy grain growth is possible to typical cast

grain sizes, and high-temperature stress-rupture properties should

greatly improve.
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Table 11 - Size Range and Screen Analysis (% retained)
of the Powders as Received from the Manufacturers

F4 POWDER HM POWDER NN POWDER

Size Range (microns): -250"4 -707+74 -500+44

Mesh:

-25+35 0.0 4.6 0.0

-35+60 0.5 43.0 4.3

-60+100 1.3 24.0 58.0

-100+200 43.3 28.4 29.5

-200+325 23.3 0.0 6.6

-325 31.6 0.0 1.6

S,

'.
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I Table III - Etchants

1. 92 HCl

5 HNO 3

3 H2So4 - add last

"immersion (~30 sec)

good for IN-IO microstructure and Ni3 (Al, Ti)

2. 60 glycerine

30 HCl

15 HNO 3

immersion (~120 sec)

3. good for IN-lO0 microstructure and Ni3 (Al,Ti)

3. Kalling's etch

6g CuCl 2 * 2H220

100 ml C2 H5OH

100 ml HCl

immersion (~200 sec)

good for IN-l00 microstructure and grain structure

4. 70 HCN

10 H20 2 (30%)

HF (activator)

immersion (-20 sec)

good for IN-lO0 dendrite structure
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(a)

V

(b)

Figure I -As-received FM powders as viewed in SECM: (a) 138X, (b) 680X.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2 -As-received HM powders as viewed in SEiI- (a) 24X, (b) 245X.
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II

(a

I

IL

! (b)

Figure 3 - As-received NM powders as viewed in SEM: (a) 63X, (b) 253X.
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Figure 4 Polished and etched section of as-received FM powders showing
dendritic structure. 50OX.

Figure 5 - Polished and etched section of as-received HM powders showing
dendritic structure. 5OX.
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Figure 6 - Polished and etched section of as-received NM powders showing
dendritic structure. 200X.

Figure 7 - Polished and etched cross-section of as-cast tensile bar
showing dendritic structure. lOOX.
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Figure 8 -As-cast IN-100 microstructure. 1000X.

Figure 9 -As-HIP FM powder. 100X.
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Figure 12 -Longitudinal section of as-extruded NM powder. 200X.



Figure 13 -Grain-coarsened NM powder excrusion. 24 hours at 2270*F. SOOX.
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Figure 17 -High strain rate fracture cross-section of HIP FM powder test
bar at 2100O0F, Polished. 200X.

A ~

Figure 18 -High strain rate fracture cross-section of extruded NM1 powder
test bar pulled at 21000F. Polished and etched. 200X.



Figure 19 -As-extruded test bars superplastically deformed at 1900OF at
strain rates from 0.5 min-' to 0.01 min •.Bar at top is size of undefermed
tensile specimen.
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Figure 21 - Microstructure of superplastically deformed as-extruded

material pulled at 1900*F. 1000X.
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PROPERTIES OF MARAGING STEEL 300

PRODUCED BY POWDER METALLURGY

by

L.F. Van Swam, R.M. Pelloux and N.J. Grant

ABSTRACT

Powders of 300 grade maragiag steel were produced by two different

atomizing processes and consolidatLd either by hot isostatic pressing,

extrusion and hot rolling or by a combination of these methods. The

tensile properties of the PM alloys were equivalent or superior to the

properties of the conventionally cast and forged alloys, while theta was

no improvement in the fatigue and fracture toughness properties. Fine

grain size materials (1-5 microns) were obtained by hot rolling conven-

tionally processed and P14 bars of maraging steel 300 at 760, 820 and 870OC

and cooling in air. In all cases, the tensile properties and the fracture

toughness were improved by the gr3in size refinement.
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.INTRODUCTION

Maraging steels are a class of high strength, high alloy steels with a

carbon content below 0.03%. The 200, 250 and 300 grade maraging steels

contain 18% nickel plus different amounts of cobalt, molybdenum and

titailuim(i). The different grade numbers refer to the tensile strength

level in ksi, which can be achieved by the precipitation of a fine disper-

sion of NisMo phase during aging. Cobalt lowers the solubility of molybdenum

in the iron-nickel matrix and thereby increases the amount of NiaMo precip-

itated( 2'3). Titanium is both a hardening and refining addition which ties

up the residual carbon and nitrogen( 1 ). Very small amounts of boron and

zirconium are also added to prevent carbide precipitation at grain boundar-

ies and to react with residual oxygen.

Segregation of alloying elements during solidification of the ingot is

a recurring problem in these highly alloyed steels because this segregation

persists throughout reduction to the final mill form, although it can be

decreased but not entirely eliminated by working and homogenization at

12506C( 4 ). The segregation shows up as a banded structure in the etched

(4)microstructure of the alloys

Banding has been shown to cause a wide scatter in the tensile strength

Wnd fr.ctre toughness properties of these steels 4 ). Concurrently, the

development of higher strength steels of this type with higher alloy

content is limited by the increased segregation problems.

These problems due to macro- and microsegregation can be eliminated by

processing the alloys from rapidly quenched powders which have typical

secondary dendrite arm spacings of the order of 4 to 10 microns('). The
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powder metallurgy route 3lso offers the possibility of producing semi

finished parts with great savings in forging and machining operations.

In this study* we report on themechanical properties (tensile strength,

fracture toughness and fatigue strength) of very fine grain size maraging

steels and of maraglng 300 grade steels produced by powder metallurgy.

Three different atomization processes were used to produce rapidly quenched

powders. The powders were consolidated either by hot Isostatic pressing,

extrusion, hot rolling or a combination of these methods. The influence of

different microstructures on the mechanical properties was evaluated; the

properties were compared to those of the conventionally cast and forged alloys.

II. MATERIALS

Consumable vacuum arc melted 300 gree maraging steel was received in

the annealed condition (one hour at 820*C, followed by cooling in still air)

from Vasco in the form of 100 am wide X 32 nov thick (4 X 1-1/4 in) bars.

The composition of this material is given in Table I. The mechanical proper-

ties were measured in the as-received annealed condition and after aging 3

hours at 4806C, followed by cooling in still air. These properties serve as

a basis of comparison for the properties of the alloys produced by powder

metallurgy, and for the fine grain aize steels.

Powders were produced by steam atomization and by the rotating elec-

trode process (REP). Steam atomized powders (SA), produced by Industrial

Mraterials Technology, Inc., were obtained by disintegrating a 9 inn diameter

stream of molten metal with low pressure steam. The metal droplets are col-

lected in a water-filled tank placed under the nozzle. The process is

capable of producing large diameter (5 mm (4 mesh) to .4 min (35 mesh))
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spherical particles(5).

The steam atomized powders were covered with an oxide skin which was

removed by chemical cleaning with acid followed by hydrogen reduction. This

process is attractive because of its high production rate, low cnst, i.nd the

high cooling rates obtained. The cooling rates of 1000C/sec for medium

sized particles and of 10000C/sec for small (<i mm) particles, result in

vecondary dendrite arm spacings of about 12 and 4 microns, respectively(5)

The rotating electrode process (REP) used by Nuclear Metals, Inc.

produces essentially uncontaminated spherical powders of 0.4 mm (35 mesh)

to 0.8 mn (20 mesh) with a secondary dendrite arm spacing of approximately

6 microns(5). REP powders are expensive due to low production rates and the

cost of preparing the bars for atomization.

The powders were consolidated by hot isostatic pressing (HIP), extru-

sion, hot rolling or a combination of these methods. In each case, the

powders were handpacked in steel cans which were sealed by welu~ing. The

cans were degassed at 400C, evacuated to a pressure of 6-1*:torr, and

purged with argon three times before final closure under vacuum.

Hot isostatic pressings for 1 to 3 hours were carried out between 1100

and 12500C and at 100-200 N/mm2 (14,500-28,000 psi). The different HIP

variables for the various runs are given in Table II.

A number of rectangular HIP pressed cans were hot rolled between 1100

and 1000°C in 10% reduction passes. The resulting flat stock was used

primarily for fracture tUughness testing. Table II gives the detailed

parameters of extrusions of HIP compacts and direct powder extrusions.

Chemical analyses of the maraging steels used to produce steam atomized
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and rotating electrode powders are listed in Tabic T. By comparing these

analyses to the analysis of an extrusion of stemn atomized powder, It can

be seen that the extruded steel contains large volume fractions of metallic

oxides, and a lower content of ttAnium and aluminum alloying Plements.

Thus, a few mechanical tosts were sufficient to confirm the limited mechan-

ical properties of this alloy. On the other hand. the oxygen level of the

alloy processed from REP powder Is only slightly higher than for the com-

mercial grade level (Table I). Compacts made from REP powder have under-

gone extensive mechanical testing.

In a further attempt to Improve the tensile and fracture toughness

properties of 300 grade Inaraging steel, fine grain size Vascomax 300 was

produced by hot re.111.n in 1O0 reduction passes at 760, 820 and 870*C.

This rolling procedure produced steels with grain sizes from 1 to 5 microns

compared to the 25 to 50 micron grain size of the commercially available

steel.

IMI. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

The tensile bars had a 25.4 mm (1 inch) gauge length and a 4.06 mm

(0.160 inch) gauge diameter. Reduction in area, U.T.S. and 0.2% offset

yield values are reported for annealed and aged material (3 hours at 4800C

followed by cooling in still air), and are summarized in Table III.

The fracture toughness of aged maraging steel was measured by follow-

Ing the ASTN method E 399 70T. Compact tensile specimens were fatigue

precrdcked at a frequency of 20 Hz. The ,inal 1.0 mm of the fatigue crack

was always propagated at a load of less than half the final fracture load.

The fatigue precracked specimens were loaded at a constant strain rate
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which was kept well within the recommended limits. Load and crack opening

displacement were recorded on an X-Y recorder. All the alloys tested showed

a distinct "pop-in" at the onset of fracture. The fracture toughness

indices were measured in planes parallel and perpendicular to the rolling

direction.

The test results are given in Table Ira and IVb. The load, Kf, and

the number of cycles, N, to give the final 1.0 nm of fatigue crack, crack

length measureents, a, and the fracture load. P, are also reported.

Fatigue tests of smooth bars in tension-compression with a zero mean

load were performed on a Baldwin SF-l machine under constant load amplitude.

The cylindrical specimens with a 3.8 mm (0.15 inch) diameter and 7.6 mm

(0.3 inch) long gauge section, were aged for 3 hours at 48e0 C and polished

with 600 grit cArbtde p•per and 1 micron diamond paste. Any polishing

scratches were at 450 angles to the tensile axis. The results of 14 tests

of commercial material in the aged condition and of 16 tests of extruded

rotating electrode powder material tested in air, together with 13 tests of

commercial steel tested in dry argon (dewpoint -50°C) are given in Table V

and are plotted on a S-N curve in Figure 4.

I\. DISCUSSION

A. Tensile Properties

The low tensile strength and the limited reduction of area of the

alloys produced from the steam atomized powders in both the annealed and

aged condition is attributed to the high oxide content of this alloy.

Large metal oxide inclusions of complex chemistry were observed by metal-

lography. The presence of oxide inclusio'is on the fracture surfaces of
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tensile bars was confirmed by scanning electron microscopy. Fracture in

these alloys was always initiated at the oxide-Inclusions.

PM alloys made from high purity rotating electrode powders were free

of large (1 micron or more) oxie,' Inclusions, although Ti(C,N) and TiaS

Inclusions are normally found in maraging steels(L). The size (up to 10

microns) and distribution of Ti(C,N) inclusions In the PH Alloys were

equivalent to those found in comnercial steel. In general, the PM alloys

had notably fewer T12S itn'lusions than the commercial alloy.

In the following comparison of the tensile properties of commercially

available Vasccmax 300 with rotating electrode PH alloys, only the proper-

ties of the agea alloys will be discussed since they are the most interesting

alloys in practice.

Hot isostatic pressing of REP powder at 12000C and 100 N/amn2 for 1 hour

produced a fully dense alloy. The tensile reduction of area of annealed RH

specimens was however only 22% and aged RH specimens broke before any large

scale yielding took place. Fracture in this alloy was by separation along

prior powder particle boundaries. The low interparticle bond strength is

thought to be due to thin adherent oxide films which are n-t broken down

during hot isostatic pressing

The pcwder particle oxide films can be broken down by extruding either

a lightly compacted powder or a HIP powder billet at a sufficiently high

extrusion ratio. Alloys RE and REH which were extruded with a ratio of

11.5. had slightly higher (about 5%) yield and ultimate tensile strengths

than the commercial alloy. A significant difference in tensile reduction

of area was found between alloy RE and REH. Alloy REH had a tensile
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reduction of area of 62% compared to 48% RA for alloy RE and 49% RA for

Vascomax 300. The powder particles in these two PM alloys were completely

bonded together and no delamination was observed on the fracture surfaces

of the tensile bars.

Five cm thick rectangular HIP powder billets were hot rolled at 1000°C

to produce alloys with tensile properties which depended on the amount of

reduction of area received during the hot rolling operation. The yield

strength, U.T.S. and reduction of area of alloy HR69 are lower than those

of Vascomax 300. The lower tensile properties of alloy HR69 were attributed

to particle c.1de-films which remaained unbroken after the limited redurtion

of area given during hot rolling this alloy. Higher reductions of area

during rolling (alloys HR83 and HR9l) increased the yield strength, U.T.S.,

and reduction of area to values slightly higher than those of Vascomax 300.

In summary we can state that high strength maraging steel allovg '

superior tensile properties can be made by powder metallurgy by either

extrusion or hot rolling of high purity powders. The extrusion ratio or

the hot rolling reduction must be high enough to insure the complete break-

down of the oxide film and the bonding of powder particles.

Maraging steels are conventionally hot rolled at 10000C and the grain

size in the final mill product range from 25 to 50 microns. Hot rolling

of Vascomax 300 and of extruded REP powder bars at 760, 820 and 870*C

produced steels with a grain size from I to 5 microns. The fine grain size

Vascomax 300 and PM alloys were tested in the air coeled hot rolled condi-

tion and after an aging treatment of 3 hours at 480°C. The U.T.S. and the

0.2% offset yield strengths of the aged VM and ERalloys were 5 to 10%
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higher than for the commercial Vascomax 300. Reductions of area of the

fine grain alloys were equal to or better than the RA of conmercial stock,

but no systematic improvements In ductility were observed.

Fine grain size Vascomax 300 was furthermore given an intermediate 1

hour anneal at 820°C after the hot rolling operation to duplicate the

typical comuercial process. The intermediate anneal improved the tensile

reduction of urea from 49% to an average of 63%; the U.T.S. and yield

strength of this alloy were approximately 5% higher than those of commer-

ci1 Vascomax 300.

B. Fracture Toughness Properties

If we were to evaluate only the results of the tensile tests, we could

conclude that the P1M alloys are better than the conventional alloys. How-

ever, the fracture toughness tests showed a marked difference between the

two types of alloys. The HIP plus hot rolled PM bars have a fracture tough-

ness index KIC which is 20-30% lower than the KIC value of the commercial

alloy. The fracture surfaces of the PM alloy specimens show extensive

longitudinal delamination along powder particle boundaries. The delamina-

tion planes are parallel to the rolling plane. Delamination is due to a

low interface bond strength between powder particles resulting from thin

powder particle oxide films which are not broken down during hot rolling.

Interparticle delamination is enhanced in plane strair fracture toughness

testing due to the high transverse stress in t': erea immediately ahead of

the advancing crack front. The fracture surfaces of Vascomax 300, HR69,

HRI83 and HR91 fracture toughness specimens are shown in Figures 1 through

3. These figures clearly show that the amount of delaminatlon decreases
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with Increasing reductions of area during rolling. The high dcgree of

delamination in alloy HR69 was expected from the limited tensile reduction

of area of this alloy which was attributed to the presence of continuous

oxide films. It was surprising to find that failure by delamination was

still observed after 83% reduction of area by hot rolling but It was

apparently eliminated after 91% reduction. The lower fracture toughness

of all the PM alloys as compared to the commercial alloy is attributed to

the presence of Interstitial elements. As would be expected the fracture

toughness value increased with increasing amounts of delamination.

It is interesting to note that the failure by delamination was not

always observed on the fracture surfaces of tensile bars. Thus the plarn

strain fracture toughness test is a critical test which demionstrates clearly

the quality of the intirparticle bond strength.

The plane strain fracture toughness of maraging steel 300 was improved

by hot rolling the commercial alloy at 760, 820 or 8700C. Alloys hot

rolled at these temperatures and given an intermediate anneal showed a

substantial increase in their KIC values. The best comb5ination of tensile

strength and fracture toughness was obtained by hot rollintg at 8700C.

The PM alloy bars made by extrusion and hot rolling at 760, 820 and

8700 C were unfortunately not thick enough to permit a valid determination

of their KIC values.
C. Fatinue Properties

The S-N curves of Vascomax 300 tested in air and in argon (dewpoint

-500 C) and of hot isostatically pressed and extruded rotating electrode

powder are given in Figure 4. It Is observed that specimens tested in dry
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argon show a much higher fatigue limit and much less scatter in the data

than similar specimens tested in air. The lower fatigue strength and the

higher scatterband obtained by testing in air are due to the corrosive

effect of water vapor in the air. The fatigue -trength of commercial

Vascomax 300 and the PH alloy are about the same. Thus the presence of

banding and of structural inhomogend ties in the commercial alloys cannot

alone account for the poor fatigue properties of maraging steels. The

authors have shown in another paper(7) that the poor fatigue behavior of

the maraging steels is rela.ed to the local cyclic softening of the alloy.

V. CONCLUSIONS

1. A high strength maraging 300, high alloy steel was produced.by powder

metallurgy with tensile properties equivalent or superior to the convention-

ally cast and forged alloys.

2. The fatigue and fracture toughness properties of maraging steel 300

are not improved by the powder metallurgy process.

3. A plane strain fracture toughness test is an ideal test to measure

qualitatively the interparticle bond strength of a PM alloy because of the

high triaxial state of stress present at the tip of the crack.

4. The tensile and fracture toughness properties of 300 grade maraging

steel were improved by hot rolling the alloy at 760, 820 and 870C.
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TABLE I

Chmical CuMposition of the Haraging Steels 300
Used in This Work

Vascomax 300 Steam Atomized Rotating Electrode
(100 X 32 mm bar) Powder Powder

Before After Before After
Atomization Extrusion Atomization Rolling

C .014 .020 .012 .009

Al .09 .11 .02 .11

Ti .66 .66 .06 .64

NI 18.26 18.50 18.33

Co 8.82 9.07 9.04

NO 4.81 4.98 4.88

Si .02 .04 .01

1% .05 .05 - .02

S .004 .005 .006

P .005 .009 .004

0 <20 ppm <20 ppm 1400 <20 ppm 43 ppm

i]
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I
TABLE I!

I Processing Variables of the Materials

Designation Processing Designation

Vascomax 300 Commercially available 300 grade maraging steel.

L-E Steam atomized powder, extruded 1120C: extrusion ratio 10.5.

SRH Rotating electrode powder, HIP 12000C, 100 N/mmn (14,500
psi) 1 hour.

RE Rotating electrode powder extruded at 1100C: extrusion
ratio 11.5.

REH Rotating electrode powder, HIP 1200C, 100 N/mr2 (14,500
psi) 1 hour, afterwards extruded at 1100°C: extrusion
ratio 11.5.

0HR69 Rotating electrode powder, HIP 1200°C, 200 N/mm2 (28,000
HR83 psi), 1 hour and hot rolled In 10% reduction passes at
HR91 1000°C to total reduction of 69, 83 and 91% respectively.

N

VM76 Vascomax 300, hot rolled'.at 760, 820 and 870°C, respectively,
. VM82 to obtain fine grain size, and tested in as-received and

VH87 aged conditions.

SV1476A Same as abovw, but with an intermediate 1 hour 820°C
VM82A anneal. Materials were tested in the as annealed and in
VM87A the annealed plus aged condition.

ER76 Rotating electrode powder, extruded at 1100°C: extrusion
ER82 ratio 10, and hot rolled at 760, 820, and 870%
ER87

I

I
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TABLE III

Tensile Properties of 300 Grade Haraging Steels

Annealed Aged

U.T.S. .2% R.A. U.T.S. .2% R.A.
N/u. 2  Yield % N/niam Yield %

N/nM' 2  N/rmm2

Vascomax 300 1000 850 73 1905 1870 49

SAE 1125 690 46 1700 1620 12

RI 1015 850 22 specimen broke before yielding

RE 1055 860 68 2000 1970 48

REH 1040 860 65 2010 1970 62

HR69 1020 770 62 1870 1815 39

FR8P 1010 770 70 1980 1930 53

HR91 1010 790 74 1960 1910 55

VM76 1055 830 72 2100 2075 57

VN82 1070 830 64 2085 2050 49

VM87 980 780 65 1990 1960 53

VN76A 1020 800 74 1985 1940 65

VM82A 940 760 75 1970 1930 63

VM87A 970 760 72 1990 1960 61

ER76 1150 830 69 1920 1905 49

ER82 1105 840 67 2020 2000 31

ER87 1020 790 60 2015 2000 46
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TABLE IV(a)

Fracture Toughness Measurements of
300 Grade Maraging Steels

Crack Parallel to the R.D.

Average

Kf Nc a P KIC KIC

N X100 N M ,Nm-

Vascomax 300 2800 60 13.05 6950 68.4 68.2
2800 55 12.95 7120 69.0
3100 40 13.80 7040 67.2

V476 2200 180 13.28 6230 62.9 62.5
2200 160 13.13 6230 61.9
2200 170 12.72 6630 62.6

VM82 2200 170 12.85 7020 67.1 68.8
2200 160 12.88 7120 68.5
2200 90 12.88 7400 70.9

M487 2200 150 12.50 8570 78.7 78.5
2200 160 12.70 8280 77.9
2200 160 13.18 8240 81.8
2800 60 13.08 7790 76.5
2800 40 13.31 7900 79.8
2800 50 13.74 7120 76.3

V476A 2200 187 12.75 8350 79.0 79.0
VM82A 2200 143 12.83 8420 80.5 81.2

2200 125 12.85 8550 81.9
VM87A 2200 237 12.75 8820 83.4 83.0

2200 147 12.77 8900 84.5
2200 175 12.77 8520 81.0

HR69 7800 340 26.02 15600 53.7 55.7
(1/2" 6700 355 25.69 16900 57.2
specImen) 6700 400 25.73 16500 56.0

HR83 2800 240 13.39 5740 58.7 59.7
2800 200 13.56 5600 58.5
2800 215 13.46 6010 62.0

HR91 2200 90 13.69 4230 45.0 43.6
1800 300 12.98 4450 43.3
2000 255 13.26 4230 42.6

I
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TABLE IV(b)

Fracture Toughness Measurements of
300 Grade Haraging Steels

Crack Perpendicular to R.D.

Average
KM a P KIC KIc
N X100 -m N MIW"2 I M a•

Vascomax 300 8900 480 26.11 22200 77.4 77.4
HR69 6700 340 26.29 19350 67.9 68.5

6700 405 25.80 21500 73.0
6700 385 25.65 19100 64.7

mw3 2800 245 13.05 7010 69.2 71.2
2800 195 12.15 8460 74.9
2800 215 13.36 6810 69.5
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Figure 1. Fracture surface of fracture toughness specimens. From left to
right: Vascomax 300, fracture plane parallel to the rolling direction, HR69
fracture plane parallel and perpendicular to the rolling direction,
respectively. Specimen thickness 1.27 cm (0.5 inch).

Figure 2. Fracture surface of fractur2 toughness specimens. From left to
right: Vascomax 300 fracture plane perpendicular to the rolling direction
HR83 fracture plane parallel and perpendicular to the rolling direction,
respectively. Specimen thickness .625 cm (0.25 inch).
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Figure 3. Fracture surface of fracture toughness specimens. From left to
right: HR9l, VM82 and VM82A, fracture plane parallel to the rolling direc-
tion in each specimen. Specimen thickness .635 cm (.25 inch).
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FRACTURE TOUGHNESS AND FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH RATES OF
IN-1O0 PROCESSED BY POWDER METALLURGY

by S. WNstberg, R.M. Pelloux and N.J. Grant

I. INTRODUCTION

The main goal of this work was to investigate the fracture properties

of a nickel base superalloy processed by powder metallurgy. This material

will be referred to a, a P/M alloy by opposition to a cast alloy.

The P/M alloy is made frvm, pre-alloyed powder particles with very

small dendrite anm spacings and low volume fraction of ldrge second phase

particles. Thus, we can expect a high degree of homogenization and an

isotropic structure in the compacted ingots. These microstructure features

should result in marked improvements in the fracture properties over the

properties of the coarse grained cast alloys. The propertie!ý investigated

were fracture toughness and fatigue crack growth rates at room temperature

and at 14000 F.

I1. MATERIALS AND TEST PROCEDURES

A. Materials

The chemical analyses of the cast IN-1O0 and the P/M IN-1O0 are given

in Table I. The two chemical analyses are very close and, if anything, the

impurity content of the P/M alloy is lower than the casting. Table II gives

the detailed gas analysis of three different P/M ingots near the center and

at the edges of the ingots.

B. Processing

IN-1O0 billets were processed by three different processing techniques

which were:
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a) as cast ingot (2 ingots 2.5 inches diameter X 2 inches long)

b) as cast ingot - hot isostatically pressed (HIP) for 5 hours at 2150°F

(11956C) under 15,000 psi of argon (three ingots 2.5 inches diameter X

2 inches long)

The average grain size of the cast alloy was about 2000 microns with

; well defined dendritic structure. Figures 1 and 2 show, respectively,

the microstructure of the as-cast alloy and the heat treated alloy, j
Figures 3 and 4show the same for the cast and HIP alloy. The heat treat-

ment cycle is given in Table IV. The HIP cycle was used to close any pore

or interdendritic cavities which would affect the fracture properties of the

cast dlloy.

c) P/M forgings made from REP powder. The REP powder particle size was 35

mesh (<500 microns) with two or more grains per powder particle. Figures

5 and 6 show respectively, an overall view of a typical powder particle and

the microstructure of the as-atomized powder. The powders were compacted

in cans (8 inch diameter X 4 inches high) which shrank by 11% in the HIP

cycle. The HIP conditions are given in Table III.

The three HIP ingocs were forged by Wyman Gordon (Worcester, Hass.) and

thL forging conditions were not reported because they are of a proprietary ALi

nature. Figure 7 shows a typicpl forged pancake. Microsections of the

forged pancakes showed that two of the three pancakes contained a fair

amount of ;esidual porosity at the particle interfaces. The forging

designated 2H20 appeared to have a minimum of porosity and thus it was used

as the source of the material for all the fracture tests.

Gas analysis of the three forginys showed a good correlation between
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gas content and porosity. It appears that during the HIP cycle argon can

diffuse through the can material and lead to pore formation at or near the

surface of the forging. The higher content of oxygen in the center of the

billet seems to indicate an incomplete or imperfect heating-outgassing cycle

prior to sealing of the can.

C. Microstr-.ture

Figures 8 and 9 show the typical microstructure billet 2H20. The

average grain size is 4 00p as measured along the length of the grain.

The aspect ratio is about 3. The original powder particle size can be

easily identified, each particle containing two or three grains. A very

small amount of primary y' appears at particle or grain boundary triple

points.

Figure 10 shows that near the edge of the forging the interparticle

porosity Is extensive. This porosity could be the result of hot cracking

during forging and/or of poor interparticle bonding due to the high argon

gas content, or oxide film at the particle surfaces.

Following the heat treatment cycle described in Table IV, the micro-

structure of the HIP-forged alloy changes markedly. There is a well-defined

coarsening of y' particles along he prior particle boundaries with the

formation of a coarser interparticlezone averaging 6p in width. Figures 11

and 12 show the typical structure of the HIP-forged-heat treated alloy.

D. Mechanical Properties

Hardness and room temperature tensile properties (2 tests) are given

In Table V for the different alloy conditions tested.

The tensile bars of the PM alloy had a diameter of .160 inch which

would include an average of 130 grains per cross section which is large
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enough to give a meaningful result.

E. Fracture Toughness (KIc) Tests

Compact tension specimens with B - 0.25 inch and W = 0.80 inch (see L

Figure 13) were used for fracture toughness measurements. The material was

tested in the as received condition. The tests were performed on a MTS L

fatigue machine in air at room temperature according to ASTM Specification

E399-70T. The results are given in Table VI. Two tests were run for each

alloy.

In all of the KIC tests the ratio B/(Kic/YS) 2 was smaller than 2.5,

that is, too small to give a valid KIC value according to ASTH E399-70T.

The specimen thickness however is typical of the thickness of a turbine

blade, so the measured values of KIC are considered useful for real life

applications.

The KIC value for a crack running in the through thickness direction

(see Figure 14) is larger than the KIC in a radial direction. This dif-

ference is attributed to the grain anisotropy. The grain size width being

smaller in the through thickness direction than in the radial direction.

In the radial direction the tips of the elongated particles appears to serve

as a stress concentration site which can account for rapid crack initiation

and propagation along the particle boundaries.

The difference in fracture toughness from one specimen to the next is

probably due to the distribution of pores in the material (see Figure 10).

The cast plus HIP material has a lower fracture toughness (40-49 ksi

vTI-c) than the cast (52-69 ksi ARM1). An examination of the fracture

surface of the cast alloy shows that the crack follows the interdendritic
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shrinkage cavities (see Figure 15) resulting in crack branching and a

higher toughness. In the cast plus HIP alloy the fracture surface is planar

in each grain (see Figure 16) and there Is no sign of interdendritic frac-

ture. The scatter of the fracture toughness data is due to the large grain

size of the cast alloys which is such that thereareonly 3-5 grains per

cross section of the fracture toughness specimen.

III. FATIGUE CRACK PROPAGATION (da/dn vs. AK)

Single edge crack specimens with B a 0.20 inch and W = 0.50 inch and

L = 1.50 inch (see Figure 17) were used for these measurements. The mate-

rial was tested in the as received condition. The fatigue crack was

initiated from a 0.125 inch notch which was machined by Electrode Discharge

Machining. The crack path was always in the through thickness direction

(see Figure 14). The crack length was measured with a traveling microscope

with a resolution of 5 X 10"4 inch. The tests were run on an Instron

fatigue machine in room air at room temperature and at 14000F. The P,'M-

HIP material was fatigued at a frequency of 10 cycles/second and the two

cast alloys at a frequency of 15 cycles/second at room temperature and at

a frequency of 10 cycles/second at 1400°F. All the test results are sum-

marized in Figure 18. All the values are the mean value of at least two

tests. There was a large scatter band for the data of the two cast struc-

tures because of the anisotropy resulting from the large grain size (3-5

grains over the width of the specimen) and the coarse dendritic structure

(see Figures 1 and 3). It was found that crack growth was discontinuous in

r the cast and cast plus HIP alloy with long crack arrest periods at grain

boundaries. In the P/M alloy the fatigue fracture proceeded more uniformly.

I
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Figure 18 shows that at low stress intensity factor (AK) the crack propaga-

tion rate In the P/N-HIP material Is markedly slower than in the cast

alloys. However, there Is a reversal at higher stress Intensity factors

where the growth rate in the PM4 alloy is higher than in the cast alloy.

This reversal is due to the high slope of the dl/dn/AK curve for the P/M

alloy. This high slope is unaccounted for at this time. It could be

related to residual stresses present in the forging or to a high work

hardening rate in the plastic zone at the crack tip. Further tests will

be required to measure the difference in the threshold stress intensity

factor AKth for non-propagating cracks. So far, the test results show

that the difference could be significant and that fatigue cracks will be

harder to initiate in the P/N alloy.

In the cast alloy there is extensive branching of the fatigue cracks

along grain boundaries or within the dendrites. This crack branching

appears to be due to the coarse microstructure. As a result of crack

branching the imposed crack tip opening displacement is spread over many

crack fronts leading a relatively slow growth rate at each separate front.

On theother hand the uniform microstructure of the P/M-HIP alloy is such

that there is only a single fatigue crack with a well defined front and a

higher crack growth rate.

At 1400°F there Is no marked difference between the fatigue crack

growth rates of the PM alloy and the cast alloy. In the cast alloy there

is a minimum of crack branching by contrast to the room temperature

behavior. The higher growth rates at 1400°F can be easily accouiited for on

the basis of a CTOD crack extension model: The growth rate increases as E

and Y decrease with increasing temperature. Furthermore, the well known
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ductility trough of the superalloys between 1300 and 1400OF could lead to

a faster growth rate. Finally, the cor-rosive influence of oxidation at the

crack tip may account for a large part of the higher growth rate at 1400*F.

SEM fractography shows that fatigue striations could not be resolved

because of a thick oxide film following the 1400*F tests.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

1. The Y,)om temper,-ture fracture toughness indices K, of P/M-HIP-

forged IN-100 alloys were measured and compared to KQ values for cast and

cast-HIP IN-100 alloys. The P/M alloy shows an increase In toughness over

the cast alloy from 20 to 50% depending upon the test direction.

2. The fatigue crack growth rates In the cast and cast-HIP IN-l00

alloy show a large scatterband at room temperature. This scatter is due to

crack branching and crack arrest associated with the coarse grain and

dendritic cast structure.

3. The fatigue crack growth rates in the P/M alloy at room temperature

are very uniform at a given AK level. The threshold for non-propagating

fatigue cracks is higher for the PM alloy than for the cast alloy.

4. At 1400*F there is no marked difference in fatigue crack growth

rates between the P/M and the cast alloys.
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TABLE II

GAS ANALYSIS IN ppm BY WEIGHT

2H19 Edge 2H19 Cent. 2H20 E 2H20 C 2H21 E 2H21 C

N ND 10 14 ND 10 ND 10 45 51
0 31 375 125 750 84 116
H 6.5 67 27 37 4.9 4.6
Ar 62 4.5 2.6 1.1 54 21
He ND<2 ND<2 ND<2 ND<2 ND<2 ND<2

ND - none detected, less than

TABLE III

HIP (pressure-temperature-time) PROCESSING PARAMETERS

Identification HIP-ing Temp. Time Pressure

2H19 2200?F 5 hours 14,600 psi

2H20 2250OF 5 hours 14,900 psi

21121 2150OF 5 hours 14,400 psi
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TABLE IV

HfAT TREATMENT FOR IN-lO0

2050 159F 2 hours oil quenched

1600 40 minutes air cooled
1800 45 minutes air cooled

1200 24 hours air cooled
1400 4 hours air cooled

TABLE V

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF IN-100

Hardness YS UTS Elong. R.A.
(Rc) (Ks1) (Kst) (2)

P/M HIP + Forged 40 130,149 155,183 4,9 4,12

Cast 39 136* 143* 4* 8*
Cast + HIP 36 132

* from L.N. Moskowitz
o estimated from hardness test

TABLE VI

FRACTURE TOUGHNESS PROPERTIES OF IN-1O0

K ) B/ R = HRx Ligament
(Ksi (K1Q/YS) (nch) RX

P/N HIP + Forged
Through Thickness 85,99 .43,.78 .050,.090 > 17

Radial 59,73 .80,1.60 .020,.050 > 32

Cast 52,68 1.0,1.74 .023,.040 > 40
Cast + HIP 40,49 1.63,2.5 .016,.024 > 67
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I

Figure 1. Microstructure of as-received cast IN-100 (40X).

I
I
I
I
I
I

I Figure 2. Micros~ructure of heat treated cast IN-100 (40X).

I



Figure 3. Microstructure of as-received cast plus HIP IN-100 (40X).

Figure 4. Microstructure of heat treated cast plus HIP IN-100 (40X).
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I

I

I Figure 5. Overall view of typical IN-lO0 powder processed by REPTM
technique (500X).I

I
I
I
I
I

I Figure 6. Microstructure of typical IN-lO0 powder" processed by REPTM
technique (lO00X).

I
l I
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Figure 7. IN-100 billet processed by powder metallurgy and HIP and forged.

Figure 8. Microstructure of as received P/H plus HIP and forged IN-100 (40X). -
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Figure 9. Microstructure of as received P/M plus HIP and forged IN-100 (200X).

Figure~~~~~~~~~~~~ 10 oe nPMpu I n ogdI-Q 20)
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Figre 1. icrstrctue o het teatd PM Pus IP nd orgd IL10. (0LX

Figure 12. Microstructure of heat treated PIM plus HIP and forged IN-100. (400OX)
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Figure 13. Compact-tension specimen used for fracture toughness testing.
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Figure 14 - Orientation of fracture toughness and fatigue specimens in
forged P/M billet of IN-lOO. .
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i Figure 15. Fracture surface of cast IN-100 (630X).

Figure 16. Fracture surface of cast plus HIP IN-100 (600X).
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Figure 19. Branching of the fatigue crack in cast IN-IO (40X).
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THE DEFORMATION OF HOT ISOSTATICALLY PRESSED
IN-100 AT HIGH TEMPERATURES AND HIGH STRAIN RATES

by S.J. Berman and N.J. Grant

The hot workability of hot isostatically pressed IN-100 powders was

studied within the temperature range 1800 to 2000OF (982 to 1093%C), at

strain rates of about 10"6 to 10O sec"'. These range:i cover the tempera-

tures and 'train rates of commercial interest in industrial hot working

operations. The program was initiated to obtain increased knowledge of the

interdependence of stress, strain, strain-rate, and temperature during hot

working of a HIP product, and to optimize the hot Isostatic pressing

parameters of temperature, time, and pressure for a given alloy powder.

It was found that the optimum HIP conditions were a pressing tempera-

ture of either 2150*F (1195*C) or 2200OF (1220 0C) and a 2 to 3 hour press-

ing time. The 2 hour hot isostatically pressed material was observed to

exhibit properties equal to or superior to those of the 5 hour HIP material

at the high operating temperatures (i.e. 2000OF (1093 0C)), arguing against

the benefits of a long HIP cycle.

The optimum hot working temperature was about 1900OF (10380C); the

optimum deformation rates were between 10-3 and l10- sec"2.

I. Introduction

High temperature tests were conducted to evaluate the hot plasticity

of hot isostatically pressed (to be referred to as HIP) IN-100 powder

products. The hot plasticity test variables were chosen to approximate hot

working operations. The purpose of the program was to evaluate several HIP
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parameters (i.e. temperature, time and pressure) and to indicate preferred

HIP conditions for large scale production of HIP I1N-100 powder compacts.

II. Materials and Powder Consolidation

The processing of superalloys from atomized powders compacted by

sintering; by hot pressing and forging; by hot extursion; or by hot

isostatic pressing has resulted in a marked improvement in the homogeniety

of the alloys, and in higher mechanical properties at room and at Interme-

diate temperatures. This improvement of mechanical properties is due in

part to the elimination of casting defects such as shrinkage cavities,

variable grain sizes, and coarse, brittle interdendritic phases.

The superalloy chosen for this Investigation was IN-100, which is a

commonly used, cast nickel-base superalloy, with one of the best strength

to weight ratios~1 '2 ). IN-100 consists of a solid-solution nickel-chramium- .1
cobalt matrix strengthened by an ordered gamma prime [Ni 3(Al,Ti)] precipi-

tate and by several complex metal carbides (i.e. MeC, M2sC&). The physical

metallurgy of IN-100 has been reviewed by Decker and Sims(3). A typical

composition of IN-100 Is given in Table I, combined with the gas analysis

of the "Rotating Eloctroei Process" (REP) powder used in this investigation.

The low carbon, 1N-100 prealloyed powders were supplied by the Nuclear

Metals Division of Whittaker, Inc. A powder of low carbon content (about

0.018%C) was used in order to eliminate the formation of complex metal

carbides (i.e. M6C, M21CG), which inhibit grain growth in P/M products•s). "

A typical size distribution and screen analysis of the REP powder is given J

in Table II.

Figure la is a scanning electron microscope (SEM) photomicrograph of
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a typical powder particle produced by REP. Note that the powder particles

are quite spherical in geometry and show a distinct dendritic surface struc-

ture. The poweur particle surface is free of oxide scale, however, this

does not preclude the presence of a thin, continuous oxide film. Figure lb

is a polished and etched cross-section; it clearly 'liustrates the dendritlc

structure of the powder. The average dendrite arm spacing was calculated

to be about 3 microns, and did not vary slgnficantly from heat to heat.

III. Experimental Procedure

The powders were consolidated by hot isostatic pressing(6-8) at 114T

(Industrial Materials Technology, Inc.). The powders were packed in low

alloy carbon steel cans 12 inches (304.8 mm) in length with an outer

diameter of 3/8 inch (9.5 mm) and a bore size of 5/16 inch (7.9 mm). The

approximate weight of the powder packed in each can was 7/10 pound (.32 kg).

The packng density within the can was approximately 65% theoretical

density. After packing, the cans were evacuated at 600C (1138C) to a

pressure of 10"3 torr while purged with argon several times, and sealed

under vacuum by welding. The sealed cans were heated to HIP temperatures

of 2050, 2100, 2150, 2200 and 2250"F (1140, 1170, 1195, 1220 and 12500C) at

a constant heating rate of 10006F (538"C) per hour, the final 500 F (10*C)

at a rate of I°F (.555°C) per minute. The cans were kept at the maximum

temperature and pressed under a pressure of 103.4 N/ram2 (15 ksi) for either

2 or 5 hours. After pressing, the cans were cooled under pressure at a

rate of 200F (6.79C per minute. The HIP temperatures, times, and pressures

chosen for this investigation were typical of those of commercial HIP

conditions. Ten different conditions were selected for evaluation.
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Figure 2a Is a photomicrograph of the typical microstructure of IN-100

powders HIP ft a lower HIP temperature, 2050OF (1140°C) for 5 hours and

Figure 2b Is the microstructure of the higher HIP temperature material;

22500F (12500C) for 5 hours.

The HIP bars (5/8 Inch (15.9 mm) in diameter and 12 inches (304.8 num)

in length) were sectioned, metallographically examined, and machined Into
-i

ASTM standard high temperature tensile bar specimens. The tensile bars

each had 1 inch (25.4 umm) gauge lengths)and .250 inch (6.35 nip) guage

diameters, with 3/8-16 (UNC-1A) threaded sections. The hot workability of

the as-HIP specimens was evaluated by constant load, high strain-rate,

tensile tests. High strain-rate torsional tests could have been used, but

it was decided that the tensile test would offer a more accurate approxima-

tion of the failure conditions during hot working of a HIP material.

The high speed, high temperature tensile tests were performed on a

pneumatic high strain-rate machine. The machine has a 2-1/2 inch (63.5 num)

piston throw and is capable of reaching a maximum load of 5000 pounds

(approximately 100 ksi in a .250 inch (6.35 mm) gauge diameter) within 20

milliseconds, and a maximum deformation rate of 30 inches per inch per

second (seconds' 1). The load is applied by means of differential pressure,

air piston action (subsequent to a small preload on the specimen train to

remove slack); the rupture time (tR) is measured by an electric chronometer

(accuracy of 0.01 seconds) which is automatically activated by the applica-

tion of the load and is stopped at fracture by means of an electric micro-

switch. The applied load is taken from the pressure dial gauge on the

machine, or from the output signal of a temperature compensated, strain
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gauge load cell, recorded on a X-Y recorder.

The specimens were brought to the test temperatures in less than 4

minutes by means of a dual elliptical reflector, radiant infrared, split

Jacket furnace using type T-3 tubular quartz-tungsten filament high inten-

sity lamps. Thus furnace enables even heating along its entire 11 inch

(279.4 amm) length. The test temperatures were monitored and were controlled

during testing by a chromel-alumel thermocouple spot welded to the center

portion of the specimei surface, and a Leeds-Northrup potentiometer. The

control accuracy of this set-up was ±30F (1.7C). The tensile specimens

were held at temperature for 3 minutes before testing to insure uniform

temperature. After fracture, the bars were air cooled to room temperature,

measured for total elongation and reduction in cross-sectional area, and

prepared for metallographic and SEN inspection.

IV. Results and Discussion

A. Short Time Stress Rupture Behavior

The results of the hot plasticity tests are presented in Tables III

(18000F (982 0C) test data), IV (1900OF (1038%) test data) and V (2000PF

(10930C) test data); the specimen designations and HIP variables are also

included in the tables. Note that within this report the use of the term

"stress" denotes a true rupture stress; the term "strain" denotes a true

strain; and an average deformation rate has been used in place of a true

strain-rate or a minimum creep rate (MCR) since only the load and not the

strain can be controlled using the above mentioned apparatus.

Log-log plots of stress versus average deformation rate are given in

Figures 3 to 7. The stress necessary for the rupture of the material
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decreases with an increase in test temperature for all HIP conditions.

Stress versus tim to rupture plots (not shown) exhibited a similar rela-

tionship. The slopes of these rupture stress curves are typical of those

for conventional superalloys tested at elevated temperatures. From the

figure a comparison of the rupture strength for the 2 and 5 hour HIP

materials, for different pressures and test temperatures, yields a distinct

pattern of behavior, illustrated in Table VI.

From the table, one observes that in "100OF (982"C) stress rupture

tests the material HIP for 5 hours has rupture strengths superior to those

of the material HIP for 2 hours for all HIP temperatures. This may be

related to the coarser grain size of the 5 hour material as well as to

the presence of a coarser gamma prime precipitate morphology. In 1900OF

(1038C) tests, for the lower HIP temperatures of 2050*F (1140*C) and

2100OF (1170%), the strength performance is ,nixed, with the 2 hour HIP

material performing better than the 5 hour material in slow deformation

rate tests. However, at the highest HIP temperatures of 2150. 2200 and

2250OF (1195, 1220 and 1250%), the 5 hour HIP material maintains dominance

in performance.

In tests at 2000OF (10930C) the materials which were HIP at the lower

temperatures of 2050OF (11400C) and 2100OF (1170"C) exhibit a mixed .1

performance with regard to the rupture strength. The 2 hour HIP material

generally performed better than the 5 hour HIP material; the three higher

HIC temperature materials exhibited superior performance in the 2 hour mate-

rial compared to the 5 hour HIP material. This "reversal" in behavior can

possibly be explained by an extended dissolution of thecoarser gamma prime
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I in the 5 hour material to a point greater in extent than that in the 2 houra material, a plausible argument since the gamma prime solvus is reported to

be around 2000OF (I093"C)( 3' 9 ). However, the limited scope of this

3 investigation prohibits any firmer statement of possible causes relating

morphology or energistic differences to rupture strength behavior.

I B. High Temperature Fracturea Whatever these morphology or energistic differences may be, they are

not illustrated by fracture behavior for the different HIP conditions-

5 Figures 8 to 10 illustrate the fractures of thematerial HIP at 2250*F

(1250*C) for 2 and 5 hours and tested at the three test temperatures at

3 varying strain rates. Note the intergranular (also interpowder particle)

cracking in each case, however the majority of cracks have propagated alongU6
powder particle boundaries. These fractures cannot easily be differentiated

3 from the fractures of material HIP at 2200, 2150, and 2050OF (1220, 1195,

and 1140*C) (Figures 11, 12, and 13, respectively) except that at these

3 lower HIP temperatures there is greater retention of shape by the large

powder particles. Even though it is apparent that a greater degree of

recrystallization occurs as the HIP temperature increases, the fractures

3 remain largely along powder particle boundaries; only for the 2250*F (1250'C)

HIP product is there some evidence of pure intercrystalline cracking

3 (Figures 8 and 9).

The fracture surface itself is more easily judged from Figures 14 and

1 15, based on tests at 1900F (1038°C) for material HIP at 2200°F (1220°C)

and 2150OF (11950C), respectively. The granular surfaces demonstrate

the intermittent bond across powder particles, interspersed with fine oxide
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film fragments from the original powders. While the structures look quite

brittle, there is good to excellent ductility in cold and hot tension

tests, equivalent to or greaer than that for the cast alloy (see below).

Strength levels at 1800 to 2000*F (982 to 1093C) (Figures 3 to 7) are also

excellent and not indicative of a brittle structure.

Figure 16 demonstrates the irregular path of the interpowder particle

fracture as the fracture path weaves into the structure on both sides of

the particle boundary.

The spheroidization or solution (partial) of the oxide films would

improve both strength and ductility, perhaps to a degree that would yield

comparable properties to those of the wrought powder alloy.

C. Rupture Life Versus Deformation Rate

Turning to another aspect of this investigation, if the average

deformation rates obtained for testing are plotted against rupture times,

a curve yielding a Monlonan-Grant(13) type relationship is obtained (Figure

17). The average curve is drawn at 45 degrees in the traditional mariner,

with the 2-sigma confidence limits shown. The scatter is surprisingly

small and supports the contention that these HIP materials are behaving in

a predictable manner, free of important defects.

One problem in high strain rate testing to obtain hot plasticity data

is that the strain rate figures are difficult to measure (rupture time on

the other hand is easily and accurately measured). Figure 17, permits one

to interpolate strain rate values from the measured rupture life once a few

points can be obtained to obt-An this plot.
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0. Ductiltty

Total elongations of all tests are given in Tables III, IV, and V, and

range from a low value of 1.5% at high strain rates (short rupture timies)

to a high value of about 25% at low strain rates (long rupture times),

depending on the test temperatures and HIP conditions.

Curves of rupture stress versus elongation for the extreme HIP condi-

tions are given in Figures 18 to 23. Figure 73 Is a plot of the data from

the 1800'F (982'C) tests for the 2050OF (1140 0C) HIP material. The plot

illustrates that the material which has been HIP at 2050°F (1140°C) for 5

hours shows higher elongation values for a given stress than does the 2

hour HIP material. Figure 18 is a plot of the 1800OF (982 0C) test data for

the 2250°F (1250 0C) HIP material. Here it can be seen that the elongation

for a given stress lovel does not vary significantly with HIP time as it

did in Figure 16.

In plots of 1900°F (1038 0C) test data sho4n in Figures 20 and 21, the

2 hour HIP material is superior to the 5 hour material for a HIP temperature

of 2050°F kll40*C) and is only superior at lower stress levels for a HIP

temperature of 2250°F (1250'C); elongatiuns of up to 25.5% were obtained

at these lower levels of stress (lower strain rates). In the plots of the

2000 0F (1094 0C) test data shown in Figures 22 and 23, at the lower HIP

temperature thc 2 hour material is superior in behavior; however, for

the 2250°F (1250"0 ) HIP the performance is almost equal, with the 5

h-,ur material slightly better.

Figures 24 to 28 are plots of elongation versus the rupture time

for 1900OF (1038 0C) tests of d'ifferent HIP conditions. These curves
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indicate a tendency of the material towards superplastic behavior( 14 ). In r

all the curves, the 2 hour HIP condition offers equal or better elcngation

values at slow strain rates (long time to rupture) than does the 5 hour A

material. These excellent ductility values are maximized for the middle

range of HIP t_-ap-,ratures. A HIP temperature of 2150 to 2200F (1195 to

12200C) is optimum because the resultant ;tructures ac!:"eve their highest

ductility° values at fracture at the highast strain rates (short deformation

times), which would simplify hot rolling or forging operations.

Thus, from comparisons of the test data, the test or hot working

temperature offering the highest values of ductility and hot plasticity is

1900*F (10.Q8*C); from additional comparisons, the optimum HIP parameters are

a temperature of 3150*F (1195*C) or 2200*F (1220%C), and a pressing time of

2 or 3 hours.

Recapitulating, the curves described in the previous paragraphs illus-

trate that HIP IN-10 has a behavior typical of wrought or cast nickel-base

superalloys; these curves describe a behavior which is considered to be

encouraging. The ductility or hot plasticity of the HIP product was found

to be an improvement over that of the cast alloy, but only fair in relation

to the extruded material. For example, the elongation of a typical cast

IN-100 product at 1900*F (.,38°C) is approxiimatesly 6%(15), the elongation

of a P/M HIP IN-100 product at 1900IO (1038 0C) was found in this investiga-

tion to be 25% (maximum), however Moskowitz(14) reported that extruded P/M

IN-100 exhlbitad elongations at 1900*F (1038*C) of 100 to 150%. This many-

fold superiority of the extruded product can be attributed to the elimina-

tion of the detrimental effects of fine oxiae films originally residing on

powder particle surfaces. Any further increase in the ductility of the HIP
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material must come from the dissolution or break-up of these boundary films.

V. Conclusions

The hot workability of HIP IN-1O0 powders was studcid within the

temrperature range 1800 to 2000OF (982 to 10930C), at strain rates of about

10- to 10"- sec'". The ranges cover the temperatures and strain-rates of

commercial interest in industrial hot working operations. From the tests

run and the data evaluated the following conclusions were drawn:

1) The HIP IN-100 powders which were HIP for a period of 2 hours generally

exhibited mechanical properties and behavior equal or superior to those of

the material HIP for 5 hours. It would be desirable to avoid use of longer
HIP cycles for obvious cost reasons.

2) The optimum HIP parameter conditions were temperatures of 2150*F (1195°C)

or 2200*F (12200C), and a pressing time of 2 to 3 hours, with the possibility

of improvement with increased HIP pressures.

3) The optimum temperature for hot pressing (in terms of resultant ductility)

was found to be 19000F.

4) The optimum deformation rates at this temperature (in terms of ductility)

were found to be 10"- to 10-4 seconds-'.

5) At elevated temperature, the HIP material exhibits tensile mechanical

properties superior to those reported for the cast material.

6) The presence of powder particle oxide films prevents perfect bonding

of the powder particles during the HIP cycle.

7) Low strain rate (10"2 to 10-4 per sec), tensile type testing at

intermediate to high temperatures offers a good approximation of hot work-

ing operations.

I
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TABLE I

IN--10 Composition

Element* As-Cast Low C Powder" Normal C Powder**

NI Bal. Bal. gal.

U 10.5 9.20 9.52

Co 15.4 14.90 15.01

No 3.02 2.92 3.07

A'I 5.55 5.65 5.73

Ti 4.72 4.68 4.71

C 0.16 0.018 0.178
B 0.015 0.014 0.018
Zr 0.06 0.07 0.05

V 1.05 0.94 0.98

Fe 0.94 0.46 0.01
Mn 0.10 0.10 0.01

Si 0.05 0.10 0.02

S 0.007 O.06

Gas Analysis
Low Carbon - REP Argon Atomized (used in HIP)

02 130 ppm
H2 7.5 ppm

Ar 16. ppm

He none
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TABLE II

Size Range and Screen Analysis

Size Range: -500 + 48 Mesh -20 to +295 um

Screen Analysis:

MeshLi%

-25 + 35 -620 to +417 0.0
-35 + 60 -417 to +230 4.5

-60 + 100 -230 to +149 41.5
--100 + 200 -149 to +74 41.4
-200 + 325 -74 to +44 11.3
-325 + -44 to +20 1.3
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TABLE VI

Comparison of Rupture Strength Superiority wvith HIP Time

.HIP Time Exhibiting
Superior Stfl's Rupture

1800F Tests

HIP Temperature
2050 5 hours
2100 5 hours
2150 5 lurs
2200 5 hours
2250 5 hours

1900°F Tests

HIP Temperature
2050 Mixed
2100 Mixed
2150 5 hours
72C0 5 hours
2250 5 hours

20006F Tests

PIP Temperature
2050 Mixed
2100 Mixed
2150 2 hours
2200 2 hours
2250 Mixed
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A

Figure la. Typical REPTM IN-I0 powder particle (500X).

16

Figure lb. Dendrite structure in REP IN-100 powder (300X).
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Figure 2a. Typical microstructure of IN-100 HIP at 2100OF (1170"C) for 2
hours at 15-ksi (103.4 N/mm2) . Designation: (3A68-2) (200X).

4A -;
J-L

4WAV~ li

Figure 2b. Typical microstructure of IN-100 HIP at 2250'F (1250'C) for 5
hours at 15 ksl (M03. N/mm2). Designation: (2L43-1) (200X) Taken after testing.
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Figure 3. Stress vs. deformation rate plot for IN-100 HIP at 2050PF (1140 0 C)
"for 2 and 5 hours.
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l Figure 4. Stress vs. deformation rate plot for IN-lOO HIP at 21000 F (l170C)U for 2 and 5 hours.
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Figure 5. Stress vs. deformation rate plot for IN1-100 HIP at 215 0 *F (1195C)
for 2 and 5 hours.
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Figure 6. Stress vs. deformation rate plot for IN-100 HIP at 2200*F (1220°C)
for 2 and 5 hours.
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Figure 7. Stress vs. deformation rate plot for IN-100 HIAP at 2250OF (12500C)for 2 and 5 hours.
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Figure 8. Typical post-test photomicrograph of IN-100 HIP at 2250OF (12500C)
for 2 hours; designation (2L49-2); tested at 2000OF (1093*C); 106 ksi
(73.1 N~/MMj2) Deformation rate: 5.7 X 10-5 secG' (400X).

Figure 9. Typ'cal post-test photomicrograph of IN-100 HIP at 2250OF (12500C)
for 2 hours; designation (2L43-2); tested at 1900'F (10318%); 335 ksi
(231 N /nM2). Deformation rate: 3.1 X 10-' sec-1. (200X).
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Figure 10. Typical post-test photomicrograph of IN-100 HIP at 22500'F (1220'C)
for 5 hours; designation (2026-2); tested at 19001F (10820 C); 248 ksi (170.9

N/rmm2). Deformation rate: 4.6 X 10-5 sec<1. (200X)
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Figure 12. Typical post-test photomicrograph of IN-100 HIP at 2150OF (1195-C)
for 2 hours; designation (2K12-4); tested at 1900"F (10380C); 189 ksl (130.3
N/mmn2). Deformation rate: 2.7 X 10-4 sec-1. (200X).

Figure 13. Typical post-test photomicrograph of IN-100 HIP at 2050OF (1140%C)
for 5 hours; designation (3A53-3); tested at 1900OF (1038CC); 232 ksi (160
N/mm2). Defornnation rate: 2.0 X 10-1 sec-'. (200X).
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Figure 14. Typical SEM fractograph of IN-100 HIP at 22001F (12201C) for 5
hours; designation (2L52-4); tested at 2000*F (10913%); 80 ksi (55 N/nuii).
Deformation rate.: 1.4 X 10~ sec1  (130X).

Figure 15. Typical SEM fractograph of IN-100 HIP at 2150*F (1195'C) for 2
hours; designation (2012-4); tested at 1900'F 110380C); 189 ksi (130.3 N/MM 2).
Deformation rate: 2.7 X 10 4 sec 1. (119x).
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Figure 16. Typical post-test photomicrograph of IN-100 HIP at 2150F (1195IC)
for 2 hours; designation (2Kl2-4); tested at 1900gF (10380C); 189 ksi (130.3
N/mm2). Deformation rate: 2.7 X 10-4 sec'1. (1000X).
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Figure 17. Typical rupture time vs. deformation rate plot (Monkman-Grant)for material HIP at 2050'F (1140'C) for 2 and 5 hours. Tested at 1800'F

(932°C).
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Figure 18. Stress vs. elongation curve for IN-100 HIP at 2050OF (11400C)
tested at 1800OF (9820C).
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Figure 19. Stress vs. elongation curve for IN-1O0 HIP at 2250*F (1250*C)
tested at 1800*F (982*C).
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Figure 20. Stress vs. elongation curve for IN-100 HIP at 2050OF (1140°C)
tested at 190OF (1038C).
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Figure 21. Stress vs. elongation curve for IN-100 HIP at 2250OF (12500C)
tested at 1900*F (1038'C).
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Figure 22. Stress vs. elongation curve for IN-100 HIP at 2050*F (1140-C)I tested at 2000*F (1093%).
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Figure 23. Stress vs. elongation curve for IN-100 HIP at 2250*F (1250 0C)
I tested at 2000*F (1093%C).
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Figure 24. Elongation vs, rupture time curves for IN-100 HIP at 2050OF
(11400C) tested at lg00°F (10389C).a'a
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Figure 25. Elong!ation VS. rup'ture time curves for IN-100 HIP at 21000F
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Figure 26. Elongation vs. rupture time curve for IN-100 HIP at 2150*F
(1195 0C)tested at 1900*F {1038 0C).
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Figure 27. Elongation vs. rupture time curve for IN-1O0 HIP at 2?00OF
(1220 0C) tested at 1900*F (1038%C).
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Figure 23. Elongation vs. rupture time curve for IN-100 HIP at 2250°F
(1250*C) tested at 1900*F (1038C).
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Distribution of Plastic Strain and Triaxial

Tensile Stress in Necked Steel and Copper Bars

A. S. Argon(*) j. lm,(*) and A. Needleman*)5 Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.

j Abstract

I2The distributions of plastic strain and triaxial tensile atress

have been oonputed(ry[bot) an approximate method based on an extension

I of the Bridgmn development and by a finite element ana•yeio in

inhomgeneously deformning bars after necking. 21-e co•putations have

been made for both initially smooth bars as well as bars having

I n~whined initial natural neck profiles, for two types of strees-strain

behavior, modelling a epheroidized Z046 steel and a Al~lty aged

I Cu-0.6% Cr alloy. The results of the finite element analysis show

that the approximate method based on an extension of the BrIdoman

development is good only for slightly necked bars. In more acutely

-ecked baxe the Bridgman development is good only near the center of

the neck. Some experimental results on strain distribution and on

neck profiles are also presented.

(*) Department of Mechanical Engineering

(*) Department of Mathematics
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The distribution of stress and strain in a necked tensile bar

has been of interest for some time not only for the purpooe of

obtaining true stress true strain curves for large plastic strains

but- also for the purpose of elucidating ductile Zracture. In his

pioneering study on the effect of pressure on fracture Bridgman( 1 .

obtained an approximate solution for the distribution of stress and

plastic strain across the plane of the neck, at the narrowest

cross section for a given longitudinal profile radius of curvature of

the neck in a round bar made of a non strain-hardening material.

(1,2)Experiments have shown that the Bridgman solution is adequate for

most applications in correcting stress strain curves in the post-

necking range where the strain hardening rate has reached low values.

The Bridgmau solution has, however, also been used(2'3) for initially

machined grooves in round bars with appreciable strain hardening

rates. Clausing(4) has demonstrated that in such irstances the axial

plastic strain increments may no longer be untform along the plane of

the neck as is necessary for the Bridgman solution, making that

solution no longer valid (for a discussion see McClintock(5)). There

have been other solutions for plane strain configurations for non-
hardening(1) and strain hardeuing materials(6) which, however, do not

lend themselves as readily for experimental studies. Recently Chen(7)

and Needleman( 8 ) have independently obtained solutions for the necking

of an initially round bar made of an elastic-plastic strain hardening

material, from which it is possible to determine the changing shape

of the neck with increasing extension of the bar as well as the current



stresses and strains throughout the bar. Of these two solutions that

of Chen predicts radial stresses across the external boundary of the

neck and is therefore, Dot fully reliable; on the other hand the

solution of Needleman utilizing a finite element-numerical approach

does not have such shortcomings.

As the aczompanying paper(9) demonstrates, the necked region of

i bar with tts distribution of plastic strains (and therefore

hardnesseri) and triaxial tensile stresses, along the axis is a

convenicut plastic flow field for experimental studies of inclusion

separat•ion and plastic hole growth. It was therefore r nsidered

useftA to obtain a number of solutions for the distribution of the
.!

plastic strain and triaxial tensile stress along the axis of a bar

with a variety of initial neck contours and made of material having

plastiic stress strain curves of some common metals such as steel

and copper. Here we describe the results of a set of such numerical

computations using the approach of Needleman(8). However, we develop

first an approximate solution by extending the Bridgman development.

II. Bounds for the Stress and Strain Distribution

in the Neck Region of a Bar.

Rhea and McClintock( 1 0) have argued that uzeful bounds to

the distribution of strains (and somotimes stresses) in a problem

involving plastic flow of a strain hardenin.; material can be obtained

from two solutions for limiting behavior. In the first solution the

material is modelled as a plastic rigid, non-hardening qne with a

yield stress resulting in the expansion of the same amount of plastic

work as in the real stress strain curve over the range of plastic
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strains of interest. In the second solution the material is modelled

an a linearly hardening one with zero yie-ld stress and a Poisson's

ratio of 0.5 to simalate no change of volume. These solutions for the

necked bar are readily obtainable for given neck dimensions and

furnish bounds for cases in which the rumerical solutions of the type

to Ye praeaented below are unavailable.

A. Non Strain Hardening, Rigid PZaastic MateoraZ

The distribution of the triaxial tensile stress along the axis of

the bar in a non-hardening rigid plastic material with yield stress

yoIs readily obtained by the method of Bridgman in which it is

assumed that the surfaces of constant principal stress in the region

of the neck have uniform curvature as shown in Fig. 1. The resulting

distribution of triaxial stress aT, along the axis of the specimen

a distance z away from the plane of the neck is then given by

(see Appendix )

where R is the minimum longitudinal (profile) radius of curvature at

the neck and, a the radius of the narrowest portion of the neck. The

expression given in Eq. (1] developed on the assumption that the

principal stress surfaces are portions of spheres with decreasing

radius of curvature going away from the plane of the neck vili hold

only over the region of the neck in which the curvature of the

external profile remains concave outward. This will be at most only A

over one radius a along the axis. The distribution of the triaxial

tensile stress along a radial line in the plane of the neck, as given
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I
initially by Bridgman is

I 3 ~~~2aX, z o 2

As is well known, the triaxial tensile stress in the Bridgman

solution is maximum at the renter of the neck and drops to lower

values along both a radial line and an axial line away from the center.

A good measure for the local equivalent plastic strain increment

I along the axis in the neck region can be obtained from the reduction of

I net area of a principal strain surface as shown in Fig. 1. Point

z2 along the axis and lying on a principal surface of radius of

curvature R moves after straining to a new point z, lying on another

principal surface of radius of curvature Rj obeying the constraint

that the volume bounded between the plane of the neck and the principal

3 strain surfaces before and after straining is constant. Then the

equivalent plastic strain at the final point zI along the axis is

3 given by

S1[3]

where the angles ac1 and a obtained from the tangents to the external

I urface at the points of intersection of the final and initial principal

strain surfacca can be readily obtained from a graphical construction,

Sonce the initial position z corresponding to a final position z1 is found

from the constraint of constant enclosed volume mentioned above. The

same restriciton discussed above in connection with Eq. [1] also applies

i to Eq. (3].
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B. Linea,'4i lardening Material woitht Zero Yie~d Simse

The distribution of triaxial tensile stress along the axis of the

bar for a linearly hardening material can be obtained directly from

the theory of stress concentrations in circumferentially grooved

elastic bars given by Neuber and is

where +4

[5a]

and [Sb]

a0 7. is the average ligament stress.

The distribution of triaxial tensile stress along a radial line

in the plane oý the neck, also given by Neuber(11) is

(z z. 0Z~ ) [61

Examination of Eqs. [4] and !6] shows that for a linear material the

largest triaxial tensile stress occurs at the outer surface of the neck,

drops along a diameter to a minimum at the center of the neck and

continues to drop from this minimum value to still lower values along



the axis going away from the plane of the neck.

£ Comparing the linear material to the non-hardening material, it

is found that the triaxiality (the ratio of the triaxial tensile stress

to the flow stress or the average ligament stress) is normally somewhat

higher for the linear material on the surface of the neck while in

the center of the neck. the non-hardening material develops the higher

[ triaxiality.

In most ductile structural materials, the strain hardening rate

at room temperature decreases rapidly with increasing plastic strain,

Lmaking the bound based on the non-hardening material a closer represen-

tation of reality than that based on the linear material,

III. Expe-rIment on Neck ProfiZeb

j As already mentioned above the Bzridgman solution requires that the

axial plastic strain increments are constant at every point on the plane

I of the neck. Clausing(4) recognized that in bars with an initially

machined profile this need not be true. Norris( 1 2 ) has demonstrated

that a test for the uniformity of the axial strain through the plane

1of the neck is that the ratio of the increments of plastic strain

at the surface of the neck must be!
7- (7)

I at all times. If the absolute value or this ratio is larger than 2

then the axial plastic strain increment in the interior is less thanI
I
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circumferential grooves with constant radius of curvature the abso-

lute value of the ratio given in Eq. [7] at the start of straining

was always larger than 2 and differed from 2 the more, the larger

the Inital a/R ratio (Fig. 1). Upon straining, the ratio asymptotically

approached 2.

Thc departure from a condition of uniform axial strain in bars

with initially machined longitudinal profiles is firstly a result of

an initial uniform hardness and secondly a departure of the machined

profile from the natural n.eck geometry. While nothing can be done

about the uniform initial hardness, it is possible to start *ith a

machined natural neck profile to eliiinate the second cause. In a

first step to test this possibility, a number of natural neck profiles

were carefully measured on a very ductile necked copper bar. From

such measurements it was determined that the natural neck profile

can be described to a high degree of accuracy by an empirical equation

of the fora(1 3):

r~o1Vt - (8]

with

V 1-.94

where a and a are the radius at the neck and the uniform radius of
W0

the shoulder at a great distance from the neck respectively.

Two OFHC copper specimens were machined to au a/R ratio of
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0,5 with natural neck profiles obtained according to Eq. (8]. They

I were then given a mechanical surfac.e polish and were provIded with

T a carefully inscribed square grid at the neck region, and were subse-

quently annealed in vaccuum. These specimens were then strained a

number of steps further and the changing dirensions of the grid werc

photographically measured. Figure 2 shows these measurements plottee

on logarithmic axes where they produce straight lines the slopes of

which give the ratio of the plastic strain increments on the surface.

Considering that the material is of uniformly li a"initial hardness and

T that it will undergo considerable strain hardening in the initial

phases of deformation it can be concluded that the natural neck profile

has reversed the trend discussed by Norris. Thus, the Bridgman

analysis applied to specimens with initial natural neck profiles should

give the best approximate procedure for obtaining the distribution of

5 stresses and strains in a ductile fracture study-short of obtaining

a numerical solution of the type to be discussed below.

in the accompanying study on inclusion separation Argon and Im(9)

have found it necessary to obtain the stress and strain distribution

in necked bars at points along the axis, too far removed from the plane

of the neck so that the stress and strain distributions given by

Eqs. [l] and [3] become unreliable. It was necessary therefore to

I obtain more accurate numerical solutions by means of the analysis of

Needlenan. (8)

I (*) In the preparation of ýhe paper a different functional form for the
neck profile due to Dondik (14), has come to our attention which gives
equally good agreement for the profile as our form presented above.
Since neither form has any basis in theory it is difficult to prefer
one over another.I
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IV. Nuwrioal Computation of the Stress and Strain

Distribution in Necked Bars of SteeZ and Copper

A.' Stress Strain Curves for Steet and Copper

In the numerical analysis of Needleman the stress strain curve of

a metal is modelled as

100

where c. Yo/E is the elastic strain at yield and Y is the yield

stress in tension. It is understood that stresses and strains given

by Eq. (101 can stand for equivalent stress and equivalent strain in

a J2 flow theory with isotropic strain hardening.

The experimentally obtained stress strain curves at room temper-

ature for a spheroidized 1045 steel, and a copper - 0.6% chromium

alloy are shcwn plotted on logarithmic coordinates in Figs. 3 and 4. The

heat treatment procedure and state of microstructure is discussed

in the accompanying paper by Argon and Im.(9) It is sufficient to

point out here that in both materials the preciptate or inclusion

spacing was so large (average particle spacing in excess of 5-x 10-4 cm) that

these particles could not have contributed more than-a maximum of 2%

to the flow stress. Hence the stress strain curves in Figs. 3 and

4 are considered to be a good representation of the polycrystalline

behavior of these materials in pure form.

Figures 3 and 4 show that the experimental stress strain curves for

low carbon steel and copper do not completely fit the form of Eq. [10]

over the entire rangebut good fits over parts of the entire range

can be obtained by appiopriate choices for E and n in Eq. [10]. Thus

tor steel a choice of E - 0.0072 and n - 8 (used by Needleman( 8 )
-_
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I appears best suited for the low strain range while a choice of

- - 0.0094 and n - 4 is best for intermediate and large strains._y

Correspondingly for copper while a choice of e - 0.0072 and n - 3 is good
y

T, for intermeidate strains, a choice of ey - 0.00416 and n - 2.5 ie

well suited over the entire range.

B. Nwerical Results for Stress and Srain Dirtributione in

"SMmooth Bare and Bare with an Initial Necking Prfile

The numerical, finite element technique used by NeedlevAn(8) for

"initially smooth bars to compute the shape of the necked region and

the stress and strain distribution in it after bifurcation (for the

details of the original solution see Needleman( 8 )) was refined and

generalized to deal with bars with arbitrary initial profiles. The

refinement consisted of decreasing the grid size of the initial

I computation down to half its value while the generalization involved

j the use of the empirical profile curves given by Eqs. [8] and [9] to

determine the nodal points in the finite element grid for two initial

a/R ratios (Fig. 1) of 0.5 and 1.0. The two finite element grids

obtained in this procedure for these two profiles are shown in Figs.

S[al and [3b]. The finite element grid was chosen long enough to make

5 the deformations and stress distribution in the neck region insensitive

to the details of the boundary conditions away from the neck. As

3 found earlier by Needleman, this can be comfortably'assured by a

length to radius ratio of 4. The boundary conditions used in the

I c !putations were, uniform distribution of a away from the neck, zero

3 radial displacement along the axis, zero axial displacement along the

plane of the neck and ,ero arr along the outer surface. In all
(*) It must be emphasized he e-that these yield strains are chosen for
the best fit to a power law. The actual yield strains are different,
they can be obtained from Tables I-IV by dividing the given yield stresses
by the appropriate i'c'luli.
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computations the length dimensions were normalized with the Inital

radius a amy from the neck, and all stresses were normalized with

the yield stress in tension Yo. For precision, each rectauxular element shown
in Fig. [5] was further divi•-id into four triangles by connecting the nodes, ar
the computationr were continued for as long as proper convergence vas possible.

Two sets of three computations were made for initial a/R ratios

of 0, 0.5 and 1.0, for steel and copper.

-if ReuZte for St"eZ.

The resuixa of the finite element computations for steel for
- I

three initial afi ratios arc. given in Tables I, I1, and III where the

distribution of equivalent plastic strain and triaxial tensile screes
S e~ve.ra L

along the axis is tabulated for stages of decreasing area ratio

at the neck. These distributions are also shown graphically for reve ri-a

area ratios in Figs. 6-8. The broken curves have been obtained by

graphical ti.&apolatiou. These figures show that the inhomogeneous

distributions of at. - and strain in the neck are quite localized.

The dotted curves in F. " labelled with primed numbers show the

distribution of triaxial ten i.L. stress computed by the extension of

the Bridgman analysis according to Eq. [I] for a constant flow stress

equal to the flow stress at the neck. Evidently when the necking is i

only slight the extended Bridgman analysis gives a good approximation .

of the actual distribution. When the neck gets more acute the

extended Bridgman analysis overestimates the range of the zone of

enhanced triaxial stress.

2. Reault, for Copper

The results of the finite element computations for copper for

the same three inital a/R ratios are given in Tables IV, V, and VI-j



where again the distribution along the axis of equivalent plastic

strain and triaxial tensile stress is tabulated for several stages of

decreasing area ratio. These distributions of plastic strain and

triaxial tensile stress along the axis are also shown in Figs. 9-11,

which resemble closely the curves for steel.

V. Di•o•usion

The extension of the Bridgman solution discussed in Sect. 2.1

where the material is modelled as nnn-hardening, and the linear

hardening solution discussed in Sect. 2.2 where the material is

assumed to have a negligible yield stress and linear hardening must

now be compared with the finix .eleut sQlu.ion for a hazuening

material, pre5ented in the last section. As argued by Rhee and

McClintock(10) these two solutions will normally prcvide bounds for

strain conccnca-tions'in materials with finite yield stress and non-

linear strain hardening behavior. Although Rhee and McClintock

furnished no proof for their assertion, all the examples which they

cited in their work were in support of this rule. The developments

in Sects 2.1 and 2.2 show that this rule which appears to hold for

strain concentrations does not necessarily apply to stress concentrations

in inhomogeneous plastic deformation, especially if the stresses

have a strong component of triaxiality. DWrect comparison of the

extenaion of the Bridgman analysis for the distribution of triaxial

stress along the axis with the results of the finite element computa-

-tion demonstrates (see Fig. 6b) that this solution is rather good near N ,tck

for not too acute neck profiles if the constant yield stress requircd

in the solution is taken as the flow stress corresponding to the average
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plastic strain across the plane of the neck. In comparison to the

Bridgman solution the linear solution is rather poor and does not

even parallel the actual triaxiaJl stress distribution qualitatively.

Comparison of equivalent plastic strains at the center of the

neck obtained by the finite element computation and chown in Figs.

6a-lla with the average plastic strain at the neck obtained from the

area ratio shows that these computed strains are larger than the

average strain for cases in which the bar was initially smooth

((a/R)I- 0),(see Figs. 6a and 9a), and smaller than the average

strain for cases in which the bar has an initial natural neck profile

((a/R)i > 0) (See Figs. 7a, 8a, 10a, lla). This difference is probably

attributable to the Initiation of yielding on the surface in the

case of the bars with an initial profile. In all cases this difference

which signifies a non-uniformity of strain across the neck is small

and expsrimentally not readily observable (see Fig. 2), provided the

bars have a natural ner-k profile.

The distribution of triaxial tensile stress along the axis

as given in Figs. 6b - l1b shows this stress in units of the initial

yield stress Y." Since the local flow stress has risen as a result

of strain hardening this ratio does not represent the actual

triaxiality, i.e the ratio of the- local equivalent flow stress V.

The actual triaxiality for all six computed cases is shown plotted

in Figs. 12a - 12f, together with the actual w~gnitudes of the local

triaxial stress component and th-' local equivalent flow stress. These

figures show that the triaxiality is accentuated to a value well

above unity at the center of the neck for the cases where (a/R). - 1.

It must be observed paranthetically here that the curves in Figs.



12& - 12 f represent stares of additional extension of these

initial Geometries corresponding to a/a

ratios given in the figure captions. The triaxiality decreases

steadily along the axis and near the shoulders drops below the level

of average triaxiality existing in the smooth portions of the bar

away from the neck.

The changing triaxiality along the axis of the necked bar is

of interest in initiation of holes from inclusions and their subse-

quent growth leading to ductile fracture. This aspect of the distribution

will be used in the accompanying study of Argon and Im(9) to test

possible criteria for separation of non-deforming inclusions from

the deforming ductile matrix.
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Appendix

Extension of the Bridgman Solution for Tr'iaxi aia

Stress Distribution along the Axis of a Necked Bar

Referring to Fig. 1 and considering,after Bridgmanthat the surfaces of

constant principal stress are portions of spheres or rotationally

symme-ric surfaces having segments of circles as generators, the differ-

ential equation of equilibrium in the axial direction can be readily

written as (13)

?z R[All

where R' represents the radijis of curvature of a principal stress



contour as shown in Fig. 1.

The Mises yield condition gives

a~ r-2%Y (A21

Furthermore from the assumption of the shape of the principal

stress surfaces, the curvature of the principal stress surface at any

point z away from the plane of the neck, is by geometry

-- z I A31

where a is the radius of the neck at the plane of the neck and R the

profile radius of curvature of the neck.

Since the axial stress a at the center of the neck is known

from the original solution of Bridgman. the differential equation in

Eq. [Al] can be directly integrated along the axis (r-o) after suatitu-

tiou of Eqs. [A2] and [A3]. The result is

-+ ýý~ I h ij+ )A41

Noting that along the axis ar - ao and that Orr is directly obtainable

from Eq [A2] once a is known, the triaxial stress can be readilyzz

computed and is the expression given in Eq. [1].

As already mentioned in Sect. 2, this extension of the Bridgman

solution is only good near the plane of the neck where surfaces of

constant principal stress can be approximated by portions of spherical

surfaces. Comparison of this solution with the finite element solution
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above (Fig. 6b) that atoish this is satisfied for necks with msU

&/J ratios. up to x/a 1. for more acute necks with higher a/R ratios

the solution begins to break down for z/a 0.25.

L. ,
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Table I. Equivalent Plastic Strain and Tri/axial Tensile Stress
Distribution in a 1045 Steel Bar

(aiR), 0, 0 a- 8, Cy - 0.0072, YO " 68.6 ksi.

IV V
I II III IV V

a/&a .8867 a/a. , .8178 a/ai - .7878 a/a .7774 a/ai - .7668

0 CY/.

.059 .251 .678 .070 .429 .993 .076 .508 1.158 .078 .536 1.220 .080 .566 1.284

.170 .249 .672 .209 .419 .959 .225 .493 1.103 .232 .519 1.155 .238 .545 1.210

.292 .246 .661 .346 .402 .896 .372 .466 1.001 .382 .487 1.037 .392 .508 1.080

.408 .241 .644 .480 .378 .810 .515 .430 .867 .527 .446 .884 .540 .462 .900

.524 .235 .623 .611 .351 .710 .652 .388 .716 .666 .400 .713 .680 .411 .707

.638 .228 .598 .724 .321 .602 .783 .347 .558 .799 .355 .537 .814 .361 .508

.752 .220 .570 .853 .293 .507 .909 .309 .402 .926 .312 .362 .942 .315 .316

.865 .212 .540 .983 .265 .386 1.031 .274 .249 1.048 .275 .191 1.064 .277 .128

.977 .203 .510 1.100 .241 .284 1.149 .244 .106 1.166 .245 .035 1.182 .245 -. 037

1.088 .194 .480 1.219 .219 .186 1.264 .221 -. 015 1.280. .220 -. 081 1.297 .220 -. 141

1.198 .186 .451 1.326 .202 .100 1.376 .201 -. 081 1.392 .201 -. 126 1.409 .201 -. 165

1.307 .178 .423 1.437 .186 .041 1.486 .186 -. 084 i.503 .185 -. 116 1.519 .185 -. 144
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Table It. Equivalent Plastic Strain and Triaxial Tensile
Stress Distribution in a 1045 Steel bar

(alR) 1 - 0.5, n 4, C - 0.0094, Yo m 50kal.

I II XII IV V

ala1 - .8241 ala- .7754 a/ai .7251 /ai - .6754 a/a 1  .6473

a/Z 0 £ ciIY0 "la p a Tt t1. Y o; f /a0 JtyC CT/Y 01 'po~ FTo

.050 .355 2.079 .056 .463 2.525 .063 .580 3.02 .071 .702 3.52( .076 .773 3.9448

.149 .332 1.961 .165 .426 2.327 .184 .520 2.71C .206 .612 3.08; .220 .664 3.351

.246 .293 1.741 .270 .363 1.981 .298 .427 2.199 .329 .480 2.384 .348 .509 2.484

.339 .245 1.467 .370 .291 1.575 .403 .327 1.634 .438 .353 1.64f .459 .364 1.650

.431 .196 1.175 .464 .23 1.169 .500 .239 1.092 .537 .248 .970 .559 .252 .903

.520 .1W0 .899 .556 .165 .798 .592 .169 .616 .629 .171 .409 .652 .172 .300

.608 .112 .653 .645 .116 .478 .682 .118 .241 .719 .117. .039 .741 .117 -. 056

.696 .081 .450 .733 .082 .237 .770 .082 .044 .807 .080 -. 102 .829 .079 -. 173

.785 .058 .285 .822 .057 .107 .858 .055 -. 030 .895 .054 -. 137 .917 .053 -. 189

.875 .040 .182 .911 .039 .057 .948 .038 -. 041 .984 .036 -. 1191.006 .036 -. 159

.967 .028 .132 .0o03 .027 .0441.039 .026 -. 027 1.076 .024 -. 08 1.098 .024 -,115

1.060 .020 .097 .096 .019 .03(1.133 .017 -. 016 1.169 .016 -. 06 1.191 .015 -. 083

1.156 .014 .084 .192 .013 -04C 1.228 .012 .002 1.265 .011 -. 0321.286 .011 -. 051

1.255 .010 .082 .291 .010 .05 1.327 .009 .021 1.363 .008 -. 00 1.385 .008 -. 021

I
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Table IV. Equiva.Lent Plastic Strain and Tria~tal Tensile Stress Distribution
in & Cu-0.6Z Cr. 4ar

(&/R), 0, n 3, C 0.0072, Y =13k1.

I II III IV V

&/a, - #/a1 - .7566 /atl a .7043 a/a 1 = .6462 a/a- .5880

a T/ 21801 V? I '~ f,1 0 0'T/o 2/a 0 V T/yo 01 i T/yo

.073 .460 1.539 .080 .580 1.920 .093 .733 2.477 .110 .900 3.187 .136 1.098 3.978

.215 .458 1.528 .245 .572 1 880 .280 .710 2.352 .329 .855 2.907 .394 1.013 3.479

.360 .452 1.509 .400 .559 1.800 .462 .670 2.140 .539 .783 2.425 .627 :877 2.670

.503 .444 1.483 .500 .534 1.693 .634 .627 1.844 .730 .700 1.850 .828 .742 1.740

.645 .439 1.450 .713 .515 1.570 .802 .580 1.527 .908 .616 1.255 1.010 .630 .808

.785 .432 1.412 .866 .495 1,440 .960 .537 1.233 1.066 .546 .712 1.170 '541 .072

.926 .422 1.309 1.010 .467 ý.304 1.115 .492 .944 1. .20 .493 .300 1.328 .487 -. 200

1.060 .416 1.326 1.151 .444 1.180 1.256 .457 .705 1.360 .452 .170 1.470 .452 -. 148

1.200 .404 1.282 1.300 .424 1.068 1.400 .429 .557 1.507 .422 .216 1.612 .420 .008

1.317 .398 1.241 1.436 .408 .965 1.539 .408 .545 1.644 .401 .318 1.756 .403 .165

1.470 .386 1.202 1.571 .397 .886 1.676 .390 .588 1.785 .385 .430 1.892 .380 .312

1.603 .378 1.172 1.708 .379 .850 1.810 .375 .657 1.914 .370 .542 2.020 .365. .442

1.736 .370 1.140 1.840 .370 .859 1.940 .368 .728 2.017 .365 .640 2.154 .356 .555

1.866 .361 1.113 1.973 .362 .892. 1.073 .362 .800 2.177 .360 .722 2.281 .350 .642
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Table V. Equivalent Plastic Strain and Triaxial Tensile Streno Diotributlon
in a Cu-0.6% Cr Bar

(a/R) 1 -0.5, n 2.5, -y 0.00416, Yo 8.2 kol.

I II III IV V

a/a1 - .7294 a/a 1 - .6600 a/a 1  .5966 a/a- .5439 a/a, ý .5082

T/ Z o C I T /Y0 Z/a 0 cs.JY zia .'o/ a
z/a O/Yo C/ _] (/o, Z/o To _ o IT

.062 .570 5.871 .074 .748 7.396 .088 .925 8.734 .104 1.085 10.24( .116 1.202 12.174

.183 .529 5.408 .217 .670 6.600 .255 .799 7.688 .295 .912 8.750 .328 1.004 9.891

.300 .462 4.612 .347 .555 5.308 .400 .629 5.922 .453 .69 0 6.514 .500 .752 7.349

.409 .386 3.702 .465 .439 3.920 .524 .474 4 045 .584 .500 4.207 .638 .538 4.794,

.513 .313 2.822 .573 .338 2.645 .635 .351 2.384 .697 .361 2.231 .754 .381 2.875.1

.613 .250 2.048 .675 .259 1.552 .737 .261 1.036 .799 .. 264 .685' .858 .274 1.311

.7G9 .197 1.398 .772 .198 .719 .834 .198 .164' .897 .197 -. 230 .956 .202 -. 0933

.805 .155 .888 .867 .154 .309 .929 .152 -. 084 .992 .151 -. 376 1.051 .153 -. 523'

.900 .122 .585 .962 .120 .194 1.024 .119 -. 086 1.086 .18 -. 302 1.146 .118 -. 392

.995 .098 .463 1.057 .096 .194 1.119 .094 -. 008 1.181 .093 -. 169 1.242 .091 -. 190!

1.092 .079 .422.1.154 .077 .234 1.216 .076 .0861,.277 .074 -. 034 1.339 .074 -.071

1.190 .064 .4311.252 .063 .298 1.314 .061 .187 1.375 .060 .094 1.437 .061 .051

r
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Fig. 1 Changes of neck profile with deformation in a tension specimen.
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Fig. 2. Changes of shape of a grid inscribed on the surfaces of two

specimens with initially machined natural neck profiles of

(a/R) " 0.5.
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Cavity Formation from Inclusions in

Ductile Fracture(*)

A. S. Argon (**, J. Im(*), and R. Safoglu(* "

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass. 02139

Abstract

The previously proposed conditions for cavity formation from

equiaxed inclusions in ductile fracture have been examined. Critical

local elastic energy conditions are found to be -necessary but

not sufficient for cavity formation. The interfacial strength must

also be reached on part of the boundary. For inclusions larger than

about 4001 the energy condition is always satisfied when the interfacial

strength is reached and cavities form by a critical ihterfacial

stress condition. For smaller cavities the stored elastic energy

is insufficient to open up interfacial cavities. Approximate continuum

analyses for e#xtreme idealizations of matrix behavior furnish relatively

close limits for the interfacial stress concentration for strain

hardening matrices flowing around rigid non-yielding equiaxed inclusions.

Such analyses give that in pure shear loading the maximum interfacial

stress is very nearly equal to the equivalent flow stress in tension

for the given state of plastic strain. Previously proposed models

based on a local dissipation of deformation incompatibilities by the

punching of dislocation loops lead to rather similar results for

interacial stress concentration when local plastie relaxation is allowed inside
A

the loops. At very small concentrations of second phase the inclusions

()This work has been presented in part orally at the Third International

Conference on Fracture in Munich, Germany, during April 1973.
(**) Department of Mechanical Engineering, M.I.T.
(***) Department of Mining and Metallurgy, Technical University of

Istanbul, Turkey.



do not interact for very substantial amouutu of plastic strain. In

this regime the interfacial stres is independent of inclusion size.

At larger concentrations of second phase, inclusions begin to interact

after moderate amounts of plastic strain, and the interfacial straso

concentration becomes dependent on second phase concentration. The

many reported Instances of Inclusion size effect in cavity formation

can be satisfactorily explaiaed by variations of second phase concentration

from point to point.



I.. Inreduction

It appears that Joseph Henry(1), of electro- magnetism fame, has

recognized as early as 1855 that metals fracture prematurely by a

process of internal necking when extended by stretching. He advised

that wire drawing and rolling were preferable operations (for this

and other interesting historical perspectives on deformation processing

(2) (3)see Backofen(). In more recerkt times Puttick traced the cause

of ductile fractuLe to the development of holes from inclusions (for a

summary of earlier views on ductile fracture and their inadequacy

see Orowan (4)). The process has since been investigated extensively

both experimentally and theoretically. The current level of under-

standing of the role of inclusions in ductile fracture has been reviewed

by Rosentield( 5 ). It has now been generally established that once

internal cavities are nucleated from inclusions of second phase

particles they can be plastically expanded under various combinrtions

of shear stress and negative pressure. Analyses of homogeueous

(6) (7)plastic cavitation by McClintock , Rice and Tracy and others have

elucidated the importance of negative pressures in the flow field

in hastening the plastic hole expansion process. Comparison of such

analyses with experiments have shown that local ductile fracture

requires considerably smaller average plastic strain as a result of

localization of dilational deformation into zones(8), followed by

formation and propagation of cracks where the hole expansion process

is sharply confined into portions of the highly strained zone in

(9,10)front of the crack 1. Although these processes of terminal ductile

separation are not yet fully understood they are in a far better level
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of development than the initial processes which lead to the "cAwleation,

of holes from second phase inclusion particles . On the experimental

aide there have been conflicting cbservations reporting the nucleation

of cavities from inclusions anyvhere from iamediately upon yielding

to after the development of very large plastic strains. Cavities have

been Teported to nucleate both on interfaces by tearing the inclusion

way from the ductile matrix, and by cracking of non-deformable

inclusions. On the other hand semi quantitative theoretical studies

have been made , based on release of stored elastic energy (11,12), production

of high stresses by impingement of dislocation pile-ups on inclusions( 11 '13),

and by reverse pile-ups of plastic accommodation loops initiated by

punching from tho Interface(14). More phenomenological models have

also been advanced based on the development of high local shear strains

at particle interfaces (15). Here we will briefly ieview these mechanisms

of cavity nucleation and present new analytical developments on a local

stress criterion of interfacial separation. In the accompanying

paper(16) we compare the results of experiments on a number of inclusion-

bearing metals with these new analytical developments.



JCriteria for inclusion Separation

A. Asessment of Earlier Developments

Although it has often been assumed by the advocates of hole growth

that non-deformable inclusions are either initially not stuck to the

matrix or that they can be separated immediately upon plastic yielding

from the matrix in which they are embedded, there are many observations

which show that this can only be true in restric't-' eases and that

most often large plastic strains are required Zo - .. j-, as free.

Hence we assume together with most of the former workers who have

F considered the problem of cavity nucleation that such holes are a

result of a more or less extensive pre-processing. It has been generally

observed that while inclusions with large aspect ratio may undergo
A

multiple internal fracturingequiaxed inclusions almost always nucleate

holes by interfacial separation. Here we confine our attention only

to the equtaxed incl'Asions which we will consider as a first approximation

as rigid and plastically non-deformable. The problem of non-equiaxed

inclusions, whose behavior depends on their shape and orientation in

addition to their size and spacing is a complex problem snd will

not be discussed here.

As already mentioned in the previous section, the earlier considerations

"of inclusion separation can be grouped into three categories, energy

criteria, local stress criteria, and local strain criteria.

Gurland and Plateau(11) proposed that interfacial cracks could

"form when the locally concentrated elastic strain energy becomes

comparable to the energy of the surfaces to be generated. Considering

no local plastic accommodation and without investigating whether or



not the stored elastic energy could actually be released by crack'

formation, they based their arguments on dimensional analysis and

concluded that cracks would form at lower applied stresses on large

Inclusions. As pointed out by Brown and Stobbs( 1 7 ) the analysis of

Curland and Plateau is only a necessary condition for inclusion

separation. A more correct analysis by Tanaka, Mori, and Nakamura (12) has

sho-mi that in a purely elastic situation, the energy criterion is

always satisfied for particles above a diameter of about 250A, almost

upon yielding. Since in many instances inclusions of more than

hundred times this size have been observed to remain attached to the

matrix at strains more than hundred times the yield strain it must

be concluded that the energy requirement is only a necessary one and

that actual separation requires reaching the interfacial strength at

the interfaceat least at some local points, to provide a nucleus' of

separation. It must then follow that for very small particles of

diameter much less than the critical diameter of 2501 where the energy

criterion may not be satisfied even when local stresses reach the

Interfacial strength, stable cavities can not form. The interface

would merely separate a distance of the order of atomic dimensions

relieveing much of the elastic strain energy but still transmitting

long range attractive forces. Similar problems of this nature related

to the very short range singular stress fields around dislocation cores

have been discussed by Stroh (18).

Gurland and Plateau(11) and also Broek( 1 3 ) have attributed cavity

formation to impingement of dislocation pile-ups at inclusions in the

manner proposed by Zener(19) and analysed by Stroh( 2 0 ). At low



temperature where slip tends to be planar cavities can be proaucec

by this mechanism especially if the inclusiQns have a large aspect

ratio increasing the probability for them to interfere with such planar slip.

Some of the observations on the splitting elongated inclusions is

probably due to this mechanism. AL moderate temperatures in close

packe'd metals where many equivalent slip systems become operable and

slip tends to become wavy, the ease of secondary slip will make the

development of high stresses difficult or almost impossible. Therefore,

in ducti2.e fcc metels and even in bcc metals at moderate temperatures

this mechanism is almost certainly not responsible for cavity formation

around inclusions. Ashby (14) has discussed an interesting alternative

in which primary deformation incompatibilities do not produce cavlties

directly, but initiate highly organized aecondary slip by punching out

dislocation loops from the interface of the inclusion with the matrix

to reduce the local shear stresses. These loops then form reverse

pile-ups and can build up interfacial tensile stresses until they reach

the interfacial strength when a cavity is formed. Ashby's model amounts

to a special upper bound analysis for plastically dissipating primary

deformation incompatibilites; it is however not an upper bound analysis

for the total problem since the assumed flow field is only local and

does not satisfy the distant deformation boundary conditions of the

entire body. Ashby has shown that this model can also be formulated

completely as a macroscopic s{l p line field in which positive and

negative deformation incompatibilities around the particle can be

balanced against each other by a closed slip line field of four lobes(21)

Thus, in spite of the fact that the interfacial stresses calculable

by this model are no better than a high upper bound, the model'is



conceptually simple and as we wlli show later can account readily for

Interactions between particles to explain why large particles lead' to

cavity formation before smell particles.

McCllntock 1(5) has given an extensive elastic-plastic continuum

anaysis of stress distributions around cylindrical particles in

anti-plane strain, where it is shown that large strain concentrations

can develop around non-deforming particles in. non-strain hardening

matrices. Arguing that similar strain concentrations must also occur

in plane strain deformation and that such high strain concentrations in

crystal plasticity are usually composed of dislocation pile-ups, McClintock

has suggested that cavity formation at interfaces may obey a- rltical

local strain criterion~or alternatively a criterion that may be a

mixture of a critical interfacial shearing strain and an interfacial

normal stres. 7e nature of this comb.ned criterion has not been

clarified. Most investigators have adopted one of the above criteria

to explain the'r results.

Below we will consider the separation primarily of only large particles

for which the energy criterion is always satisfied and cavity formation

can be expected ,to depend on reaching locally a critical interfacial

tensile strength.

B. Critical Stress Criteria Based on Continuum Deformation

In most Instances ductile fracture results from cavities formed

around inclusions of micron size. On the other hand, transmission

electron microscopy of dislocation structures around inclusions of

sub-micron size have shown that the spacing of the surrounding dislocations

in the high strain gradient zones are very much smaller than the particle



diameter, suggesting that-at least for large particles a continuum

analysis of deformation is proper. On the other hand dislocation

structures around small particles of only several hundred Angstroms
diameter are usually highly organized prismatic loops (17,22) requiring

a more discrete dislocation analysis for the interfacial stresses.

Below ye will discuss both approaches in order.

Considering the particle as a rigid cylinder and the surrounding

matrix as an elastic, plastic strain hardening continuum, the development

of interfacial stresses is desired for pure shear deformation. The

solution for any other state of deformation having a negative pressure

component can then be obtained by superimposing this negative pressure

on the interfacial stresses of the pure shear solution. Some solutions

of this type alreadyexist. Huang (23) has presented a deformation theory

solution for a rigid cylindrical inclusion embedded into an incompressible

Ramberg-Osgood (power-law) material with a stress exponent of 7. Be

finds that a strain independent constant interfacial tensile stress

concentration develops which is maximized at an angle of about 120

toward either side of the principal tension axis, and has a magnitude of

1.36 times the distant boundary shear tracition. Huang also showed
for

that a decrease in the stress exponent corresponding to increasing
A

strain hardening behavior the stress concentration increases steadily

(and presumably approaches asymptotically the solution for an incompres-

sible linear material). Orr and Brown(24) have considered the same

problem in which the matrix was modelled as an incompressible elastic-

plastic material with either no hardening or a linear hardening rate

equal to 1/40 of the Young's modulus. Orr and Brown too find that

the interfacial tensile stress reaches a maximum value away from the



principal tensile direction but at an angle of about 17" toward

either side of this direction. Unlike fuang, Orr and Brown finds

however, that the magnitude. of the interfacial tensile stress concentra-

tion increases steadily as the distant plastic strain increases both

for the non-hardening as well as the hardening material, and shows

Ulttle change in this behavior even at distatt plastic strain levels

15 t4mes the yield strain. At that time the maximum interfacial

stress is 3.03, und 2.52 times the boundary shear traction for tha non-

hardening and linearly strain hardening material respectively.

Because of this difficulty of a lack of steady state for the non-

hardening material even at large plastic strains we find the solution

of Orr and Brovnnot very useful.

Rhee and McClintock(25 have demonstrated by means of a number of

specific examples that the strain concentrations in inhomogeneous

deformation fields in strain hardening materials can be bounded by

two limiting idealizations of the plastic behavior of the material:

a non-hardening rigid plastic behavior and a linear behavior with

zero yield stress as shown in Fig. 1. Assuming that the same idea

may also extend to stress concentrations we have obtained a finite

element sclution for th ure shear deformation of an elastic-ideally

plastic, non-hardening continuum around a rigid cylindrical inclusion

and compared this with the available linear solution as the other form

of extreme idealization.

The chosen net configuration for the finite element solution

corresponding to 0.01 volume fraction of second phase is shown in

Fig.2. The elastic-plastic program of Marcal and King (26) was used

for six increments of constant tensile and compressive boundarg displacements



equivalent to pure -hear, starting from the point where some elemants

in the chosen network just become plastic. The solution was obtained

for conditions encountered in copper, i.e. for a Young's modulus of

204 ksi, a Poisson's ratio of 1/3, and a yield stress In tension of

15.9 ksi, giving € - 1.59 _ 1"3 . The spreading of the plastic zones
_y

with these Increments is shown in Figs. 3a-e as the shaded regions.

The computed interfacial tensile stresses and tangential shear strains

around the inclusion as a function of an angle 0 measured from the

direction of principal tension are given in Tables la - c. Unlike

the two solutions discussed above our solution shows a flat maximm

for the interfacial stress in the principal tensile direction without

a significant drop before an angle of about 15'. Since the finite

element net is quite coarse and other unevennesses of stress are

apparent from Table I, we attribute this to defects in the program

and accept the maximum interfacial stress at 0 - 06 as an eppropriate

measure of the concentrated interfacial tensile stress. The change

of this maximum stress in units of the yield strength in shear k of the

matrix is given as a function of the increasing distant shear strain

in Fig. 4, and indicates that a fairly stable solution was reached.

The maximum interfacial tensile stress is found to be 1.5 k. which is

somewhat higher than the stress obtained by Huang. The distribution of

equivalent shear strain which is mapped out by the spreading plastic

zones shown in Fig. 3a - e resemble closely that obtained by Orr and

Brown. We note further from Table lc that there is only a very moderate

interfacial shear strain concentration of about 1.10 on the interface

parallel to the planes of maximum shear strain in the distant field

(i.e. at e - 45').

The second bounding solution for the interfacial stresses around a



rigid iclusion in an incompressible (i.e. )- 0.5) linear material

can be obtained directly from the theory of.elasticity (see Mhikhalishv1li ( 2 7 )

or Savin( 2 8 )) and are

~mp [4f -.3(L)+f C*@ G
r r

/4

where p is the boundary shear traction and p the radius of the cylinder.

The interfacial tensile stresses and shear strains around the inclusion

are plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of the angle 0. We see that the

tensile stress is maximized at 0 - 0 and is equal to 2 times the

boundary shear traction. Similarly the interfacial shear strain is

izimized at e - 450 and is also equal to twice, the distant boundary

shear strain.

Figure 6 shows the distribution of the total principal strain Exx

outside the inclusion for the two bounding solutions, in units of the

total distant strain. The solid curve represents the distribution

obtained from the final incremevt in the finite element analysis, while

the broken curve is computed from Eqns. [1] and [2] by means of the

elastic stress strain relations.

If the distant deformation field were not pure shear but had a

negative pressure component 0Ta this negative pressure would have to

T
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by the two limiting solutions discussed above. Thus, based on Rhee

and McClintock's hypothesis the actual interfacial stresses could

now be bounded as
3  O -.., 42k

where the left hand bound is for the non-hardening idealization while

the right hand bound is for the linear idealization where k is considered

as the flow stress In shear. If Huang's solutions for the Ramberg-Osgood

material with power-law hardening were to be extrapolated to non-

hardenin behavior and vere taken for the lower limit it may be as low

as k. Since for most of the strain hardening behavior of interest, i.e.

for the exponents n between 2 and 8, Huang's solutions either fall

slightly below the lower limit or between the limits, we will take

the above limits as bounds for the plastic drag induced interfacial

tensile stress. Since these limits are rather close together and

siace their mean value of 1.75 k is very nearly the flow stress in

tension, Y, we take for the total interfacial tensile stress

where Y(?) is the flow stress in the region of the inclusion for the

average local plastic strain of the region, twd the inclusion not been

present.

Equation [6] shows that the interfacial stress will increase with

strain hardening and with triaxiality. Both of these effects are known

to promote cavity formation. The above continuum analysis for an

isolated inclusion predicts an interfacial stress dependent only on



the surrounding strain state and negative pressure but not on the size

of the particle. We will see below that the particle size effects

are a result of particle interactions which occur a41 large local

second phase concentrations and at large plastic stralns.

C. Critical Stress Criteria Based on Dislocation Models

in a study of enhanced work hardening due to non-deformable

inclusions Ashby(14) proposed a plastic accommodation model of

displacement incompatibilities which develop between a homogeneously

shearing continuum and a rigid inclusion. The model which is based on

Eshelby's( 29 ) approach of considering transformation problems is

illustrated in Fig. 7. In a thought experiment the uan-deformable spherical

Inclusion of radius P shawn in Fig. 7a is removed and replaced by a

sphere of parent material. The continuum is plastically sheared by

an amount V which distorts the sphere of parent material into an

ellipsoid as shown in Fig, 7b. The distorted ellipsoid is now removed

and the non-deformable sphere is to be re-inserted. This requires the

elimination of the displacement incompatibilities of a maximum amount

of . For small shear strains such incompatibilities could bc

accommodated in the matrix by loca.t elastic deformation. If the inclusion

is very small and if the surrounding material lacks operable dislocation

sources the elastic stresses could rise until the ideal shear strength

is reached at the interface and dislocation loops are pmched out to

form a plastic acconmodation zone shown in Fig. 7c. This plastic

accommodation zcne reduces the shear stresses around the inclusion.

The interfacial normal stresses, however, continue to rise to form a

cavity across the principal tensile direction when the interfacial

stress reaches the interfacial strength. Although this model is not

a fully acceptable upper bound flow field for the reasons already



given above, it is simple and lends itself to the incorporation of many

important details. Therefore, we will develop it further.

We assumeI together with Ashby that the ideal shear strength is

reached at the interface before the ideal cohesive strength (Kelly,

Tyson, and Cottrell( 3 0 ) have discussed the atomic bonding requirements In

different materials for this condition to be satisfied) and that circular

loops are punched out and moved away from the spherical inclusion against

an effective shear drag k . We simplify the problem by considerings

the dislocation loops as a continuously distributed dislocation density and

idealize the model as a cylindrical punch indenting an elastic-plastic

cylinder either into or out of a cylindrical hole in a rigid semi-

infLuite medium against a wall frictional drag of amount k which can

be taken as the critical resolved shear stress of yielding of a

single crystal, "s shown in Fig. 8a . We find it necessary to distinguish

a number of important alternatives.

a) Very small spherical inclusions (e lIO01): The idealized model

is as shown in Fig. 8a. The cylinder of radius f is extracted

outward (punched outward) by interfacial normal surface tractions

yrr against only a wall friction, it contains no dislocations inside,

hence is incapable of undergoing internal plastic relaxation. The

normal stresses become dissipated by the wall friction k over a

length X/2 which we term the secondary plastic zone. Choosing coordinates

x as shown in Fig. 8a the differential equation for the change of the

normal stress along the cylinder is

2~ks 47
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7h- boundary conditions are u - du/dx - 0 at x - 0 (i.e. 0(= 0,

at x - 0). which gives Inmediately

~ ~I~ks~

The extent of the secondary plastic zone is obtained from the displacement

incopatibility at the interface, i.e. u_-• at x -A/2, and is

2! k 'jo

This gives finally the interfacial tensile stress at x - )/2 as

where the first term represents the contribution of the distant field

and the second term the interfacial stress due to the secondary plastic

zone. In Eqn. [11] k is the yield stress in shear of the polycrystal

and m the well known Taylor factor, i.e. ko0 ks = m/a, where m- is generally

taken as 3.1. This stress Is again Independent of size of the inclusion

but increases reatively rapidly with increasing plastic strain as shown

in Fig . 9. A cavity would form after a critical plastic strain

when the interfacial stress equals the interfacial strength C i.e. when

-ko

As discussed in Sect. 2.1 reaching the interfacial strength is

necessary but not sufficient for cavity formation. The latter requires

also that there be enough elastic energy stored in the region to

provide for the energy of the free surfaces i.e. the ratio
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where the numerator is the surface energy of the cavity and the

denominator the elastic energy that can be released by a cavity. In

Eqn [13] c4 is the surface free energy of the cavityIoý the interfacial

energy, and the factor of order 0.5 is to account for the sharply

decreasing tensile stress away from the interface. Considering that

c-oL) tib/4 (where b is a lattice dimension), and that 6/E r 0.02

one finds that cavities can only open up when

> E. WI

For smaller inclusions no stable cavities can form. The inclusion will

separate from the matrix a certain distance of atomic dimensionsto

relieve part of the elastic energy, but long range forces will still

act across the interface. In some cases the inclusions may only be

very poorly adhered to the matrix, and it can be assumed that C I 0.
±

Then the tensile incompatibility can be accommodated at the interface

from the beginning by the formation of a cavity without punching out

any secondary plastic zone.

To meet the condition given in Eqn.[I4] the inclusion must have a

diameter of 400A or over. For such relatively large inclusions it

becomes more and more likely that some retained primary dislications

tangled around the inclusiou act as sources and that the punched cylinder

can undergo internal plastic relaxation as well.

b) Large spherical inclusions ( fý 250A) :

With internal plastic relaxation inside the punched cylinder the



idealized model in still as shown in Fig. 8a, giving rise to the same

differential equation for the change in the normal stress 0r by

Eqn. [71. The stress-strain law now is non-linear and may be taken as

where £ and Y are the yield strain and yield stress in tension

respectively, and where the exponent n can be anywhere from 2 to 8

representing decreasing capacities for. strain hardening.

The solution of Eqn [7] together with the new non-linear constitutive

law, and the same boundary conditions as before can be obtained readily

analytically for any exponent n and leads to (see Appendix)

where again the first term represents' the contribution of the distant

field. The secondary plastic zone now becomes

The increase of stress with plastic strain due to punching of the

secondary plastic zone is now considerably slower than in the previous

case where plastic relaxation inside the punched out cylinder was not

possible. Figure 9 shows the rise of the portion of the interfacial

stress resulting from the punching of the secordary plastic zone for

the case without relaxation and one where the hardening exponent

n - 2.5 corresponding to copper. As the strain hardening rate becomes

less with increasing exponents n, the rate of rise due to this



It is of interest to compare the above solution for the dislocation

loop punching model with the continuum solution. When the hardening

rate decreases as n-• o* the interfacial stress concentration goes

asymptotically to

This value is 89% higher than the lower limit given ia Eqn [6] to which

it should correspond. Although this solution is not to be preferred

to the continuum solution discussed in the preceding sectionlit gives

a result well within a factor of 2 of the latter, and will be useful

to investigate specific effects.

c) Interacting Inclusions:

Hawy investigators have reported that in a given sample large

inclusions appear to produce cavities sooner than small ones--a

particlularly well reported case being that of Palmer and Smith( 3 1 ).

Some of the previous explanations of this effect appear to be erroneous

such as for instance the energy explanation of Gurland and Plateau(1 1 )

which was discussed above to be only a necessary condition for cavitation.

The explanation advanced by Palmer and Smith that large inclusions may

act as a more efficient sink for embrittling impurities could certainly

be valid but cannot likely be responsible for this phenomenon in all

cases. It is reasonable to expect that the effect may have its origin

in interaction between inclusions. From dimensional analysis it is

clear that the stress concentration can not be dependent on inclusion

size for the case of an isolated large inclusion (surface energy



restrictions being unimportant) in an infinite medium where there is

only one length dimension. When inclusions are in very finite media

or when many inlusions are present in a body so that their spacing

becomes of the order of their diameter a new length parameter appears in the

cnalysis. It can be readily seen, however, that even in this case the

stress concentration will be dependent only on the ratio of inclusion

size to spacing. If all inclusions are of &ile same size this would make

the stress concentration dependent only oiA the volume concentration of

second phase but not directly on the inclusion size. It is clear,

therefore, that an inclusion size dependence of the stress concentration

can occur, at a given volume concentration of second phase, only if

local variations of concentration exist, making I-t possible for some

larger than average inclusions to be near neighbors at a spacing equal

to or smaller than the average spacing. The situation is sketched out

in Pig 8b where the ratio of the net particle distance to the particle
C.

size is given by the local concentration of second phase; Assuming that
A

the interior of the punched cylinder of the secondary piastic zone can

undergo plastic relaxation as in the previous case so that a constitutive

equation of the type given in Mqn [15] is valid, the interfacial tensile

stress can be calculated analytically for a fixed P/' by the previously

outlined appraoch only for an exponent of n = 2 (see Appndic). A

much simpler approximate method can be used, however, to ouLain the

interfacial stress for any exponent n by breaking down the contributions

to the interfacial stress into three sources: a) the strain hardening

contribution resulting from the extension of the cylindrical zone as

if it were an isolated tension specimen, b) the plastic drag contribution



rising Linearly from the center. of the cylinder to the interface, and

c) the contribution of the distant flow stress. This gives for the

interfacial stress

(see Appendix), where the well known expression for the ratio of the

E net particle ipacing to particle radius in a plane

'a

vas used for a local concentration c of second phase. The change of

the interfacial stress with increasing plastic strain is plotted

in Pigs. lOa, and 10b for two values of u representing those for copper

A~i (n - 2.5) and steel, kn - 4) and for a variety of values of the conceutration

c. As can be seen from the figure for small concentrations there is

no interaction between inclusions.

iWe now consider first that all particles are of constant size but

are distributed randomly in space or on any planar section. If the

L area allocated per particle is a, then the probability-of finding u

particles in an area of size A is given by a Poisson distribution as

S=. -CO_(A_)

U Considering that the chosen area A together with n corresponds to a new

L! concentration

A.



for a particle radius of ve can obtain readily the probsbility

for finding a local concentration e in integer multiples of the average

concentration c by letting the area A go to a. i.e.

To obtain the probability for finding any arbitrary non-integer

local concentration between c and c +- dc we merely let n - c/c become

a continuous variable by introducing the gamme function to obtain

,•pC /•) ,•,.rc,-.o (,.,e,,. ,,-• A,,]

This leads finally to the probability of having a local concentration

variation equal to or greater than c as,

9 . OD43,fr(/ ,

0

where the integrals in the numerator and denominator are the incomplete and

complete Neumann functions which can be readily evaluated (see E.19.

Erdelyi, et al. 3 2 )

This probability is plotted in Fig. 11 as a function of the concentration

ratio c/c. To find the dependence of the plastic strain on the local

concentration of se,-ond phase we equate the interfacial stress in Eqn [19]

to the interfacial strengths. With increasing plastic-strain' the



separation condition Is reached first for closely spaced large Inclusions

(large local concentration of second phase) followed by inclusions with

decreasing size and Increasing spacing. The fraction f of the separated

inclusions of the total population is then given directly by the cumulative

probabilit7 of finding regions of local concentration having a concentra-

tion in excess of that for vhich the current plastic strain is sufficient

for cavity formation, i.e..

The application of this approach to inclusions in steel and copper is

discussed in the accompanying paper by Argon and i.(l6).

Finally, it is of interest to prescribe when inclusions can be

considered non-interacting, and when their Interaction must be taken

into account. Interaction between particles occur when the secondary

plastic zones of neighboring particles In the plane of punching touch,

i.e. when of Fn [(17 equals that of -Eq [20]. This gives a

critical strain ratio abob)vrit above which interactions must be

considered.

The dependence of this critical strain on the concentration of second

phase is shown in Fig. 12 for two strain hardening exponents.



III. Experiments

A direct experimental verification of the approximate analyses

presented above was found desirable. Since no meaningful and reliable

method of direct Interfacial stress measurement could be conceived, it

was considered useful to measure the plastic strain distribution around

non-deforming incluuions to compare them with the strain distributions

obtained for the limiting non-hardening and linear behaviors plotted

in P;g. 6. To do this, a model experiment was designed in which the

plastic strain distribution in a soft copper matrix could be measured

around a hardened cylindrical copper-beryllium inclusion which could

be heat treated to have a yield strength about 10 times that of the

copper matrix. The model specimen was prepared by drilling a central.

-0.25 inch hole almost through a 2.5 inch diameter OFHC copper cylinder.

This piece. together wrLth a graphite funnel containing an amount of

castable charge of Cu-Be alloy was placed into a vacuum furnace where

the specimen and the inside of the drilled hole was evaporation-

cleaned by maintaining the assembly 100C below the solidus p-int of

the alloy for 45 minutes. Th? temperature was then raised to above the

melting point to cast the cbarge in place. After this the specimen

was cooled to 800C and maintained there for two hours to homogenize

the alloy followed by quenching and tempering at 300C for two hours

to obtain peak hardness. The cylindrical bar with the Cu-Be core was

then machined into two 1.75" square blocks of 1.5" thickness with the

cylindrical core running along the short length and through the center

of the square faces. All faces of the blocks were then polibhed and



one of the square faces was provldd with a fine, scratched square

grid of 0.017" spacing running parallel to the edges of the block.

The two blocks were then put together face to face so that the grid

remained between the blocks. The pair were than compressed 10Z in a

plane strain comwession jig as shown in Fig. 13. The compression

faces and the two outside faces touching the jig were coated with a

MoS 2 spray to reduce friction. This presented barelling of the specimen.

After compression the blocks were removed from the jig, taken apart

to reveal the internal grid, which was then measured to compute the

distribution of the lateral strain parallel to the principal extension

direction. This distribution of the measured normal strains is shown

in Fig. 6 for comparison with the theoretically determined bounds for

the strain di.tribution. The actual measured strains are greater than

the plastic strains near the inclusion but becoma smaller than the

plastic strains at greater distances. Since the inclusion was not

rigid but actually had a fairly high compliance and showed signs of

some plastic straining these departures from expected behavior are

considered not sarprising. In any event the experimental distribution

lies nearer to the plastic non-hardening solution than to the linear

solution. This lends support to the bounding analysis discussed in

Section 2.2
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IV. *Discussion

The various approximi-te analyses presented above show that for

very small inclusions where no local diffuse plastic relaxation is

possible because of the complete absence of. dislocations in the surroundings,

the shear stresses on the inclusion interface can be relieved by punching

out dislocation loops as suggested by Ashby( 1 4 ). This can not relieve

the interfacial tensile stresses which may reach the interfacial strength.

Mhen the inclusion diameter is less than about 4001 there is insufficient

elastic energy stored In the surroundiings of the inclusion and stable

cavities can not for*. When the Inclusion diameter exceeds this cut-off

limit, stable cavities can fort. In this range of increasingly larger

Inclusions, however, local plastic relaxations become more and more

likely and a continuum analysis for the stress concentrations becomes

appropriate. All such continuum analyses give a rather mild stress

coanen~ration factor which for a pure shear mode of deformation is only

of the order of F, i.e. the interfacial stress is of the order of the

local equivalent flow stress in tension. When the volume concentration

of second phase is small so that the secondary plastic zones of particles

do not touch, then the particles act in isolation and the interfacial

stress is independent of the particle size but depends only on the local flow

stress and any local long range triaxial stress. When the volume

concentration is large or when the shear strain is large so that the

secondary plastic zones of particles touch, the particles interact.

If the particles are of uniform size and quasi-uniform spacing, the

interfacial stress becomes in addition to the plastic strain, Aependent

also on the concentration of the second phase but remains still independent

of the particle size, i.e. at constant concentration any increase in



particle sixe is balanced by a proportional increase in particle

spacing. The interfacial stress becomes particle size dependent only

if there are significant local variations of second ph=ie concentra-

tion from point to point for a given average second phase concentra-

tion. Such concentration variations actually exist in many inclusion

bearing alloys and can account for the often reported effects of

particle s8.ze on local strain for cavity formation. Experimental

evidence for such effects will be presented in the accompanying paper

by Ar&on and In
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Appendix

A.1. Interfacial stresses around large spherical Inclusions:

The first integral of the differential equation for the normal

stress along the secondary plastic zone (Eqn [7), gives

P.

where x is measured from the end of the secondary plavtic zona. l19ing

the non-linear constitutive equation of Eqn (15] gives

which when integrated gives the displacement L4, also measured from the

end of the secondary plastic zone as

r. E Y.[A3

where

C t[A-41
YoCO

When x 0, 1 and L4U 0. This gives

The other boundary condition is that U rp/2_when x =,/2. This

gives



2n Ir kA + ) aly

4-from which the integration constant C could be determined as a

function of the yet unknown extent of the secoadary plastic zone A/2.

The secondary plastic zone can then be obtained by substituting

C,0(/2) into Eqn. [A-1] and setting a* 0 Pt x - 0. This, however,

tells inmediately that C - 0, which can only 'ae satisfied if A ic

chosen to satisfy Eqn (A-6] for the special value of C 0. This gives

the extent of the secondary plastic zone as

A!

S ry [A-7]

where m.fko/k8 and wa s/fY was used In the evaluation.

We now obtain the interfacial stress due to the punching out of

the secondary plastic zones as

The distant stress governing the distant plastic strain will also

appear acroas the boundary and must be added to the above strgss-to

obtain the total interfacial stress. This stress is 9Y giving

for the total interfacial tensile stress Irj, finally,

Cr r~ .i + +A9

iY
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A-2 Ine•ractL• Iniclusions.

When the secondary plastic zones of particles touch at large

conceat :atlons of second phase, or at large plastic straius, zhe interfacial

stresa becomes dependent also on the local concentration of secondc!

phase. For this case analytical solutions are difficult to obtain and

It is more instructive to resort to approx1iate solutions. An approximate

solution can be obtained readily by dividing the interfacial stress up

Into three parts. The first contribution to the Interfacial stress

comes from considering the cylindrical intercoiuectiag plastic zone .J

between particles as shown in Fig. 8b as a round tensile bar which has

undergone a plastic extensional strain of which results in a

stress of

F_ 11

The second contribution comes from the plastic shear drag on the

extending cylinder along its walls whlch is

where the shear drag along the wall k a V3k 0/m, can be taken as the

critical resolved shear stress for slip in a single crystal, which is the

polycrystal yield strength in shear k divided by the Taylor factor ýDt- sJm.r, ;4

The third contribution comes from the ooundary tractions governing

the distant field. This contribution is

.1



The sum of all three contr~butions •ives the total interfacial

tensile stress and is the quantity in Eqn. [191.

An analytical solution for the dislocation loop punching com,.,onent

of the interfacial stress, i.e. components 1 and 2 above, can be

obtained again readily for n 2, by substituting Eqn [t-6] into

Eqn [A-1] and letting %% /Z• This would give the interfacial stress

as a function of which now, as shown in Fig. 8b is governed by

-the local concentration of second phase c. The end result is obtained

readily as

where

[A 14]

is the ratio of the net distan-e In the plane of plastic punching to

che radius of the particle.
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Table Ia. Normalized Radial Stresses a /k around the Inclusion,
rr

. easured form a Point under the Tensile Direction

e

yl(kiG) 4.5" 13.5" 22.5* 31.5' 40.5"

0.770 1.495 1.400 1.025 0.765 0.160

0.848 1.606 1.535 1.125 0.825 0.175

0.925 1.550 1.510 1.070 0.905 0.180

1.000 1.480 1.440 1.000 0.875 0.150

1.080 1.425 1.380 0.930 0.875 0.140

1.158 1.400 1.380 0.900 0.870 0.100

Table lb. Nornalized Tangential Stresses c88/k around the

Inclusion, Measured from a Point Under the Tensile

Direction.

e

y/(k/G) 4.5* 13.5" 22.5° 31.5' 40.50

0.770 0.a45 0.700 0.510 0.365 0.080

0.848 0.800 0.765 0.560 0.435 0.090

0.925 0.780 0.755 0.535 0.420 0.100

1.000 0.740 0.720 0.500 0.500 0.090

1.080 0.710 0.690 0.465 0.500 0.090

1.158 0.700 0.690 0.450 0.520 0.060



Table Ic. Magnitude of Normalized Tangential Shear Strain

yr /(k/G) Around the Inclusion. Measured from a

Point Under the Tensile Direction

YI(k/G) 4.5* 13.5" 22.5' 31.5" 40.5'

0.770 0.026 0.570 0.615 0.950 0.970

O.848 0.032 0.622 C.675 1.060 1.080

0.925 0.032 0.610 0.660 1.225 1.250

1.000 0.032 0.675 0.725 1.220 1.240

1.080 0.026 0.692 0.740 1.255 1.275

1.158 0.026 0.725 0.770 1.340 1.360
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Fig. 1. Idealization of actual plastic behavior by two limiting forms

*of non-hardening rigid plastic, and liniear behavior.
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plastic flow in pure shear around a rigid cylinde2r.
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Fig. 4. Change of maximum interfacial tensile stress with increasing

boundary strain in non-hardening material.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of interfacial tensile stress and shear strain

around a rigid particle in an incompressible linear matrix.
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the linear incompresible material, and experimental measurements

on a model copper specimen with a hardened cylindrical Cu-Be "inclusion".
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Fig. 8. a) Idealization of the cylindrical plastic punching by a cylinder

elastically or plastically extended in a rigid cavity against wall

friction; b) Plastic punching between two interacting particles.
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SEPARATION OF INCLUSIONS IN SPHEROIDIZED

1045 STEEL, Cu-0.6% Cr ALLOY, AND MARAGINC STEEL

IN PLASTIC STRAINING )

.1

A. S. Argon, Ind J.

Hassachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass."02139

ABSTRACI

Experiments were performed on spheroidized 1045 steel, Cu- O.6Z Cr
alloy, and maraging steel containing respectively Fe 3 C, Cu-Cr, and TiC
Inclusions of nearly equiaxed shape. The local interfacial stresses
for separation of these inclusions during plastic deformation were
evaluated by the methods described in the two preceding papers. The
results show that the interfacial strengths for these inclusions in
their respective matrices are 254 ksi, 144 kei, asd 264 ksi. In the
spheroidized steel the average diameter of the separated inclusions is
distinctly larger than the average diameter of the whole population.
This is quantitatively explained by the enlanced interfacial stresses
developed in regions of above average concentration of second phase
which frequently occur in very dense population of inclusions. No such
effect was obseived in the other two systems which is consistent with
their much lower volume fraction of second phase. Some tension
experiments have also been performed with the spheroidized 1045 steel
at elevated temperature, giving results qualitatively similar to those
at room temperature.

*This work has been orally presented in part at the Third Internatio'xal
Conference on Fracture in Munich, Germany during April, 1973.

•' Department of Mechanical Engineering



I. Introduct ion

Since the work of ?uttick(1) it has been well established that

inclusions play a fundamental role in the ductile fracture of metals

as the sources of the holes which grow by plastic deformation and link

together to produce dimpled rupture. There have been a large number

of observations made of these phenomena vhich have recently been reviewed
(2)

by Rosenfield . Host such experimental investigations, however, have

remained either at the observational level or have been confined to

reporting to the concentration dependence of the'strain to fracture.3"6)

Furthermore, the majority of the experimental investigations have concen-

trated on the total problem of ductile fracture which has primarily been

view-d from the point of view of plartic hole growth making the tacit

assumption that inclusions are synonamoLs with holes. This is in spite

of the fact that problems such as temper embrittlement}where "debondlding"

trace Impurities segregate at interfsces2 can only be exp:.ained by drastic

reductions of the required strain to nucleate civities at inclusions,

in the few experinental investigations which have addressed therselves

to the problem of cavity formati.on at inclusions, taluer and Smith(7)

have found that for spherical Si0 2 inclusioui in coper, although small

inclusions are more plentiful, the fewer large inclusions form cavities

first. In a corresponding study on bpheroidized carbon steel, Inoue

and Kinoshita(C-) haje found the strain to fracture (not necessarily ths

strain for cavity form&.tion) indep*.ndent of carbide di-ieter, but the

strain for cavity formation increasing with increasing f .nterpar~tcle

spacing. There has been no investigation to our knowledge which has
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concentrated quantitatively on the conditions for cavity formation.

This investigation to be reported below attempts to fill this gap.

11 Eerimental Procedure

The goal of this investigation was to study the behavior of

equiaxzed inclusions in plastic deformation fields of known plastic

strain and triaxial stress distribution(9) to determine by means of

aom* approximate analysis of the local Interfacial stress concentra-

tionefI0) the actual local conditions for cavity .formation. To keep

the-problem relatively manageable, equiaxed inclusions vere choses

for which no shape parameter need be cc€usidered. It can be expected

that plate-shaped or needle-shaped inclusions will behave differently

not only based on their large aspect ratio but also on the orientation

of their principal geometrical shape axes relative to the principal

axes of the local strain field. Thit would introduce In addition to

two principal aspect ratio parameters, three angular orientation para-

meters and make the problem immediately very complex. (See also Broek(ll)).

The inhomogeneous strain field which was chosen for studying the

cavity formation conditiotswas the round tension speeimen with and

without initially machined natural neck profllesý Although the tri-

axial tensile stress (negative presoure) can not be controlled indepen-

dently from the local plastic strain, it is possible to obtain a large

range of triaxiality (ratio of triaxial tensile stress to equivalent

flow stress) by prcviding the bar with initial neck profiles. The

distributions of local flow stress and triaxiality in a number of straia

hardening materials in round bars with a variety of initial natural neck

o..
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profiles have been calculated by Argon, Im, and Needlenan(9) for this

purpose and are reported in one of the companion papers.

The local interfacial stress for separation of inclusions from

the matrix was obtained by plotting the areal density of separated

inclusions on an axial section of a fractured bar as a function of the

distance Zf away from the fracture surface. The point along the axis

where this density of separated inclusions drops to zero is taken to

give the local condition for inclusion separation for which the inter-

facial stress is evaluated by means of the approximate bounding analysis

of Argon, I., and Safoglu (10) which gives this stress as

r.~ 0 T + Y("P) [li

for very dilute concentrations of second phase, where oT is the local

triaxial tensile stress and Y the plastic resistance in tension

corresponding to the local average plastic strainhad the inclusion

been absent. When the second phase concentration is high and inclusions

interact, the interfacial stress increases above f.s value given by

Eqn. (1] and corrections need to be made for such interaction, as

described by Argon, et al.

Inclusions in three materialo vere investigated: Fe 3C inclusions

in spheroidized 1045 steel, Cu-Cr itclusions in Cu-0.6Z Cr, and TiC

inclusions in unaged mara ging steel.

The 1045 steel was spheroidized by putting all carbon in solu-

tion at 900*C - with nearly finished specimens sealed in Vycor tubes.

The steel specimens were then quenched into ice brine immediately after
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the Vycor tubes were broken by a heavy pair of steel tongs. This pro-

dAred a very flue lameflar martensite with a hardness in excess of Rc64.

The specimens were then aged in a vacuum system at 700"C for about six

days folloved by furnace cooling. This produces nearly equlaxed Fe3 C

Inclusions shown in Fig. 1 of a volume concentration of 0.229 and a

mean particle diameter of 0.44 micrQn. The ferrite grain size was

about 5-10 microns. The stress-strain curve of the spheroidized

material is given in Fig. 3 of Argon, Im, and Needleman.(9)

The copper with 0.6Z chromium was purchased in 5" long swaged

bars of roughly 0.75" diameter from American Metal Climax, Inc.

Specimens of nearly final shape were machined from these bars and aged

at 700C for over a week to produce a volume concentration of C.0059

of second phase Cu-Cr inclusions of 0.89 micron average diameter. As

Fig. 2 shows, these inclusions were not always equiaxed. A small frac-

tion had aspect ratios greater than one, with the largest being about

4. The grain size of the final material was in the range of 20-30.

microns. A chemical and spectrographic analysis of the final material

gave a composition of 0.005 Cr, 62 ppm C, 5 ppm Fe, less than 1 ppm Ca

and Mg. with the balance being copper. The stress strain curve of the

fully aged material is given in Fig. 4 of Argon, Im, and Needleman(9).

The maraging steel (VH-300) with a nominal composition of

0.0004 C, 0.001 Mn, 0.001 Si, 0.18 Ni, 0.09 Cr, 0.045 Mo, 0.006 Ti,

0.001 Al with the remainder being iron was purchased from Teledyne

Vasco Co. in the form of 0.75" diameter rod. No heat treatment was

given to the material tested. The stress-strain curve of the material

is given in Fig. 3. In the unaged condition the material had a grain
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size of about 10-20 microns and contained two distinctly different types

of inclusions: TIC inclusions of a volume concentration of 0.011 and

average diameter of 5.3 microns and a much smaller set of Ni 3Mo inclusions

of about 0.5 micron diameter or smaller, both shown in Fig. 4. In this

study we will concentrate only on the effect of the larger TIC inclusions.

The test specimens were round cylindrical bars of normally 0.375"

diameter at the gage section. Come of these bars were machined further

to have natural neck profiles according to theempirical neck profile

formula given by Eqns. [8) and [9) in Argon, Ia, and Needleman(9) to

reach different levels of triaxiality and plastic strain distribution

in the center portion of the bar when strained. The different initial

acuity of the machined neck is given as tUl neck radius to profile

radius ratio a/R in the data belowý All specimens were strained to

fracture. A 0.5" section from both sides of the fractured pieces

was removed. The fracture surface of one side was viewed with the SEM.

The other side was given an extra heavy nickel plating, mounted on its

side in metallographic compound, sectioned along the axis, and metal-

lographically polished down to 0.25 micron finish. In the case of the

copper specimens.best results were obtained with a vibratory polish

(Syntron) over prolonged periods. The polished sections were then very

lightly etched to delineate the inclusions (Nital or Pickral for 1045

s teel and maraging steel, and very dilute H NO3 for Cu-Cr). The

separated inclusions could then be easily 3een in the SEH, such as the

cases in Figs.2 and 5.

Some tensile fracture experiments on spheroidized 1045 steel were

also conducted at 450*C and 630' in which the same techniques were
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followed. Since the specimens were tested in air the fracture surfaces

were alvays oxidixed to same extent, so not such meaning was attached to

these observations.A

III. Expe�imental Reaults

A. Spherotdized 1045 Steel

As mentioned in Section 2 above, the Fe 3C inclusions in the

spheroidized 1045 Gteel produce a rather concentrated second phase of

0.229 volume fraction ofnearly equlaxed inclusions. Some important

statistical parameters pertaining to these Inclusions were measured on

planar sections In the unstrained material. Figure 5 shows the cumula-

tive density of inclusions as a function of their 4iameter, 2p. The

mean diameter of the inclusions was found to be 0.443 micron. The

cumulative distribution of the net spacing between nearest neighbors

of inclusions is shown in Fig. 6. This distribution was obtained by

assigning a number to every inclusion in a oicrograph of a large area

cozntaining a large number of inclusions, drawing inclusion numbers at

random, and measuring the distance from the picked inclusions to their

nearest neighbor. The figure shows that the mean net distance to the

nearest neighbor is nearly equal to the mean diameter of the inclusions.

In the separation of the inclusions interaction between nearest neigh-

bors is important and is accentuated by a large ratio P/X c of inclu-

sion radius to spacing between centers. Figure 7 gives the measured

frequency distribution of the p/X C ratio.

Six tension experiments were performed with three different

initial specimen profiles, given by a/R ratios of 0, 0.5 and 1.0. The
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specimens were pulled to fracture at a standard extension rate of

10-4 in-seC. The initial and final dimensions of the specimens are

given in Table I. One piece of all fractured specimens was sectioned

along the axis, metallographically polished, and etched to reveal the

distribution of the density of aeparated inclusions along the axis.

Figure 8a and 8b show the fracture surface dimples and a region near

the fracture surface on an axial section where many separated inclusions

can be seen. It is readily observable from Figs. 8a and 8b that-the

spacing of the fracture surface dimples corresponds closely with the

spacing of inclusions demons-rating that the Fe 3 C inclusions are the

sole source of the ductile fracture process. The density distributions

of separated inclusions along the specimen axis measured by means of

detailed SEH traverses along the axial cross sections of the broken

specimens are given in Figs. 9a, 9b, and 9c for the three different

initial specimen profiles. The position zf along the specimen axis

where the measured density of separated inclusions goes to zero is

given in Table I. The local equivalent plastic strain and triaxiality

corresponding to these points were determined from t)'e distributions

of plastic strain and triaxislity for the reqeired specimen profiles

(9)obtained by Argon, 1w, and Needleman (their Figs. 6, 7, and 8).

These values are also given in Table I. Finally the last column in

Table I gives the computed total interfacial stress at inclusion

separation obtained according to Eqn. [1]. The average equivalent

strain to fracture obtained from the final and initial radii of the

neck which is also given in Table I shows that in each case a very

substantial portion of the total strain has gone toward generating
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the holes. Inspection of the computed interfacial strengths shovw some

scatter but no orderly trend with .any other parameter. Considering

that there is some scatter apparent in the distribution of the density

of separated inclusions and that the identification cf the position of

the last separated inclusion along the axis requires ext'apolation, we

consider the results satisfactory and compute an average interfacial

strength of 203 ksi for Fe3 C in ferrite. This computed strength is an

underestimate as Eqn [1] with which it is obtained is valid for non-

Interacting inclusions. As we will consider further below, the inclu-

sions in 1045 steel are strongly interacting. This could make the actual

interfacial strength about 25Z higher, i.e. 254 ksi (See Fig. 10b in

Argon, et al.(10))

The dependence of the density of separated inclusions on the

inclusion diameter was determined both immediately underneath the frac-

ture surface and a distance Z - 0.32a away irom the fracture surface.

These distributions are also shown in Fig. 5 as the two lower curves.

The mean diameter, 0.65 micron, oi the separated inclusions immediately

underneath the fracture surface is 46% larger than the mean diameter

of the total population of inclurlins. The mean diameter, of 0.732

microns, of the separated inclusions a distance 0.32anaway from the

fracture surface is fully 65% larger than the average of the total

population. This demonstrates that larger than average size Inclusions

separate first and that other inclusions of sma'.ler diameter separate

at progressively larger plastic strains in a certain inverse relation

to their size. Thits the region away from the fracture surface, repre-

senting an earlier state of development has a larger fraction" of the
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large inclusions separated than the region nearer to the fracture

surface.

B. Copper with Cu-Cr Inclusions

The Cu-Cr inclusions in copper prepared by the aging treatment

discussed in Section 2 above formed a very dilute volume concentration

of second phase particles in comparison with the Fe 3 C particles in

spheroidized steel. Nine specimens were tested having the same three

initial profiles as those of the steel specimens, i.e. a/R - 0, 0.5,

and 1.0.

The dependence of the cumulative density of the Cu-Cr inclusions

on their diameters is shown in Fig. 10. As can be seen these inclu-

siors were on the average larger than the Fe3C inclusions, but their

size distribution looks rather similar to the distribution of the

latter inclusions.

The results of the tension tests together with-pertinent dimen-

sions of the specimens are given in Table IL. The appearance of the

fracture surface dimples is shown in Fig. 11 where it can be seen

clearly by comparing the size of the central holes of the inclusions

to the size of the dimples that the inclusion population was quite

sparse consistent with the micrograph of Fig. 2. The density distri-

butions of separated inclusions measured on an axial section on the

central median plane are given in Figs. 12a, 12b, and 12c. Because of

the much sparser overall density of inclusions the distribution along

the axis of the separated inclusions showa considcrable scatter. The

extrnpol;tted values for the position of the last separated inclusion

nionr t•,' nx•n nre given in Tnale IT toprther with the local plastic
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strains, local flow stresses, triaxialitY of stress, and finilly the

computed interfacial strength, all obtained from the analysis of Argon,

In, and Needleman(9) for necked copper barv (their Figs. 9, 10, 11).

The average interfacial strength obtained from the last column in

Table II is 144 ket. Once again cLeparison of the plastic strain for

hole nucleation with the overall plastic strain to fracture shows that

the nucleation strain is a substantial fraction of the total,

As in upheroidized steel the dependence of the cumulative den-

sity of separated inclusions on their size was determined immediately

underneath the fracture surface and is shown plotted in Fig. 10. The

mean diameter of the separated inclusions is 0.76 micron which is

14.6% less than the mean diameter of the total population. Consider-

ing that the total inclusion population is sparse, that the separated

inclusions are only about a third of the total, makes this measurement

subject to considerable error. We consider this difference not sig-

nificant and conclude that in this case there is no preference for

selecting large inclusions for earlier separation. This as we will

discuss below is quite consiatent with the sparsity of the second

phase concentration, making the inclusions essentially noninteracting.

C. Unaged Maraging Steel

There were two types of inclusions in the maraging steel in the

as-received condition on which the tests were performed. Of interest

here is only the population of large TiC inclusions forming a volume

fraction of 0.011 with an average diameter of 5.3 microns and an

average spacing of 45 microns. No statistical measurements
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were performed on the size distribution of these inclusions beyond obtain-

ing these average values. Xnspection of planar sections of the as-

received material showed no separated or cracked inclusions in the as-

received material.

Four tensile tests were performed on specimcns with four different

profile geometries given in Table I1, where other dimensions of the

specimen before and after the test are recorded. As before the density

distribution of separated inclusions was measured on the axial section

of the fractured specimens and is given in Figs. 13a and 13b. The loca-

tion of the last separated inclusion along the axis is also given in

Table I11. Since the inclusion spacing was quite large and the density

sparse, the distribution shows considerable scatter and the position of

the last separated inclusion determined by extrapolation is again subject

to some scatter. Since no special computation was made for the distribu-

tion of plastic strain and triaxiality for this material according to

Needleman's method, and since the strain hardening rate was extremely low,

the extension of the Bridg'Mman analysis discussed by Argon, Im, and

Needleman(9) was used to compute the interfacial strength of the inclu-

sions. In view of the approximations made the results are not con-

sidered to be as reliable as those for the 1045 steel and the Cu-0.6% Cr

discussed above. In any event the end result shows very little scatter

and gives an average interfacial strength of 264 ksi. Since the

density of TIC inclusions was quite low they were not interacting

(see Fig. 12 in Argon et al(10)) and no correction is necessary on

thl• value. Finally Fig. 14 shows the appearance of the fracture surface

dimples. The large dimples of the TiC inclusions stand out clearly from
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kNi3Ho Inclusions which produce dimples of a diameter an order of magni-

tude smaller than the TIC inclusions.

D. Spheroidized 1045 Steel at Elevated Temperature

- To compare the behavior of Inclusion bearing structural material

at elevated temperature with that at room temperature it was considered

advisable to perform a number of tests at elevated temperatures on the

spheroidized 1045 steel.

Specimens were prepared for elevated temperature deformation in

the same manner as for room temperature. No special profiles were

machined into the bars sicn.e no reliable method of evaluation of local

stress existed for the highly rate dependent deformation to which the

specimens were subjected. Tests were performed at 450*C and 630%C in

air in a resistance heated furnace. at a conventional extension rate

of 10 in sec-.

Statistical measurements were made on the inclsuions on planar

sections before and after the experiments. Because of a somewhat less

successful spheroidization the Fe3C inclusions were not fully equiaxed

and even had a characteristic pearlite type structure. This was

particularly so in the material used for the 450*C tests, as can be

seen from Fig. 15 showing the microstructure after the test along an

axial section. The microstructure of the co ,responding specimen used

in the 630*C test is shown in Fig. 16. As a result of this difference

the mean nearest neighbor distance of the 450%C material was only

A- 0.134 micron while that of the 6300C material was X - 0.182 -

both being considerably less than that in the material used for the

room temperature tests. Figures 17 and 18 give the dependence of the
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Inclusion density or average inclnsion diameter (average diameter being

"defined as the geometric mean value of the two extreme dimensions of

the inclusions).

The specimens were sectioned along the axial median plane as

before to determine the density distribution of separated inclusions

along the axis. These distributionq are shown in Fig. 19. The dif-

ference in the spatial densities of separated inclusions for the 450*C

"* and 630"C experiments shown in Fig. 19 is entirely a result of the

larger size inclusiona existing in the material used for the 630*C

experiments. The size distributions of the separated inclusions was

also measured immediately underneath the fracture surface as before

and are plotted in Figs. 17 and 18 for the respective cases. In both

cases the mean diameter of the separated inclusions is larger than the

mean diameter of the total population - being a result of interaction

between inclusions. The difference between the two mean diameters is

larger for the 630*C experiment which is nearly of the same ratio as

that in the room temperature experiments. The smaller difference

between the mean diameters of the separated inclusions and that of the

total population in the 450C is most likely a result of the extremely

elongated nature of the inclusions in this material. Apart from these

minor differences the results at these two temperatures are rather

similar and qualitatively the same as the room temperature experiments.

Because of the strongly rate dependent nature of the deforma-

tion the necks formed on the specimenswere rather draun out. This and

the formation of a heavy oxide layer made it not very meaningful to

try to compute interfacial stresses by invo Ing Hoff's(ll) analogy
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for r-te dependent materials obeying a power law creep. Finally the

appearance of the fracture surfaces for the 450"C and the 630C experi-

smuts are shown in Figs. 20 and 21 where it is clear that the surface

features have been markedly affected by both oxidation and diffusional

smoothing.

IV. Discussion

Inspection of the results in Tables I - III for the three materi-

als tested indicates that, as suspected, cavity formation occurs at

inclusions when the interfacial stress produced by the combined effect

cf both the drag of the plastically flowing surrounding matrix, and the

local triaxial tensile stress reaches the interfacial strength. The

computed interfacial strengths of 254 ksi (with a correction for inclu-

sion interactions) 144 ksi, and 264 ksi for the Fe 3 C, Cu-Cr, and TiC

inclusions in their respective matrices must be compared first with

the ideal cohesive strengths of the matrices. Taking the respective

Young's moduli as ctscale parameter of the ideal cohesive strengths one

obtains ratios of a rr/E for the three cases of 0.0088, 0.008, and 0.009

respectively. The ideal cohesive strength of a perfect close packed

metal is likely to be no less than 0.05E. 1 2 ) It is known from the

experiments of HcClintock and O'Day (13) on the strengths of coap bubble

rafts which can be made to simulatt the interatomic forces between metal

atoms, that high angle grain boundar.es have a cohesive strength of

about half the value of the perfect lattice. Such experirints have
demonstrated visually possible rain boundary phase trasformations ccur-

A
ring prior to cavity formation which have also been discussed
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theoretically by Hartf14 ) It in not unlikely that the strength of

interfaces are less than the strength of high angle boundaries of the

parent material as there are no observations of separation of grain

boundaries accompanying separation of inclusions in ductile fracture.

Based on this it can be expected that the cohesive strength of inter-

faces be somewhat lower than 0.025E.in the materials which we have

considered. This is within a factor of 3 of the actual interfacial

strengths reported above. Considering that the analysis employed in

arriving at the reported values of interfacial strengths is relatively

crude, that there are additional stress amplification effects that

result from departures from spherical shape in the actual inclusions,

and considering that the presence of embrittling trace impurities can

reduce the interfacial strength markedly 1 5 ), the computed results are

taken to be the actual interfacial strengths between the inclusions

and the respective matrices. As mentioned in the introduction any

reduction of interfacial strength by undesirable impuritics would reduce

the strain for inclusion separation and thereby the tensile fracture

toughness. Any other effect which accentuates the development of inter-

facial stress such as large aspect ratios of inclusions, interaction

between inclusions arising from a high concentration of inclusions, or

an increase of the flow stress by various diffuse hardening mechanisms

will all hasten the separation of inclusions to decrease the fracture

toughness. The widely known empirical correlation betweeniiardening

and decreased ductility is at least in part a result of a reduction of

the strain for inclusion separation. The well known reduction in

ductility to fracture with increasing second phase-particle concentration
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(3).reported farst by Edelson and Baldwin is of course not directly

re2ated to the effect we have been discussing; it' is primarily a result

of the reduction of the strain for plastic growth and linking of the

boles after their formation.

In his reviev Roseafield(2) concluded that the available evidence

was not consistently demonstrating that large inclusions separate before

small ones do for a given second phase concentration zf particles. The

considerations of Argon, Im, and Safoglu ( 10 ) on inclusion interaction

furnish a ready explanation. As Fig. 12 in the paper of the above

authors shows, when the second phase has a volume fraction of around

0.01 the inclusions will on the average not interact and behave as if

they were isolated to very large plastic strains, of the order of 103

times the yield strain. For such cases all inclusions of a diameter

in excess of about 200 A (for which the necessary energy conditions fc,

free surface production are satisfied 1OJ) will separate at approximately

the same pre-strain. When the volume concentration of inclusions becomes

of the order of 0.1 or larger, as in the case of the spheroidized 1045

steel, the inclusions interact asllost from the very beginning of plastic

strairing. Such interactions produce accentuated interfacial stresses

on larger than average inclusions situated at spacings less than average,

I.e. regions in which the local concentration of second phase exceeds

that of the average irLll be preferencially cavitated first. This will

be followed by regions in which the second phase concentration is progres-

sively lower. It ir possible to account for the distribution of the

observed density of separated inclusions along the axes of the fractured

specimens, as well as the increase of the average diameter of separated
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inclusion3 with increasing distance from the fracture surface by the

interactions of inclusions as discussed by Argon, Im, and Safoglu.I 0 )

The distribution of the ratio of inclusion radii to spacing given in

Fig. 7 can be shown more instructively as a distribution of local

tecond phase concentration by plotting it as a function of the square

of the abscissa, If this distribution is normalized with izs mean

value it gives directly the cumulative probability (1 - P(c/c) for find-

ing a local concentration ratio in excess of c/c which as discussed by

Argon, Im and Safogtu obeys a distribution given by a ratio of incom-

plete and complete Neumann functions (see their Fig. 11). The experi-

mental distribution for Fe 3 C particles is plotted in Fig. 22 together

wl-th the theoretical distribution of Argon, Im, and Safoglu. The agree-

ment is good. Argon, et al(10) have also shown that when the local

inclusion concentration c is high their secondary plastic zones interact

to increase the interfacial stress for a given plastic strain above the

level of noninteracting inclusions. The result of their development is

re-drawn in Pig. 23. If inclusions separate when the interfacial strength

reaches a critical value this wotild occur first in regions of large con-

centration, c > c resulting in the separation of the fraction of inclu-

sions which forms a local concentration in excess of c given by the

function shown in Fig. 22. As the material is strained further, regions

of lower inclusion concentration continue to undergo separation and the

state of the cavitation advances along the curve in Fig. 22 from the

lower right toward the upper left. In the neck region of a specimen

(such as specimen 5 or 6 of the spheroidized steel) the cavitation

history is stored advancing along the axis toward the Fracture surface.
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The separated fraction of inclusions given in Fig. 9b for specimens

5 and 6 is replotted as a function of total local equivalent strain

in Fig. 24 as the six points by using the equivalent strain distribu-

(9)tion computed for these specimens by Argon, et al (their Fig. 7).

To determine the theoretical distribution of the separated fraction

as a function of strain, the intercepts of the curves for interfacial

stress in Fig. 23 with the interfacial strength is necessary. Along

the axis of specimens 5 and 6, however, there is also a sizable compo-

nent of triaxial stress which can not be ignored. The local triaxial

tensile stress obtained from Fig. 7 in Argon, Im, and Needieman is

plotted in Fig. 23 below the abscissa axis as a function of the local

equivalent plastic strain. The total difference between the curves

above and below the abscissa axis in Fig. 23 gives the total interfa-

cial tensile stress. When that difference equals the interfacial

strength, inclusions separate. The computed distribution curve for the

fraction of separated inclusions given by the solid curve in Fig. 24

is obtained by choosing arr + aT - 18.5k . Since k 28.9 ksi,

(9) -2-
see Table II of Argon et al(9) the required Interfacial strength to

obtain the theoretical curve is fully 535 ksi - far in excess of the

value obtained by the direct evaluation discussed above. This apparent

discrepancy is partly attributable to the approximate nature of the

computation of the stresses around inclusions~resorted to analyze the

interaction between inclusions. As discussed by Argon, et al(10) the

approximate analysis gives values 89Z higher than the more preferable

continuum analysis which, however, has not been developed for inter-

actin effects. Allowing for this extcess in the analysis which lead
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to the curves in Fig. 23,one requirces only an interfacial strength of

283 ksi to obtain the agreement in Fig. 24. This is to L.- compared

with the strength of 254 ksi obtained by the direct method nfter cor-

rection was made for inclusion interactions. The agreement bArv-en the

two approaches is still somewhat poor, but in view of the many app:oxi-

mations made and possible experimental errors the model for the compu-

tation of the distribution of separated inclusions along the axis of a

specimen discussed here is considered valid.

We close by reaching several gener-al coacfusions:

1. The criterion for the separation of inclusions from a

deforming matrix is a critical interfacial stress criterion.

2. When inclusion concentrations are large, they interact to

enhance the interfacial stress and hasten separation.

3. In normally annealed material without pre-processing, the

plastic strain required to separate the inclusions often

exceeds one half the total strain to fracture.

4. In as-received material previously subjected to cold work-

inginclusions may already be separated if the cold working

strain exceeds a critical amount.

5. In deformation processing if no damage is to be produced

which would reduce service ductility or toughness, the

increments of deformation between annealing operations will

have to be governed by the critical strain for inclusion

separation.
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6. Further quantitative progress on this problem requires

more accurate solutions for interacting inclusions.
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LI Spheroidized 1045 SteelStress

for Separation of Fe 3C Inclusions

Spec. No. (a/R)1  (&/R)f a a a /ai V, Ia z % E Yap) a .y Cr
ksi si

1 0 1.00 4.76 .76 0.589 1.06 0.575 0.64 121 0.470 178

2 0 0.95 4.76 4.76 0.589 1.06 0.550 0.67 122 0.580 93

5 0.5 1.35 6.35 .54 0.680 0.77 0.400 0.40 127 0.740 221

6 0.5 1.44 6.35 3.54 0.650 0.86 0.430 0.40 127 0.720 219

7 1.0 2.13 6.35 .. 80 0.600 1.02 0.383 0.28 117 0.735 203

8 1.0 2.33 6.35 .80 0.632 0.92 0.367 0.27 113 0.780 201

a - shoulder radius

ai - itial radius of the neck

af - finani . lius of the neck at fracture

(a/R) . initial ratio of neck radius to profile radius
eat fracture

- position along the axis of the last separated
__ inclusion

CV - equivalent plastic strain at the site of the last.
U

Sseparated inclusion

Y(O) - equivalent tensile flow stress at •na n

OT/Y - triaxility ratio

a - interfacial stress at separation of inclusions

F - equivalent plastic strain at fracture
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Figure 1 Fe 3C inclusions in~ spheroidized 1045 steel (bar is 101i).

Figure 2 Cu-Cr inclusions in a pliastically strained sample of
Cu-0.6% Cr alloy (bar is 10pj).
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Wigurg 4 Section of naraging steel showing fracture surfece ou~tline
and large internal holes from which TiC inclusions have

been removed in the course of polishing (bar AS 50U~)
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IA

I Figure 8 a) Fe3 C inclusions and holes on axial scction of fractured
epecie; b) fracture starf ace dimnples (t'~r is 51j).
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Figure 11 Dimples on fracture surface of copper with Cu-Cr inclusions
(bar is 100).
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jar( i "

Figure 14 Dimples on fracture surface of maraging, steel on,
large dimples of TiC inclusions, and small dimples of
NVIo inclusions (bar is 100J.
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FigurG 15 Fe 3 C inclusions and holes in specimen strained at 450*C
(bar is 5p)

Figure 16 Fe C inclusions mNd holes in specimen strained at
636'C (bar is 5i0
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